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Why not join us?
DCA Membership Subscription: £24 pa
Contact Tony Nield, New Membership Secretary (above), or visit our
Website (see top of this page)

forum.dinghycruising.org.uk
The Forum for DCA members. If you
are a paid-up DCA member and have
an email address, follow the link on
the website and register to become
one of the contributing group.

Cover Photograph: 'This was taken during our very first proa raid along the Polish coast in 2006.

It is somewhere between Międzyzdroije and Ustka, ±100nm between them.
We took very little camping gear and a tent. We slept on the beach. Always able to dine somewhere ashore.
Very nice raid along the shoreline: we never entered any harbour, just stranded the boats as in the picture.
We were always able to take the boats high on the beach with only the crew's effort.' Januscz Ostrowski (see page 76)
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RENEWING YOUR MEMBERSHIP IN 2020 (£24)H

NT

( H The increase in the subscription decided at the 2020 AGM will apply next year)

!

Renewals in 2019 began in January then dragged on into August.
Please remember that for 2020 renewal is, as usual, due by 1st April. Leaving it longer will threaten
the delivery of your journals later in 2020.
My thanks to those who paid early in the New Year, which enabled me to get work done in the winter
before the days lengthened, the weather improved and paperwork became a drag.
Payment methods are as follows :
•
Direct Debits. Nearly half of our UK members already renew by annual Direct Debit on 1st
February. I’d like to get all members to pay that way. To do so, just tell Treasurer Jeff Rogers at jeffrey@
jeffreyrogers.com All you need is a bank account.
H

Note from our Treasurer regarding Direct Debits: 'Members may wish to know that we use
GoCardless to administer our Direct Debits. This means that very little of members’ financial data is held
by the DCA. We consider it much safer to use a blue chip company like GoCardless, which processes over
£7Bn worth of transactions annually. GoCardless is trusted by major companies such as The Guardian, the
BBC and CNN' —Jeff Rogers, Hon. Treasurer.
•
Cheques and Postal Orders for £24 should be made payable to the Dinghy Cruising Association
and sent to me, David Morton (Membership Sec.) and no-one else. My address is inside the front cover of
the journal.
•
PayPal for overseas members. Most of our 87 overseas members use PayPal. Including PayPal’s
fee, they pay £26. Half of them have set up an annual payment via this link:
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=X6BG82C9UG63N
— which, like the DD for UK members, saves them having to remember to renew and saves me having
to send out reminders.
Wishing that the coming season may be plain sailing for all of us,
Dave Morton
Membership Secretary

Don't Forget!

Spring 2020
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Moorhens
They are more likely to run than fly, and their legs trail behind when they do.
In territorial disputes they mount special displays, showing off their red bills
and white undertail feathers.
Groups venture away from the water to feed, often foraging on grass. At the
first sign of danger they take cover. They are much more mobile than coots.
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Editor’s Letter
–––––––––––––––––––––––––

Keith Muscott

T

he first thing for me to bring to your attention
is that I will not be running a rally in Ireland this year.
I had planned on inviting you all to spend the first two
weeks of September at Lough Derg, but there have been
communication problems, and it is difficult to raise interest
in a rally when you cannot quote the costs of camping or
a week's temporary sailing club membership. We may be
running our own solo 'pop-up' rally over there at some
point to clear the air. In which case, I'll report back.
While chatting to the NW group after the planning
meeting I was approached by the son of a well-respected
member who works in the Fire Service and has a position in
their union. He told me that a golden rule when encouraging
volunteers to take up important posts in a union is to
impress upon likely candidates that they must never be out
of pocket while pursuing their duties. He had observed that
when we canvass members to fill vacant DCA positions we
never tell them that they can expect to be paid expenses
if they are incurred legitimately. So let me clarify this now:
DCA post holders can and do claim expenses, and what is
more, they are paid out!
The New Members list has a strange look to it this time,
because I have met two separate requests from members.
First, some felt that email addresses should come
immediately after the names, as most enquirers would
wish to see those first, rather than postal addresses, in
order to contact people. Next, others felt that it was
important to see which ones sailed in their own areas,
so that early contact might be made in order to issue
invitations to rallies. Accordingly, you will find email
addresses in bold print right after the names, and sailing
areas in bold print at the end of entries. All I want now
is for others to ask for similar emphases to be placed on
phone numbers, type of boat and postal addresses and
everything will be in bold and we'll be back to square one.
But hey, that's democracy...
The DCA presence at the Boat Show was a memorable
success by all accounts, and I hope that a report or reports
will be submitted for inclusion in the summer issue. If you
attended, and have a good photograph or two, or wish to
submit a few words yourself, you really must send them
to me. I think that the AGM and the Boat Show were
probably two defining occasions for the DCA in 2020, and

Spring 2020

it is important that they are celebrated in here.
On several occasions recently there has been
a noticeable reluctance for members to place
their advertisements in Dinghy Cruising, followed
by a wary question as to how much we charge to
advertise boats. There never has been a charge
made on my watch, or at any time in the history
of the DCA as far as I know. It is a service which
benefits both sides of the deal — it is free.
I have published the following already about
the passing of Edwin Dewhirst, but it will bear
repetition: He was a committed member of the NW
area, who joined in 1978 and resigned in 2014 due
to failing health. The extent, duration and frequency
of his ambitious cruising, covering 20,000 nm in a
Bell Woodworking 18ft Seagull, a 'dinghy with a lid',
equalled anything that has been done in the DCA,
before or since.
As well as his sailing ability, he had a quiet,
generous, no-nonsense approach that made him
popular with others and typified the best of that
generation of DCA members. He will be sorely
missed.
I have not received sufficient material to
commemorate his life in an obituary in this Spring
edition of Dinghy Cruising, so I will do it by printing
extracts from his log, starting in the summer issue.
—Ed
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
All material for DC246 – paper, digital images and
text – should be sent to Keith Muscott at the email
or postal address given on page 2 as soon as possible.
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David Morton
Membership Secretary: Welcome to our 25 New Members
3652 David Round, round@bangor.ac.uk, Cwr Du, Llanedwen, Llanfair PG, Anglesey, LL61 6UQ . Wayfarer
and Harrier. 01248 430 417 / 07484 617 307.
Menai Strait.
3653 Robert Arthur Stamp, stampconsulting@aol.com, 7 Whirlow Road, Crewe, CW2 6SR. Miracle, Mirror,
GP14, yachts. 07899 742 969
Lakes, Coast, USA, Greece, Croatia
3655 Diana Beale, Cobham House, Chidham, Chichester, PO18 8TE.
3656 Per Storgaard, perstorgaard@hotmail.com, Kirkebakke 6, 2862 Fluberg, Norway. Drascombe Lugger.
0047 4164 4212
South of Norway and Denmark
3657 Matthew T Sullivan, mcleansullivan1963@gmail.com, Forge Cottage, Priory Road, Blythburgh, Suffolk,
IP19 9LR. 15-ft clinker dinghy. 01502 478 340 / 07719 150 271
River Blyth, Southwold
3658 Robin James Howell, robin.howell99@gmail.com, Bryn Awel, Llangwm, Corwen, Conwy, LL21 0RB
Drascombe Dabber. 01490 420 610 / 07903 265 644
North Wales, The Lakes
3659 Janie Townshend, jtownshend@btinternet.com, 128 Heath Drive, Chelmsford, Essex, CM2 9HQ
Tideway 14. 01245 269 529
Blackwater Estuary
3660 Jamie A C King, jamieacking@hotmail.com, 1 Cowdray Close, Crawley, W.Sussex, RH10 7BW.
Cornish Crabber, 07986 609 428
Chichester and the South West
3661 Alex Bluemel, gypsyclubjuggler@gmail.com, 17 Whitworth Road, Southampton, SO18 1GE. Wayfarer.
07407 642 303
Solent, Poole, South Coast
3662 Mike Plant, michaelplant@hotmail.co.uk, 31 Gorsey Lane, Warrington, WA1 3PT. 07548 618 237.
Mersey and the North West
3663 Georgia Witchell, georgiafw@hotmail.com, The Moorings, 11a Claremont Terrace, Falmouth, Cornwall,
TR11 2AJ. Kittiwake 14. 07739 147 510.
Falmouth and Helford
3664 Mark Wisdom, redlaw54@gmail.com, 4732 Arbor Latch, Traverse City, Michigan, MI 49685, USA.
W1390, Shellback Dinghy, Morbic 12. 001 231 421 5510
L.Michigan, Upper Great Lakes
3665 Andy Walters, apwalters@live.com, The Old School, Cullicudden, Balblair, Dingwall, IV7 8LL, GP14 and
Mirror. 07842 189 743
Highlands and E&W Coasts
3666 Noel A Watkins, noel@racundra.com, 92 Thorpes Avenue, Denby Dale, Huddersfield, HD8 8TB. Oughtred
Guillemot. 07947 275 509.
The Lake District
3667 John Harrison, john_nic@hotmail.com, 66 Brynteg, Rhiwbina, Cardiff, CF14 6TT, Swallow Bay Raider
Exhibition. 02920 625 238 / 07510 353 587.
West Wales
3668 Ian Tarrant, iantarrant@gmail.com, 9 Barton Green, Trull, Taunton, TA3 7NA. Drascombe Dabber.
07818 158 045.
Southwest England
3669 Dave R Almond, davealmond59@hotmail.co.uk, 2 The Howe, Loughrigg, Ambleside, Cumbria,
LA22 9HQ. Drascombe Lugger. 01539 437 438 / 07716 794 158.
Lake District & West Scotland
3670 Hugh P Follet, follett57@gmail.com, 49 Kenilworth Drive, Croxley Green, Rickmansworth, Herts.,
WD3 3NN. Lytham Pilot. 01923 334 375 / 07986 977 685.
South Coast
3671 Les W Burns, lesburns@gmail.com, 116 Botany Lane, Lepton, Huddersfield, HD8 0NF. GP14.
07870 996 243
Hollingworth Lake SC
3672 Chris Englefield, chris.englefieldis@gmail.com, 3 Hall Park, Lancaster, LA1 4SH. Kittiwake 16.
01524 388 403 / 07983 613 112.
NW England and occasionally SW
3673 Martin Davies, martin@squeakydogs.com, 164 Abbots Road, Abbots Langley, Herts., WD5 0BL.
Comet Versa, GP 14. 01923 266 038 / 07715 420 243
West of London, S & E England
3674 Nicholas J Hutchings, hutchings.nicholas@gmail.com, Drosselwej 5, 8830 Tjele, Denmark,
old Wayfarer lookalike. 4586652466 / 4528919665
Limfjorden, N.Jutland
3675 John Moore, moore53@talktalk.net, 16 Shalford Road, Rayne, Braintree, Essex, CM77 6BT.
Drascombe Lugger, 01376 341 867 / 07745 284 740.
East Coast
3676 Eleanor Osbourne, osborne@delomosne.co.uk, Court Close House, North Wraxhall, Chippenham,
Wilts., SN14 7AD. Mirror. 01225 891 930.
River Swale, Kent
3677 Stephen Moore, s.moore11nhs@gmail.com, Flat 3, 2 St. Vincent Crescent, Glasgow, G3 8NQ. Hartley 12,
Gull, Leader 2, Enterprise. 07957 766 097.
South Coast and Broads
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Officers' Reports
President's Report, Roger Barnes
the RYA are so keen on us. I also gave a public talk once
Well here we are again, in an AGM held ‘Up North’
again. We will be doing the same thing again this year,
after many years. And just look at the view out of the
and indeed for the foreseeable future, as the Beale Park
picture windows behind me: the hills of the North!
Boat Show that the Association used to attend has now
Thank you to John Hughes for organising this.
come to an end, and it looks like it will not be resurrected.
Last year I talked about how the DCA relies hugely on
Please, if any of you can come and help man the stand
the goodwill, enthusiasm and the generously donated
over that weekend, I would be very grateful. I know it is
time of various members, particularly those who fill our
a long way from up here, but it is an entertaining event
various unpaid committee posts. And last time I said we
and greatly helps the Association’s profile with the likes
finally had found someone to fill the long vacant post of
of the RYA and other organisations we want to influence.
National Secretary — Brian Chislett. He wasn’t here last
Later on in this meeting we will be talking about the
year but here he is beside me now, poised to help with
future of the Association and in particular about the
organising of DCA events and to deal with our relations
membership fee. We want to retain all the qualities of
with outside organisations. Also, to take the minutes of
the Association that you love, but we also want to keep
this meeting.
abreast of changes in the world around us. More money
The last AGM was held in the summer at Cobnor, and
in the coffers will enable us not only to secure the future
this went very well, with a large number of members
of the magazine, but to improve our website and the
attending, but not as many as I see before me now.
other services we offer to members.
Thank you all very much for attending today.
Can I thank all our committee members for their time
Since then the DCA has exhibited once again at the
and patience, and everyone who has contributed to the
RYA Dinghy Show in London, at the end of February,
club in any way. It is all very welcome, thank you. RB
where we had a huge stand just next to the main stage,
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Membership Report, David Morton
Between 1994 and 2009 our membership fluctuated
between 430 and 459 with an average of 445, of whom
only 5% (24) lived overseas.
Over the last ten years and particularly in the last 3
or 4 we have had an overall increase of 37% with no
fewer than 612 members, of whom 14% (87) live abroad
in 23 countries. Tony Nield's geography has improved
proportionately as he posts welcome packs and CDs to
faraway places. We have:
• 20 members in the USA, spread from Montana to
Florida and California to Rhode Island
• 11 in the Republic of Ireland / Eire
• 9 in Australia, 9 in France
• 8 in Germany
• 4 in NZ, and 4 in the Netherlands
• 3 in each of Poland, Norway and Canada
• 1 each in Hokkaido, Japan; New Caledonia; Aruba
in the Dutch West Indies, Cayman Islands; Turkey; UAE;
Belgium; Sweden; Finland; Switzerland; Spain; Italy and
Malta.
Of the 190 who joined in the last 3 years, 27 mention
Roger Barnes's YouTube videos, book and Chasse Maree
articles, and we can probably credit Roger with another
18 who merely mention YouTube. We all know that once
they join they are then hooked by Keith's marvellous
journals.
Spring 2020

Regarding methods of renewing subscriptions, I was
told years ago that cheques were on the way out. For
me, cheques are simple and easy to handle, so I'm happy
that they are the number one method of payment for
300 of our members. (By all means include with your
cheque the carrier sheet that comes with your journal, as
that shows your DCA number and your correct address.)
But payment by Direct Debit is a close second with
232 members, and PayPal comes third with 65 of our
87 overseas members. We'd like a lot more of our UK
members to switch to Direct Debit, because it means
far less of our time is wasted chasing late payers and it
enables Jeff and I to get the bulk of renewals work done
soon after the DD payment date (February 1st), instead
of it lasting through Spring and Summer.
My thanks are due to those of you who have switched
to DD or paid early by cheque / PO, and to Jeff and Tony
for their prompt all year round help.
Your Contact Details:
Please keep me up to date with them, especially with
your email addresses and home addresses.
_________________________________
On a different subject, I sold my Wayfarer SN 7548
at the fourth attempt, thanks to Keith's generous fullpage colour advertisement in Dinghy Cruising. I'd almost
given up. DM
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Treasurer's Report, Jeffrey Rogers
Dinghy Cruising Association – Income and Expenditure Account
Year to 31st December 2019
Income

12 months to 31/12/18

12 months to 31/12/19

Subscriptions
Bank Interest
Donations
AGM receipts
Library income
Income from shop

13,526.45
47.47
56.00

14,644.54
63.44

583.60

549.50

Total Income

14,213.52

15,257.48

Bulletin printing
Bulletin postage
Membership Sec expenses
New Members Sec expenses
AGM
Exhibition expenses
Shop supplies
Treasurer’s expenses
Solent Preservation Society
RYA subscription
Miscellaneous expenses

8,108.64
3,903.67

11,238.26
5,482.08
4.00
207.63
80.00
249.99
1,101.05

Total Expenditure

13,478.69

18,750.63

734.83

-3493.15

Expenditure

Difference
Income & Expenditure
Balances as at
Current Account
Deposit Account
Cash
Total cash

238.88
386.10
440.00
268.90
7.50
125.00

7.50
125.00
255.12

31st December 2018
5,834.50
8,955.35

277.91
11,018.79

14,789.85

11,296.70

Our biggest item of expenditure is the bulletin. Four editions of the bulletin were accounted for in 2018, whereas five
were billed in 2019. Suppliers billing schedules now allow us to account for bulletins within the accounting year.
From time to time the shop, which provides an excellent service to members, needs to be restocked and this year many
lines needed to be replenished.
The officers decided at the 2018 AGM that the DCA would fund the members lunch and did not levy a fee. There was
no fee levied at the 2019 AGM. Accordingly, there was no AGM income in 2018 or 2019.
Fees for collecting subscriptions via GoCardless and PayPal are not itemised, but subtracted from the subscriptions
total.
DCA Banners purchased at a cost of £255.12 are accounted for under Miscellaneous expenses.
We have eaten into our reserves this year as costs have increased. Our outgoings are predictable and our current reserves
are still very healthy. A proposal to increase the subscription rate will be put to the 2020 AGM.

Page 8
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Treasurer’s Report, continued
Despite calling on some reserves to cover our
expenditure this year our accounts continue to be
healthy. As an organisation with no clubhouse the main
contact between most members is through the Bulletin.
It is quite proper that this accounts for most of our
expenditure. Over recent years costs of postage and
production have increased and we are at a point where
the AGM must decide on an increase to subscriptions.
Some officers and other interested members have
discussed this at some length in the DCA online forum
and through emails. I propose that the Membership Fee
be increased from £24 to £30 annually, starting at the
2021 renewal date. Overseas members represent an
increased cost for us as postage is considerably more. I
propose the new Membership Fee for overseas members
should be £35.00
Some members have expressed an interest in
receiving their Bulletin as a PDF with no hard copy posted
to them. This would represent a considerable saving to

us. I propose that a 'Digital Only' subscription should be
offered as an alternative to receiving the hard copy of
the Bulletin.
Over the course of the last year Dave Morton and I
have worked to regularise the Direct Debit subscription
payments to the DCA. Previously, most Direct Debit dates
were the anniversary of a response to many reminders
for payment sent to members by Dave. This meant
that many Direct Debits then occurred at the same late
date each year. My thanks to Dave for his help with
administering this change.
Members who may wish to have further detail on
any aspect of our accounts are invited to contact me by
email at the address shown inside the front cover of each
bulletin. I regret that I am unable to attend this important
AGM as I have a longstanding commitment which I need
to keep. I hope members have an interesting day. I must
also record my appreciation for the hard work other
officers have put in to making our association such a
success.
Jeffrey Rogers, Hon. Treasurer
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Editor's Report, Keith Muscott
The Naylor Noggin for 2019 went to Charlie Hitchen
for 'Realms of Gold', a lengthy and entertaining account
of an adventurous cruise around the Isle of Mull in a Swift
18 — see page 64, DC244, Winter. I was not fazed by the
boat's being a pocket yacht with a cabin. After all, Brian
Naylor's Emma was a 'boat with a lid', not much shorter
than the Swift, converted from a big John Westell open
dinghy. And in 1962 Eric Coleman took the Noggin for
a cruise in his 13ft 6ins Aurora, which had a large cabin
that doubled as a self-righting aid.
When it came to the Editor's Burgee for best rally
report I was stuck between two contenders. I took a leaf
out of the last Booker Prize, which notoriously had two
winners. Accordingly, big burgees went to Colin Holt and
Chris Lavender, for Menai Strait reports in Colin's case
and Lake District rallies reported by Chris.
Peter's Pint is awarded by Dave Jennings, our Technical
Advisor, in memory of Peter Bick, for the best technical
article of the year. Dave was present at the AGM and the
'Pint' went to Bill Haylock for his article about building
his Apple 16, 'Learning to Love Lofting, or the Joy of
Boatbuilding from Scratch'. Those of you who are paying
attention will immediately note that this piece appeared
in late 2018, not 2019, but Dave skilfully argued his case
around that, mainly, I recall, by reminding us that the
last AGM was just six months ago and the Pint was not
awarded then.
Last year saw five journals delivered to your door.
This was due to my lateness with the 2018 Winter issue,
DC240, not to any flash of insane generosity. It did mean,
however, that 2019 bore the cost of an extra, which
obviously affected the annual accounts.
Spring 2020

The journal for Winter 2019 was on time and probably
reached you on December 20th. I am now making a
serious effort to avoid erratic publication dates.
Moving on, I want to offer back issues of the journal
free to members. I have ample stocks of most of them,
which need to be reduced. The journal may be free but of
course postage is not. I suggest you adopt this procedure:
First, check with me that I have spares of the one you
want, by email, phone or letter (see p.2). Then obtain a
strong A4 envelope and write the journal number and
year above the bottom edge over to the left ('DC245,
Spring 2020', for instance). Add sufficient postage: the
present UK cost for an 80-pager is £1.72 second class,
but for the sake of 28p I'd make really sure and stick
on £2-worth of stamps. Address it to yourself, starting
with your DCA number, then fold it neatly and put it in
an envelope addressed to me (see page 2 again). Don't
forget to put an adequate stamp on that one!
You could save yourself two pounds plus by placing
your order with me before the time of a rally we both plan
to attend. The AGM would provide a good opportunity.
Contact me a week or so before the event.
I started to produce the 'colour journal' in Autumn
2010 — Number 208. (I have no spares of that one.) Chris
Gibbs, our printer, is generous with spares, especially
when he uncovers them during spring-cleaning, so there
are copies available of practically all the other 36 issues.
Members outside the UK can also order free back
copies, of course, but it is up to them to ascertain the
correct postage; we deliver to far too many countries for
me to have that information readily to hand (87 overseas
members).
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Reports 01.02.2020

I have been concerned about our use of plastic over
the past year or so, and our postal company, Right
Sort, has assured me that the present plastic cover is
recyclable — but not compostable. Even so, my local
recycling operatives will not accept flimsy plastic tissue
like this. Negotiations are under way for Right Sort
to post the journal in a plain white paper envelope in
future, for little or no cost to us, I hope. When you look
into it closely, it is at least debatable whether plastic or
paper hurts the planet most, but the decider for me is
the effect of plastic on marine wildlife, in the water and
in the air above it. Though it is at least a valid question
to ask if the plastic covers on 600+ magazines, four times
a year, equals the pollution we cause unthinkingly when
we trail our boats all over the country behind vehicles.
My apologies to those of you who take Water Craft,

as the next issue will be the third in succession which
features subjects in the DCA contribution to 'Join the
Club' that have already been seen in the journal, written
by me. An important reason for having a good number
of cruise reports throughout the year is that I can be
proactive and approach the authors and work with them
to produce a 1,000-word version that can be submitted,
with photographs, to Pete Greenfield. There is no need to
wait to be asked, of course — if an idea for a submission
to Join the Club occurs to you, get in touch with me and
we'll take it from there.
Another PR initiative was the posting of 50 of our
recent journals to the Communications Manager of the
RYA with the request that she organise the dispersal of
them to sailing clubs that put cruising first. There are 82
of them, it seems. See her letter in Correspondence, p9.
—Ed
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Library Report, Giles de Bertodano
nearer to our grasp than we think'.
A new catalogue of books is available on request.
Ted Jones was a much-loved sailor who was totally
Books have been kindly donated by members. Eleven
dedicated to the DCA, and in his time to other clubs, too.
were received in mid-2019, covering a wide variety
His tales appeared regularly in our journal. His son Ben
of interesting sailing and adventuring. Seven of them
(also DCA) has produced a limited run of a beautifullyillustrate clearly the broad range of their appeal: there
bound anthology of his stories, written originally for
are two by the popular East Coast ditch-crawling sailor
the Mirror, Sunspot and Dinghy Cruising Associations —
Tony Smith, Ready About on the River Blackwater (2011)
Sailing Yarns (2011). The stories cover a lifetime of sailing
and Sea-Country (2014). Two more were written in much
dinghies, catamarans and small cabin boats around the
earlier times by another popular sailor / boatbuilder,
UK, but mainly on the East Coast. They include many
Stanley Smith, Smiths at Sea (1949) and the more
unusual experiences, sometimes bordering on the
famous October Potter (1965), which is the story of
surreal, such as his boat being covered by thousands of
the boatbuilder's hair-raising delivery trip, taking a 14ft
migrating Red Admiral and Large White butterflies just
West Wight Potter from the Isle of Wight to Sweden.
as he was negotiating the Deben entrance. Very well
Ben Crawshaw's Catalan Castaway (2013) is
written with adventures that will call to mind all your
presented in an attractive unconventional format,
own adventures. And disasters. (See page 60)
profusely illustrated, and tells the story of how he built
In Shackleton's Wake by Arved Fuchs. The famous
Gavin Atkin's fair-weather design the 15ft two-masted
German polar explorer tells the story of how he repeated
Light Trow, then proceeded to sail it adventurously off
the voyage of the James Caird and completed 'The
the Spanish Coast and further into the Mediterranean
Shackleton Double' (the voyage plus the crossing of the
Sea, to the barely concealed alarm of its designer. A
South Georgia ice cap to reach the Stromness whaling
story made poignant by the young sailor battling with
base). As well as recounting the big adventure, he looks
'the giant octopus' of life-threatening disease when he
closely at some of Shackleton's surprising decisions. See
was well advanced in his adventures and enjoying every
page 65 for my review of this book. Recommended. GdB
minute of them — and demonstrating that 'the dream is
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Webmaster's Report, Osbert Lancaster
I set up the DCA website on Weebly several years ago
and established the DCA forum using Nabble around the
same time. While both are now showing their age and
could do with some updating and enhancements, they
perform their core functions adequately.
We are fortunate that Jennifer Heney has stepped
forward and is willing to take on the responsibility for
maintaining the DCA website from me. (I’ve been very
busy with other commitments for a while now and have
only been able to do the most essential of updates, etc.)
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I’m in the process of passing this over to Jennifer at the
time of writing.
Users of the forum will have noticed an influx of new
users and a massive growth of activity. This is the result
of the Dinghy Cruising Solent Group moving their online
activity to the forum, as their previous online home,
Yahoo Groups, is closing down. Paul Hadley, of the Solent
Group, spearheaded the migration and is now also an
administrator of the forum. I’m again delighted we have
someone else taking on some of the load of approving
Dinghy Cruising 245

forum members and helping make the forum work.
Having been involved in various discussions over the
years about the DCA’s online presence, it may be helpful
to summarise what that presence is, what it does, how it
works — and some thoughts about the future.
The website is designed to be a straightforward
‘brochure’ for the DCA, aimed at prospective and recent
members. Prospective members can get an overview of
the organisation and its activities. Hopefully they like
what they see and will join. Recent members, especially
those new to dinghy cruising, will find some useful
information and inspiration to get them started.
The website is functional, and most importantly it
works fine on smart phones. The main problem, in my
view, is that it is not possible to have members-only areas
of the website for things like rally programmes. These
usually contain personal emails and phone numbers.
Understandably some people don’t want these to be
public.
The forum is intended to be a place for members to
communicate with other members about anything to
do with dinghy cruising, and to make up-to-date rally
programmes. Rally programmes can also be viewed on
the website, but organisers' contact details can only be
accessed on the forum, together with the latest rally
information and details of any 'pop-up' events.
From the users’ point of view, if one is reasonably
technically confident, the forum is functional but it’s
not always easy to find things. Only around 25% of DCA
members have registered as users of the forum. This
probably reflects the fact it is not especially easy to
use — and one can feel overwhelmed by messages that
aren’t of personal interest. While it’s possible to change
settings to address this, it’s not obvious how.
From the point of view of the forum administrators,
the forum suffers from one major drawback. When
someone wants to write on the forum for the first
time, we have to check that they are actually a current
DCA member before clicking various links to allow this.
Checking they are a current member means either
searching the most recent spreadsheet of members that
has been emailed to us by the membership secretary, or,
in the case of recently joined members, asking them to
forward email correspondence with the new members
secretary as evidence. This is tedious for admins, and
frustrating for members, who often email, 'I’m already a
member! Why can’t I post on the forum!'

There is also our DCA Facebook Page. I’m not involved
with this, but it is also intended to be a public face of
the DCA, letting prospective members know of our
existence. Now some thoughts about the future:
One simple change that might improve people’s
experience of the forum would be to set up a sub-forum
for each DCA area. (Has been done now.) This could
make it easier for members in each area to organise and
promote rallies (scheduled and pop-up) without a mass
of messages going out to everyone on the forum.
The thing we are really missing I think is a seamless
process whereby DCA members automatically have
access to a forum or similar, where they can easily
exchange information, access rally details, keep up to
date with changes, and plan events — there’s been
talk recently of ‘pop up’ rallies. But at the same time, it
should easily and intuitively control the notifications or
emails so they don’t feel overwhelmed by information
that is irrelevant to them.
There are a range of services that can do this to
a greater or lessor extent. The biggest hurdle is the
'automatic process' on joining — which doesn’t require
the intervention of administrators to approve access to
the forum. It’s a while since I reviewed such services, and
it’s a growing area, but the three barriers to moving in
this direction are, one, the financial cost of the service;
two, the confidence in the service before moving all
membership joining, payment and management onto a
cloud system; and three, the time and capacity of DCA
officers to research, plan and implement what would
be a significant project, albeit one that would probably
reduce workload in the long term, while providing
members with a better service.
One caveat: while some of us, not me, may have the
skills to build such a system or to create it by cleverly
connecting different services using APIs etc, we should
bear in mind the question of what happens when it
breaks — especially if the creator is no longer a member
or no longer has time? For this reason I believe an
integrated commercial service is probably the most
sensible route.
For myself, I’m happy to continue helping with the
website and forum, especially now the work is shared
with others. I’m also happy to help and advise on future
developments, but I can’t contribute much time to this
due to work and other commitments. If anyone else is
interested in helping, let’s discuss on the forum! OL

_______________________________________________________________________________
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Technical Advisor's Report, Dave Jennings
There have been no technical queries this year that I
can recall. I have scanned the plans for the DCA Rebell
dinghy into digital format as I discovered that the film
the original drawings were drawn on had started to
yellow with age. This also allowed me to move some of
the smaller elements of the drawings (such as the boom,
rudder, etc) so that I could get the plans to fit on the
current ISO page sizes (A4,A3 etc). The originals were
drawn on an imperial paper size that was somewhere
between A0 (the largest) and A1. This necessitated

Peter's Pint, Dave Jennings
There has been a gap in awarding the trophy due partly
to a lack of suitable technical articles and the decision to
move the AGM from the latter part of the year to early
in the year (I didn’t want to award the trophy for only
6 months). This year there has been a number of very
good technical articles as candidates for the trophy. The
short list was from Giles de Bertodano’s articles on cold
water immersion, David Platten’s 'Gaff rig for Octavia'
and Hubert Bakker with his articles on the design and

printing on A0 paper with a lot of unused white space.
I can now fit the plans on the slightly smaller A1 paper
and reduce the cost of copying.
One simple change that might improve people’s
experience of the Forum would be to set up a sub-forum
for each DCA area. This could make it easier for members
in each area to organise and promote rallies (scheduled
and pop-up) without a mass of messages going out to
everyone on the forum. DJ

(The Peter Bick Award for best technical article)
build of Hatseflats. I finally decided on Bill Haylock’s
'Learning to love lofting (or the joy of boatbuilding from
scratch)' as the winner. His article about building an
‘Apple’ dinghy was both informative and well-written
with some good photographs to illustrate the process.
His enjoyment of the building of the boat came across in
his writing; perhaps it will give others encouragement to
try their hand at boatbuilding? Congratulations, Bill. DJ

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

H

Subscription increase in 2021, Jeffrey Rogers, Treasurer H

Over the past few years our expenditure – particularly
on our excellent bulletin – has increased beyond our
income.
Our reserves are healthy but must not continue to
be depleted and so the time has come to increase our
subscription rate.
The increase outlined below was put to our AGM, and
they overwhelmingly agreed to allow the Committee to
discuss this and arrive at a suitable decision.
Our subscription rate will increase to £30 in 2021.
Overseas membership will be at a rate of £35 to reflect
our higher postage costs. Should overseas members
choose to take a standard A4 pdf of the journal rather
than a paper copy, their subscription will be reduced to
£30. UK members may also choose to take the same pdf
instead of the paper copy, but with no reduction in the
UK rate of £30.
During the last months of 2020 I will begin to change
the Direct Debits for 2021 from the current rate to
the new rate of £30. Dave Morton, our Membership
Secretary, will be requesting subscription payments by
cheque for non-DD payers in 2021 at this new rate.
For the avoidance of doubt, subscriptions currently
unpaid in 2020 will still be collected at the old rate.
Members not currently using Direct Debit for
their renewals are encouraged to do this by emailing
Dave Morton or me. Direct Debit payment saves us
considerable extra work. JR
12

'...I know it's a 25% rise in your subscription — but it's
only 50p a month!'
(My apologies to the shade of Mervyn Peake, whose
drawing I stole from his illustrated edition of Coleridge's
Rime of the Ancient Mariner—Ed)
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To Raise or Not to Raise…

Jennifer Heney

...that was the question. Should the DCA
increase its membership subscription? In order to gain
some perspective on this, I looked back at the DCA
accounts over the last 14-15 years. Over those years
membership numbers ticked over in the 4-500s but in
recent years has drifted up into the 5-600s. In 2006 the
subscription rate was set at £19 for UK members paying
promptly, £21 for overseas members and those in the UK
missing the renewal deadline. This was an increase but
nevertheless the income and expenditure statements
show a negative balance every year from then up to
2012. Subscriptions were increased in 2012 to £20 and
£22 respectively but this proved inadequate, so a further
increase to £24 across the board was approved in 2013.
Since then the annual accounts have shown a positive
balance and a steady rise in cash reserves from £2705 in
2012 to £14789 in 2018. In 2019 this trend was reversed
and there was a negative balance of £3493 which
prompted the question about increasing membership
subscriptions.

The cost of printing and distributing the Journal has
always been the major expense for the DCA. It typically
takes up 80 – 90 percent of the subscription income.
The variation in annual journal costs can be explained
primarily by variation in the number of members and
the number of editions billed within any given year. It
is a quarterly journal and should therefore lead to four
sets of printing and postage costs per year. However in
some years only three payments have been made with
the concurrent effect of there being five payments in a
following year. This, in fact, happened in 2019 when five
journals were printed at a cost of £11,238, as opposed
to four in 2018 which cost £8108 and three in 2017
which cost £6160. If we level this up to four journals per
year, the annual printing costs would have been: 2017 £7777; 2018 - £8816; 2019 - £8913. The same analysis
can be applied to annual distribution costs.
So to see more clearly what is happening to printing
and distribution costs, I looked at the invoices for the
last 3-4 years. The following two tables summarise the
information I obtained:

1. Printing costs

2. Postage costs
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Looking first at printing, we can see that an 80 page
journal cost £2108 to print in 2017 and £2575 in 2019.
Last year the cost per journal ranged from £2.94 for the
60 page spring journal to £3.82 for the 80 page winter
journal. So printing costs are clearly affected by journal
length but otherwise have held pretty steady, merely
edging up from 4p to 5p per page.
The costs of postage have been steadily rising since
2017: £846 for the autumn 2017 journal, £872 for the

autumn 2018 journal, £1040 for the autumn 2019
journal. For UK members the postage costs have risen
from £1.26 per journal in 2017 to £1.42 at the end of
2019. It is more difficult to analyse the overseas postage
because it must vary between countries and it does
not show a clear trend but it has averaged £3.14 per
journal since mid-2017. Thus, posting journals to non-UK
members costs about twice as much.
In my final analysis I put together the total printing
and distribution costs for the four 2019 journals:

This clearly shows a steady upward trend in journal
cost over the year and led me to the conclusion that
to ensure that the DCA remains in a healthy financial
position, a rise in the subscription rate would be a good
idea. After all £24 is equivalent to about 8 cups of coffee
– in other words, not a lot for most of us. It makes sense
to future-proof the Association for a number of years,
so any rise should be capable of covering journal costs
and perhaps increased spending on the website or other
activities for a minimum of five years. As the journal

costs rose by about £1 during 2019, a subscription rise of
at least £5 seemed sensible. It also seemed sensible to
consider charging members based overseas a little extra
to cover postage.
So my conclusion from all this number-crunching was
that we should raise the membership subscription, e.g.
to £30 and £35 overseas, and it is gratifying that this
decision has been taken, with overwhelming support
from the majority of members writing on the Forum and
attending the AGM. JH

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Minutes of the 2020 AGM, Brian Chislett,
National Secretary
Held at Hollingworth Sailing Club, 1st Feb 2020, 11.40h
Attendance: 68
Apologies:
Colin and Jayne Firth, Jeffrey Rogers (Treasurer), Liz
Baker.
Roger welcomed us all. Keith Muscott, seconded by
John Booth, proposed that Jennifer Heney's Minutes of
the last AGM, August 2019, be accepted as a true and
accurate record. This was approved unanimously.
Roger introduced the discussion of whether we
should raise our annual subscription. He also mentioned
the importance of the forthcoming RYA Alexandra Palace
Boat Show, now that Beale Park was unfortunately no
longer available to us. Some discussion of how we would
present ourselves at the RYA Show was necessary. He
spoke of the importance of the Journal and our rally
programmes in binding us all together. We are not a
conventional sailing club with a clubhouse and a regular
social calendar.
Roger introduced me as the new National Secretary of
14

the DCA, before moving on to the Agenda. Keith Muscott
was invited to deliver his Editor's Report first.
Keith chose to begin with the annual DCA awards,
starting with his own Editor's Burgee, given to the
writer of what was in his opinion the best rally report
of the preceding year. He had decided that he could not
distinguish between the two main contenders in 2019,
so he made a double award: two big DCA burgees were
presented to Chris Lavender and to Colin Holt for their
entertaining accounts of their rallies in the Lakes and at
Menai respectively.
He then referred to Robert Louis Stevenson's apology
in his novel Kidnapped for moving the Torran Rocks
closer to the Ross of Mull so that his hero had a better
chance of swimming ashore after the brig Covenant went
down. He felt that Charlie Hitchen might have similarly
moved the rocks inshore for enhanced dramatic effect,
but his cruise account Realms of Gold was nevertheless
outstanding and deserved the Naylor Noggin for 2019!
Keith had recently sent 50 surplus journals to the
Communications Manager of the RYA, Loretta Spridgeon,
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who had mobilised her team to send them out to
some of the 82 sailing clubs affiliated to the RYA that
are dedicated to cruising, not racing. Some had been
retained for use at the forthcoming Boat Show. Keith will
also now offer past journals to members free except for
postage (£1.72, £2.00 to be certain).
He went on to say that in his view we need to focus on
the Forum and the Website in the coming year. The Forum
is used by only 25% of the membership. We should really
develop a procedure to give joining members automatic
access to it. There is also great deal to be done on the
website. (After the AGM Jennifer Heney offered to help
with the website and is now working closely with Osbert
Lancaster—Ed)
At some time in the near future members can expect
to receive their journals in a paper envelope, as we need
to be greener and not send them out in plastic. Finally,
Keith drew the meeting's attention to the passing of
Edwin Dewhirst, a member since 1978, who had cruised
20,000 miles in his Bell Seagull 18ft sloop, Sabine, an
astonishing record. Some of Edwin's logs will appear in
the journal, starting this summer, in order to celebrate
his life.
While he had the floor, the Editor also relayed the
Librarian's Report to the meeting, which was a summary
of books that have been recently donated to the
Library, and an in-depth appreciation of one of them, In
Shackleton's Wake, by Arved Fuchs (see page 78). Copies
of the report were available to be taken.
David Morton introduced his Membership Secretary's
report by celebrating the fact that membership numbers
have increased by 37% over the last ten years. At present
87 of them (14%) live overseas, and Dave listed the
countries to a rapt audience, taking in places as diverse
as Hokkaido, Japan, the UAE, Italy and Malta — and one
member in New Caledonia. Our 20 members in the US
are spread right across the continent.
David paid tribute to Roger's YouTube videos, which
are often mentioned by joining members as an incentive,
supported later by the attractions of the Journal. Paying
subs by Direct Debit now runs a close second to paying
by cheque, and both Dave and Jeff, our Treasurer, would
like to see many more switching to DD. David ended
by stressing how important it is that members keep
him informed about changes in email addresses and
especially home addresses. Failure to do this frequently
leads to problems.
Dave Jennings began his Technical Adviser's report
by saying it had been a very quiet year for him, with
few technical enquiries and no requests for Rebell or
Roamer plans. Regarding these, he spoke about the
deterioration in the plans after so many years, as they
are yellowing and faded, so there is an urgent need to
digitise them. Anyone who can help with this should
contact Dave soon.
Dave awarded the Peter's Pint trophy — given
annually for the best technical article — to Bill Haylock for
his Learning to Love Lofting, Or The Joy of Boatbuilding
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From Scratch (DC239, page 61). This was published in
the Autumn 2018 journal, but Dave felt he was justified
in selecting it as there had been a dearth of technical
articles in 2019, and the situation had been further
complicated by the late AGM in August 2019.
Liz Baker had not been able to attend, and there was
no current Shop Report, but she had delivered one at
Cobnor just six months previously.
Once again, our need for a Public Relations Officer
was raised by Roger, who then went on to the Election
of Officers. There being no different suggestions from
the floor, he suggested that a vote be taken on whether
the present Officers be retained over the coming year.
This was proposed by John Griffiths and seconded by
Jerry Evans. The Meeting was unanimously in favour of
retaining the status quo.
The Meeting moved to the discussion of the DCA
membership subscription and whether it should be
raised, this being the most important issue before us.
Roger read out figures from the accounts and suggested
that we needed to look ahead and make sure that
sufficient funds are available to avoid insolvency without
having to lower the present standard of provision,
especially in respect of the journal. A suggestion that we
economise by reducing the number of journals per year
to three was not well received. There followed a lengthy
discussion of the relative merits of paper journals versus
pdfs. The speeches in favour of the journal in its present
form became more impassioned (and Keith was duly
grateful). There is only one member at present who takes
an electronic version of the Journal (a pdf), and that is
Nick Vowles, who was in the meeting. He made it clear
that he was content to agree to a rise in the subscription
and did not wish it to be reduced in his case.
The discussion started to settle around £30 for UK
members and £35 for Europe and the rest of the world,
because of the increased foreign postage, so Roger said
that if there was a majority in favour of such a rise,
were they prepared to vote in favour of trusting the
Committee to arrive at the final figures? Nick Vowles
seconded the proposal and the vote in favour was 67
to 1. (It was interesting to learn that the single no-vote
was due to the voter's wish to have the assembled AGM
decide the figures and not just refer the final word to
the Committee — he was not against a rise in the rate
per se.)
The Meeting closed at 13.00h. BC
_____________________________________________
(The Committee later agreed on a £30 UK
membership, £35 for Europe and RoW, with a reduction
to £30 for overseas members if they chose to receive a
pdf. UK members can continue to opt for a pdf instead
of, not in addition to, a paper journal, for no less than
their standard £30 subscription. This was in line with the
feeling of the meeting —Ed)
_____________________________________________
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DCA Rally Programme, 2020
South Coast
Tides are Saturdays Chichester GMT, unless stated otherwise. Some overnight rallies could be taken as day-sails, but
be aware that the rendezvous might be inaccessible till near HW.
Please check tide times with your own tide tables as mistakes can creep in.
(C) = Discreet overnight camping ashore possible for small tents, but no facilities
(D)= Deep water anchorage at/near rendezvous point or all-tide launching at launch site
(L)= Suggested launch site with parking for car and trailer
(S)=Rally site accessible without leaving sheltered waters
Note: Round the Island Race: 30 May
Cowes Week: 08 – 15 August
The 6-digit number after the location is the ordnance survey grid reference.
Launch sites —
Itchenor (D) 800 015 / Warblington Road hard 740 054 / Hardway SC public hard 615 015 / Warsash (D)489 060 /
Swanwick Hard 495 094 / Eling 366 125 / Bucklers Hard 410 002 - Lymington (D)334 950 / Lake Road (D) 989 902
Tide times are BST
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
11 April, Easter Bank Holiday cruise. East Head/
Snowhill Creek
770 993 HW 13.48 (C,D,S) (L) Itchenor,
Warblington Road hard

4 July, Fowley Island
744 044 HW 22.48 (S D) (L) Warblington Road
hard

25 April, Fareham Lake daysail with optional overnight
587 060 HW 12.57 (S) (L) Hardway SC public hard

11 July, Newtown Creek, Steve Bradwell
414 910 or 415 904 HW 15.43 (C, D) (L)Warsash,
Lymington, Bucklers Hard

2 May, Folly Inn, Steve Bradwell
508 930 or Newport 501 893 HW 19.04 (L) Warsash,
Itchenor, Eling

25 July, Thorney Channel daysail
766 045 HW 14.56 (S) (L) Itchenor, Warblington
Road hard

16 May, The Kench
692 999 HW 1903 (C,D,S) (L) Warblington road
hard, Itchenor

1 August, Beaulieu River
426 975 HW 09.46 (D,S) (L) Warsash, Bucklers
Hard, Lymington
(Note - Cowes Week is 8-15 August)

23 May, B/H weekend, Poole Shipstal Point, Steve
Bradwell?
984 883 HW 12.00 (C,D,S)
Sunday 24 May, Poole River Piddle
944 883 HW 12.36 (C,S) (L) Lake Road
30 May, Bembridge (Note - this is the same date as
The Round the Island Race)
641 887 HW 17.28 (C) (L) Itchenor, Warsash,
Warblington Road hard
13 June, Eling
366 125 or 370 125 HW 17.09 (C,S) (L) Warsash,
Eling
20 June, Upper Hamble
527 119 or 518 112 HW 23.03 (C,D,S)
(L) Warsash, Swanwick hard
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15-31 August, Cobnor Camping Fortnight
12 Sept, Oxey Lake
330 936 HW 1844 (C,S) (L) Lymington, Warsash,
Bucklers Hard
26 Sept, Ashlett Creek
465 032 HW 1903 (C,S) (L) Warsash, Eling
3 October, Portsmouth Harbour Daysail and overnight
587 060 or 625 052 HW 12.19 (S) (L) Hardway SC
public hard
24 October, Dell Quay
835 028 HW 17.21 (D,S) (L) Itchenor, Warblington
road hard
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North West
In addition to the rallies below, members are
encouraged to give notice of additional rallies arranged
at short notice on the DCA Forum:
http://forum.dinghycruising.org.uk/Rallies-Raidsamp-Cruises-planning-amp-places-f4.html
Please check the Forum for the latest rally information.
April 3-4, Coniston Water, Lake District,
David Bone: david.g.bone@gmail.com, 01229 585368

July 4-5, Windermere, Lake District, Tony Nield
ajnield@virginmedia.com, 0161 486 0166
Camp and launch at Low Wray campsite.
July 18, Glasson, Lune Estuary, Chris Lavender
chrislavender@hotmail.co.uk, 01539 535316
Either single day sail on Saturday, or weekend, camp
and launch at Glasson Sailing Club.
Dee Week (Source to Sea):

April 28-29, Derwent Water, Lake District,
Chris Lavender: chrislavender@hotmail.co.uk, 01539
535316

1. August 12-13, Bala Lake, Lyn Bodger (lynbodger@
btopenworld.com, 0151 648 7792)

May 1-7, 'Border Reivers', Bill Haylock.
billhaylock@phonecoop.coop, 01661 836718
Kielder Water, Northumberland, then Loch Lomond.

2. August 14, Descend the River Dee from Farndon to
Chester (needs investigation and planning —anyone
with local knowledge please contact John Hughes)

May 23-25, Hilbre & Dee estuary, John Hughes
jmxhughes@phonecoop.coop, 0151 632 0178
Launch at Dove Point, Meols, on N Wirral coast (grid
ref SJ 233 907) within 2h of HW. Sleep aboard at Hilbre.
HW Liverpool 23/5 12h24 8.4m, 24/5 12h58 8.9m, 25/5
14h34 8.4m.

3. August 15, Dee estuary, sail on the morning tide,
dry out at LW for BBQ on the West Hoyle Bank in the
mouth of the estuary, return on evening tide. Optional
(limited) camping ashore Fri or Sat night. HW Liverpool
08h51 7.1m, 21h23 7.4m. John Hughes: jmxhughes@
phonecoop.coop, 0151 632 0178

June 6-7, Annan, Solway Firth, Alan Thomson & Chris
Moffat
ahagharbourofficer@gmail.com,
01461 758210, 07799668435.
HW Annan 6/6 13h20, 7/6 14h04

September 5-6, Ullswater, Lake District [Organiser
needed with local knowledge: please contact John
Hughes]
Camp and Launch at the south end of the lake at
Glenridding.

June 20-21, Menai Strait, Colin Holt: colinnholt@aol.
com, 01492 580584
Launch at Y Felinheli/Port Dinorwic, BBQ and camp
overnight at Abermenai Point, Anglesey. HW Y Felinheli
20/6 10h20, 21/6 10h55.

September 19-20, Traeth Bach, Dwyryd estuary,
Gwynedd, Keith Muscott
Camp at Llechollwyn (grid ref SH 596 358), scenically
beautiful location on the south shore of the estuary
opposite Portmeirion. Basic campsite, caravans allowed.
Launch by farm gate over slate beach. Either sail out of
the estuary with the morning ebb and return with the
evening flood, or 3h sailing in the extensive shallows of
the upper estuary at HW. HW Porthmadog 19/9 10h30,
20/9 11h10. keithmuscott@aol.com,
Home: 01407 730 702 — Mobiles: 07547 176 565
07708 451 996
October 3-4, Derwent Water, Lake District, Chris
Lavender: chrislavender@hotmail.co.uk, 01539
535316
October 10-11, Kielder Water, Northumberland, Bill
Haylock: billhaylock@phonecoop.coop, 01661 836718
Oct 31-Nov 1, 'Softies' Coniston Water, Lake District,
Keith Muscott: keithmuscott@aol.com,
Home: 01407 730702, Mobiles: 07547 176 565
07708 451 996
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South West
Generally we specify locations where we will meet on the Saturday evening of the rally weekend, generally with a pub close
by. The slipways mentioned below are suggestions only, participants choose their own starting points depending on weather
conditions and how far they wish to sail. Also, you don’t have to arrive by boat, we often have members travelling by land to
join us at the pub near the rally location on Saturday evening. It is not essential to contact the co-ordinator before attending
a rally but it is a good idea to do so if you would like to make an informal arrangement to sail to the rally in company with
other members or if the weather looks to be unfavourable and you wish to know whether others have decided to cancel or
modify their plans.
The HW predictions below are for the Saturday evenings of the Rally weekends and are BST.
April 25-26. River Exe at Turf Lock. GR SX 965 860
HW 21:05
The Turf Hotel at Turf Lock is one of very few pubs in
the UK to which there is no vehicle access — if you come
by car you can park in the car park about 2/3 mile to the
north (EX6 8EE) and walk to the pub along the towpath
of the Exeter Canal. Arriving by boat, there is a pontoon
at the pub which is handy to tie up to while waiting for
the tide to come in, but for an overnight stop we have
generally moved from the pontoon to let our boats ground
in or near the reeds alongside the pub grounds upstream
from the pontoon. The Turf Hotel allows camping in
their grounds for a modest fee, so this is one rally you
can attend with a boat which does not have overnight
accommodation.
Mike Arstall, our co-ordinator for this rally, is a member
of Starcross Yacht Club (EX6 8JJ) and can arrange for DCA
members to launch at the club – contact Mike (details
below) to arrange access through the gate at the club
entrance.
There is an all tide public slipway at Exmouth seafront,
the Mamhead Slipway, and also a slipway at the Exmouth
recreation ground which is usable only towards HW. On
the west side of the estuary, under the railway bridge at
Dawlish Warren and beyond the funfair there is a slipway
that goes onto sand so you would need to launch near
HW if not using a trolley. Another option if the weather
is suitable is to launch at Teignmouth and sail round to
the Exe. The Polly Steps slipway is accessed through the
commercial dock complex and is an attended all tide
slipway with car and trailer parking, or there is free boat
launching off the hard beach at Gales Hill in Teignmouth.
Coordinator – Mike Arstall – mikea49@me.com
01392 215586 (L) 07836 610761 (M)
May 8-10. Kingsmill Creek, off the Tamar.
GR SX 419 612. HW 20:12
This is a bank holiday weekend, (with the bank holiday
on a Friday), so I suggest we make Kingsmill Creek the
venue for Friday evening then decide among those
present where to head for Saturday evening – the area
offers almost too many options - the Yealm, Kingsand/
Cawsand, Bere Ferrers, Calstock, St Germans….
Kingsmill Creek will be a first time venue for the DCA
but Alastair, John and Josephine did some reconnaissance
last year. Kingsmill Creek branches off the west side of
the Tamar about a mile above the bridges at Saltash.
About a mile and a half up this winding creek you come
to Moditonham Quay, an old stone built quay on the
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west side of the creek. Dry out on firm level ground just
by the quay on the downstream side. A small grass area
above the quay is public open space and from there it
is a 1.8 mile walk, mostly along country lanes, to reach
the Cardinal’s Hat pub on the A388 Saltash to Callington
road. There is actually another nice looking pub, the
Rising Sun, which is passed on the way to the Cardinals
Hat, but unfortunately this one does not offer meals.
The almost all-tide slipways at Saltash are the nearest
launching places to Kingsmill Creek but there are other
good free of charge public slipways in the Plymouth area,
for example at Mountbatten, as well as a number of
marinas that offer a boat launch facility.
Coordinator – John Perry – j_perry@btinternet.com
07484 668904 (M) 01752 863730 (L)
June 6-7. Truro. GR SW 830 445. HW 18:45
Another first time venue for the DCA but again, Alastair,
John and Josephine have done some reconnaissance. On
the east side of Truro river, alongside Boscawen Park and
close to the ‘Café in the Park’ it is possible to land on firm
level ground towards HW and from there it is a bit under
a mile to walk into the centre of Truro city where there
is a selection of places to eat. If arriving by road meet us
on the foreshore near the Café in the Park or contact our
Coordinator to find out which pub we have chosen. The
Café in the Park itself offers snacks and when we visited
before we ate at Walkers Fish Restaurant.
There is a public slipway at Boscawen Park near to the
normally open flood barrier across the river, but I have
little information about this slipway. A good option for
fairly light craft that can be man-handled is to launch
off Loe beach, Feock. This is possible at all tide states.
Alternatively the slipway that most of our members seem
to use when visiting these waters is at Mylor. The slipway
is free but visit the boatyard office to pay for car and
trailer parking.
Heading up river towards Truro you will pass the King
Harry Ferry and close to the ferry the National Trust have
a pontoon on the west side where you can tie up for a
pleasant stroll up to the Trelissick house and gardens
with associated tea shop.
Coordinator Alastair Law. paradox@as6jg.freeuk.
com. 07776 420129 (M) 01935 472132 (L)
July 18-19. Polkerris (or Fowey if weather is unsuitable
for sea sailing). GR SX 093 521. HW 16:51
Polkerris is a tiny harbour round Gribbin Head to the
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leaving Fowey harbour, it is only a short hop along the
west of Fowey. It has some shelter from a single stone
coast with shelter from the west. Polridden cove is well
breakwater, a firm beach for landing from small craft
sheltered other than from the east and has a nice sandy
and both a pub and cafe. Fowey is an obvious starting
beach — a nice place for a picnic,but no pub nearer than
point for this destination. For launching at Fowey our
Fowey, or indeed Polkerris.
members have generally used the Caffa Mill slipway at
Coordinator David Platten. dgmplatten@gmail.com
the north end of the town but Penmarlam on the other
07496 104217 (M) 01208 264079 (L)
side of the estuary could be an alternative. There is also
a slipway for light craft at Polkerris itself.
19/20 September. Stoke Gabriel. GR SX 847 567.
If we spend Saturday night at Polkerris then, given
HW 20:29
suitable weather, there would be a possibility to visit
Steve Goodchild is a member of the Stoke Gabriel
Mevagissey before returning to Fowey on Sunday
Boating Association and has kindly arranged for us to
afternoon/evening.
launch at this club’s all tide slipway and to use their
Sailing to or from Polkerris means sailing in St Austell
facilities, which include a pontoon and a newly built
Bay and around Gribbin Head so this venue would only
clubhouse on land that juts out into the River Dart on
be suitable if the weather is benign. If in doubt contact
the western side of the entrance to Stoke Gabriel creek.
the coordinator – our coordinators cannot give advice
There is a pub at Stoke Gabriel for our Saturday evening
as to whether or not to go sailing but they may be
meal. The tide would suit excursions down river to
able to tell you if other members have decided on an
Dartmouth and/or Kingswear.
alternative venue. If the weather is unsuitable for sea
Incidentally, the Stoke Gabriel Boating Association
sailing I would suggest a pontoon berth at Fowey as a
has more than 50 club-owned boats available for use
suitable place to spend Saturday night. I was going to
suggest somewhere further up the Fowey river but then
by its members, so it’s an association worth considering
if you would like to go boating but don’t have a boat.
realised that the tide would then probably force a rather
(Although I guess that most DCA members are not short
early start on Sunday morning. If Saturday night is spent
of boats of their own!).
at Fowey then the tide should allow an excursion well up
Coordinator Steve Goodchild. steve@goodchild.biz
the Fowey river and back on Saturday afternoon. I would
(M) 07977 924058
also mention Polridden cove as a possible daytime
excursion from Fowey. Although this would mean
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

East Coast Rallies 2020
For details of the rallies below contact Dave Jennings
on 07517 635107 or 01400 230944 or email: dave.
jennings@saintmartin.plus.com Further information
on each rally will be distributed by email prior to it,
which may involve a change of launch site or evening
venue (especially in the case of adverse weather). To be
included on this email list please contact me.
28th / 29th March - Rutland Water (Shakedown sail)
Launch at Rutland Sailing club or Whitwell. Sleeping
on board is not possible but rooms are available in the
sailing club and there is a camping field. Could be a
single day sail if required.
25th April – Alton Water
Launch at Watersports Centre at Stutton on the south
shore of the lake.
2nd / 3rd April – River Orwell / Stour
HW Harwich Sat – 19:42
Launch details – Harwich YC or Suffolk Yacht Harbour.
Meet up outside the Suffolk Yacht Harbour (Levington
Marina) around Sat lunchtime. Evening at Holbrook
Creek or Holbrook bay, possible visit to the Pub in
Harkstead
16th / 17th May - Walton Backwaters
HW Harwich Sat – 20:06
Launch at Titchmarsh Marina. Meet up at entrance to
Titchmarsh on Sat late morning. Evening TBA
30th / 31st May – River Medway
HW Rochester Sat approx. 19:12
Spring 2020

Launch at Lower Halstow Yacht Club, possible alternative
launch site – Medway YC (to be confirmed). Sail up to
Eccles on the Medway or into the Swale.
13th / 14th June – River Deben
HW Woodbridge Sat 18:19
Launch at Bawdsey or Felixstowe Ferry. Evening at The
Hams for a beach BBQ.
27th / 28th June - River Roach/Crouch
HW Fambridge Sat – 17:36
Launch details – South Woodham Ferrers YC or Creeksea
SC. Meet up in the River at Burnham around Sat
lunchtime. Evening at TBA
11th / 12th July – River Blackwater
HW Osea Island Sat – 17:09
Launch details – Bradwell Marina or Tollesbury Marina.
Meet up in the river late morning on Sat. Evening in
Goldhanger Creek, possible visit to the Pub in Goldhanger.
25th / 26th July - Rivers Ore and Alde
HW Harwich Sat - 15:50, HW Snape approx 17:40
Possible launch sites – Orford Quay or Slauden Quay YC /
Upsons Boatyard
Meet up at Orford Quay on Sat mid-morning. Evening at
Iken Cliff – meal in the Plough and Sail at Snape Bridge.
Provisional dates for the remainder of the year (to be
confirmed) are:
5th / 6th September - River Colne / Brightlingsea
10th 11th October – River Orwell / Stour
We have also discussed the potential for rallies on the
Norfolk Coast / Broads Northern Rivers so these could be
considered if there is enough interest, and dependent on
tides / weather. Dave Jennings
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How Things Were: The First DCA Meets

A

s we know, the reason why Brian Naylor
sailed from Bradwell on the East Coast to the
Folly Inn, near Cowes on the Isle of Wight, was
to attend the first DCA Rally. It had been arranged at an
inaugural meeting of the South Coast group H on 30 May
in the Salterns Hotel, Langstone Harbour. This, and a
report on the rally, are recorded in Bulletin 1, page 5.
About the inaugural meeting (extract):
...Dead silence greeted the proposal that a Secretary
should be elected and, as the fate of the DCA hung in the
balance, Lt. Commander Fairley gallantly volunteered.
A Treasurer was also required and Mrs Fairley suddenly
found herself elected.
Two rallies were planned, one at the Folly Inn on the
Medina River, July 31st and one at Bosham, Chichester,
August 14. A subscription was fixed at 2s.6d. (two
shillings and sixpence — 12.5 pence now) and Mrs
Fairley enthusiastically swung into action.

The rally report also makes wonderful reading. This
is it in full:
The fine weather helped to make this first rally very
successful. The following boats and crew took part: T.
Thorp, having recently purchased a Fairey Albacore,
sailed over from Chichester on Saturday the 30th
accompanied by Miss Brazier. A.G. Earl, author of
'Dinghy Cruising', sailed over from Chichester in his
ten-footer on Sunday morning and arrived about noon.
He had to get back the same day, so could not wait
for the rest of us to arrive, returning on the afternoon
east-going tide. It was a pity we missed him as he has
done more for dinghy cruising than anyone else and is
regarded by many as the 'master', being responsible for
introducing many to the sport through his book Dinghy
Cruising (pub.1945).
E. G. Coleman arrived in his cruising dinghy with
S.J.W. Bromet in the afternoon and soon afterwards
three boats arrived from the Tudor Sailing Club — J.
Reeve in his remarkable 14 foot Humber Yawl, J. Smith
and R. Dancy in a fearful old 18-foot one-design,
and Jack Roberts with a friend in a 14-foot Bermudan
dinghy. C.S. Dent and his wife in a Nicholson onedesign arrived from Fareham, Hants, this being their
first cruise in the Solent.
In the evening Lt. Commander Fairley turned up in
his 18-foot Solent Seagull, having cruised to France and
the Channel Islands since the meeting on May 30th.
Apparently he sails to France once a season owing to a
passion for French oysters.
B. Naylor turned up in a 14-foot cabin dinghy
which he had sailed single-handed round from the
East Coast. After a highly satisfactory evening at the
Inn, the Committee met at about midnight aboard the
Seagull. Suddenly a 6-foot pram appeared alongside
and her crew of four solemnly announced that they
_____________________________________________
H
There were no other DCA groups at the time!
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were about to row round the Isle of Wight. They were
persuaded however to get back to bed and sleep it off.
The following day the rally ended, T. Thorp sailing for
the East Coast accompanied by E. G. Coleman in his
boat as far as Newhaven.
(Rediscovered by Jennifer Heney)
I am fascinated by the sound of J. Smith and R. Dancy's
' ...fearful old 18-foot one design...' but no further
information about her is available —Ed

Lt. Commander Fairley's Lee-on-the-Solent Seagull
Charles Nicholson designed a 16ft One Design for the
Lee-on-the-Solent Sailing Club (est.1907). 12 were built
and raced until 1930. In 1934 the first of the Lee-onthe-Solent Seagull Classes appeared. These were 15 feet
long, reverse clinker, three-quarter decked boats with a
5ft 6inch beam. Racing was very active until 1937 when
a force 10 storm destroyed all the boats. Not willing to
give in readily to the weather, 20 Mk2 Seagulls were built
and ready for the start of the 1938 season. During the
war about half the fleet was damaged by stray bombs so
only 10 Seagulls remained in 1946. (Was Fairley's boat
one of these?)
Charles Nicholson redesigned the last version of the
Solent Seagull to be 18ft long with a 6ft beam, Bermuda
Sloop fractional rig (with jib). Of the twenty built some
remain today. Construction was an unusual reverse
clinker with canvas-covered plywood decks.
The One That Got Away:
Allan Earl in his ten-footer, on
which he had a single Gunter
mainsail and occasionally
flew a 'small spinnaker'
downwind (a club-footed jib
by another name)
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DCA Shop
White badge as printed on
clothing

Car/Boat Sticker
(No illustrations show actual size)

Cloth badge

Back issues of bulletins are available at £1 a copy (with the old yellow covers, but just as interesting). Please
ring or email for availability.
Sweat shirts:

Navy blue, white DCA badge
Sizes:

Polo shirts:

– 36" to 40" chest
– 40" to 42"
– 44" to 46"
– up to 48"
– above 48"

Royal blue, short sleeves, button-up collar, white DCA badge
Sizes:

DCA Burgee:

Small
Medium
Large
Extra large
XXL

£17.00

Small
Medium
Large
Extra large
XXL

– 36" to 38" chest
– 38" to 40"
– 40" to 42"
– 44" to 46"
– above 48"

£16.00

Woolly hat

(see below)
£12

White triangle on blue background, yellow tail, nylon, large (8ins
x 16ins) or small (6ins x 11ins). They have an open hem which
can be slipped over a small staff and two loops.

£12.50 Small
£15.00 Large
£12.00

Knitted Cap (NEW! Above right), designed to match the burgee
Hand-knitted in navy to match the DCA burgee. White triangles around
turned-up brim and a yellow crown. Two sizes: Small (skull cap) or large,
same price.
Lapel badge/brooch:

Hard enamel, with DCA burgee

£5.00

Baseball cap with badge: Navy blue cotton with DCA printed badge in white, size adjustable.

£8.00

Baseball cap, no badge :

As above but without badge*

£3.00

Boat sticker :

Round, 3.5ins dia, with colour DCA badge

£3.00

Car sticker :
Cloth badge :

£3.00

DCA Mug:

As boat sticker but for attaching to any glass window
63mm x 48mm oval woven badge with DCA burgee
on dark blue background
Pottery or Melamine plastic (same price)

updated CD!

new Bulletin Index and Back-number CD

£3.00
£8.00

£10.00

* If you don’t like the white DCA badge, why not buy a plain cap with a cloth badge and sew it on?
I will endeavour to bring the shop to any DCA events I happen to attend, although if I come by train using a
budget ticket to save on petrol, this might not be possible.
Prices include postage and packing to UK members, but overseas members will be charged extra for postage.
Please include your membership number and send cheque, made payable to 'Dinghy Cruising Association',
to Elizabeth Baker, Westfield, Western Rd, Hailsham, East Sussex BN 27 3 EN. PayPal payments will only be
accepted from overseas members.
Phone: 01323 842 124 Email: bakeratwestfield@tiscali.co.uk
Spring
Winter2020
2017/18

Liz Baker
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Members' Advertisements
DCA Mugs

introduced by Liz on page 11, DC229
DCA burgee on one side, and on the other is
the photograph, taken by Liz, which appears
on the cover of Dinghy Cruising 226.
Two types available: one is the usual straightsided pottery variety, which is dishwasher
FOR SALE:
proof, and a similar one in melamine plastic, Boat Building Frame Supplies
unbreakable but probably not dishwasher
2 'i' Beams (wooden floor joists) 3.9m long £8.00
proof.

Slight distortion of image
here resulting from my
removing the time & date
from the photograph –Ed

2 'i' Beams 1.060m long £2.00
4 Castors loading 250kg each £8.00
Price for either type: £8, DCA Shop
50 zinc plated 100mm M8 Coach Bolts, nuts and washers £3.00
4 flooring angle brackets £2.00
6m biaxial glass fibre cloth 1300mm wide £48.00
NB: Two views of the same mug!
In Cheadle Hulme near Stockport. £60.00 for the lot
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Antony Sluce: aj.sluce@virginmedia.com Tel. 0161 485 7306
WESTRAy 16 FOR SALE (1994): Cruising / Camping Sailing Dinghy, the type seen in two articles
The
Dinghy
Cruising
Tales and
Advice from Sailing a Small Open Boat (1st Edition), by Roger Barnes,
in
the
last issue
ofCompanion:
Dinghy Cruising,
#233
President of the DCA

ROGER'S BOOK HAS rapidly achieved the
One owner. Ply /status
Epoxyofbuild.
Gunter
and small
Bermudan
a modern
sailing
classic.
illustratedrigs
The text covers:
Spray hood / tentthroughout
and full length
by CJ Marine.
with tent
inspirational
colourSleeps two.
Finding a good boat
Combi trailer. Cover
by CJ Marine.
Lots ofillustrations,
extras. Ready
sail.
photographs
and helpful
it to
shows
Fitting out for daysailing
just why small boats are the perfect passports
Boatcraft under engine and oar
£2750
to remote and
beautiful places.
Mooring and anchoring
Preparing for open water
John Kuyser: 02380
871 951. Johnkuyser@btinternet.com
Details: Published 13.03.2014 by Bloomsbury.
Out at sea
imprint: Adlard Coles
Coastal navigation
Beautiful colour illustrations and photographs
Dinghy homemaking
throughout.
Keeping comfortable and safe
Buy online from Bloomsbury:
http://www.bloomsbury.com/uk/the-dinghyDimensions: 234 X 156 mm.
cruising-companion-9781408179161/#sthash.
Paperback
256 pages
NLULaflB.dpuf
RRP: £15.99 Online price: £14.39

(Also sold by Amazon)

Paul Constantine's Practical Dinghy Cruiser (2nd edition) (Right)
& Practical Coastal Cruising: Serial Starship (Left)
Practical Dinghy Cruiser: where do you start? What to do? Many simple diagrams
of useful equipment and stories of lessons learned. Much of the content closely allied
to the DCA and all its works. Find it on Amazon.
Or go to www.moonshinepublications.co.uk and claim a DCA discount.
Paul has now published another book (left) that relates the story of circumnavigating
Britain, including Orkney and Shetland. First published in instalments in Multull
international, now available in book form.

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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FOR SALE:
Could this be the best Cruising & Camping Dinghy
ever?
An 18ft Classic GRP sailing dinghy originally designed
by Morgan Giles for the choppy waters of the Thames
Estuary. A beautifully balanced boat to sail with furling
jib and roller boom or slab reefing. Ideal for camping,
cruising or racing. Lots of room for friends or children,
and very safe with the cruising mast.
She comes with two masts, one for cruising, one for
racing, three mainsails, all in very good condition, two
jibs, two rudders (one lifting the other fixed) two fixed
bilge pumps, six buoyancy bags, oars and rowlocks,
hoops for a camping boom tent, anchor, fenders and
warps, outboard bracket and Mercury outboard.
The heavy duty Shoreline trailer has been
refurbished with new suspension and bearings,
mudguards, tow hitch, winch and jockey wheel. New
8-inch wheels for launching and new 10-inch wheels
for road use. A single-handed mast lowering and
raising system has now been fitted.
When the class found they were being beaten by
the National 18s they stuck another ten feet on the
mast to raise the sail area to 206.6 square feet.
There will be more information on the class in the
next issue of Dinghy Cruising, or Google 'Estuary One
Design' or 'Morgan Giles Thames Estuary One Design'
— lots to see.
John Stamm, contacts:
Mobile: 07946 764 821
Email: jhs@waitrose.com

£4250
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For Sale:
Glen-L 14
14 ft Wooden Sailing Cruiser, Little Egret
Construction: 6mm marine ply and epoxy
Gunter rig, 2hp 4 stroke Honda outboard, anchor,
cockpit tent, road trailer — all serviceable and in
good condition.
The boat has a small cabin with sitting headroom in
which it is possible to sleep.
She is sailed regularly on Windermere, where she
spends 6 months on a swinging mooring.
In the winter months she is under cover in a farmer's
barn.

£650
Replies to Frank Dearden: 01229 716 078
_______________________________________

For Sale:
Sea Hopper Kondor
Folding Sailing Dinghy, Magic Mirror
Very good condition. Complete with sails, oars,
storage / transport bag, sandwheels, buoyancy bags,
etc.

£650
Also if required, SEAGULL outboard engine 40+ short
shaft 25:1 mix in good condition.

£95
Contact Colin Bell: 0161 485 4965
_______________________________________
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For Sale
17ft Campion Canoe Yawl
Built 2005, epoxy/plywood construction,
using Robbins Elite throughout.
Delilah is an upscaled Campion Boats
15ft Circe.
Recently refitted to give a large and
comfortable cockpit with masses of dry
storage. Very much a one-off.
Custom heavy duty unstayed tapered
carbon mast with 2 mast positions to
enable use with or without Barton roller jib.
Simple and easy one-handed mast raising.
She takes approximately 180kg of water
ballast, which can be drained under way by
manual or electric bilge pumps.
Excellent James Lawrence sails (5 years)
with sleeved yard pocket on main. She has
a slave tiller and raising centreboard.
Excellent galvanised break-back trailer
with capture rollers for easy retrieval.
Tatty but very reliable 2.5hp Suzuki sits
out of sight in engine well. 9ft oars and s/s
rowlocks. Rows fast and true.

£3,750 ovno
More info: Andrew 07973 405 099
equinespineuk@gmail.com

Spring 2020

Totally sound but could do with tidying. Delilah is well-known at Morbihan,
Dorestadt, and English raids and is admired wherever she goes. She is a fast,
stable and very satisfying boat to sail.
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For Sale: Trimaran Dinghy
£995 ONO
French-built, 1999. VIRUSPLUS
4.95 metres LOA by 3.0 metres Beam (as
Trimaran)
or 2.50 metres Beam (as Proa)
Can be sailed as a Trimaran or a Proa
Can be rowed using main hull only -- oars
included
Can be motored with outboard -4hp motor is an optional extra: £295
Comes with:
Road/launch trailer with mudguards, spare
wheel, two covers, rowlocks, oars, anchor.
• Glassfibre RED HULLS,
Cream top of main hull
• 1999 RCD Category C Certificate
• Gunter mainsail, Cream/tan jib
• Reefable mainsail
• Alloy spars, short mast
• Shallow draft / optional daggerboard
• Rudder with lifting blade
• Long tiller extension

Contact: Dave Hart
TEL.: 01556 660 007 / 07399552192
e-mail: dhart503@btinternet.com

View —
Near Castle Douglas:
Post Code: DG7 3YD, SW Scotland. Can deliver for fuel
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Note: stock photograph above
with different coloured hulls and
sails.
See spec of Dave's boat above left
— and left, as proa: red hulls and
tan sails

FOR SALE:
Hunter Landau 20
Motor Cruiser
I am very reluctantly selling my
Hunter Landau. This is a very
innovative design and the only motor
boat built by Hunter. She is a 'proper'
sea boat, popular with sailors changing
to a powered boat.
I am selling because the boat is frankly
not getting enough use. She is on my
Broads mooring at Horning.
She has a new cockpit hood and a
brand new 40 HP engine (cost £4000)
and trailer. £16000. Further details from:

Bill Jones, 07885 729 062;
wrjarion@aol.com

_________________________________________________________________________
H

Wanted:

Suit of sails for an Otter (Bermudan rigged version).
They need only be in fair to reasonable condition as mine are really poor and more or less unusable now.
Please ring Chris Yardley on 07931 434 162 or email cj.yardley@tiscali.co.uk

_________________________________________________________________________
Spring 2020
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Correspondence
From Chris Lavender: The February AGM / NW
Planning Meeting
Hello Keith
I just had to say how much I enjoyed the AGM/NW
Planning meeting on Saturday, February 1st — what
a superb event! Actually that's an understatement,
and I have been on cloud nine ever since I got home.
I was absolutely delighted and proud to win an Editor's
burgee, and in the company of Colin Holt, too, who
I think does some brilliant stuff. (See pages 9 & 31) It
was great to catch up with the folk I do know and also
to rub shoulders with many of the members whose
exploits I had only read about from afar, especially our
El Presidente!
To put the icing on the cake, though, I accidentally
found myself in the company of the guest speaker
Will Hodshon as we ate our pies. I struggled with my
excitement and tried not to ask too many questions; I
also struggled to get him to accept a pint! He thought it
might affect his presentation (he needn't have worried
as it evaporated faster than he drank it). I'm sure the
other members were just as captivated as me by his
description of their voyage.
Thinking about what Will and Rich achieved, and
this is my humble opinion, their round-Britain voyage
probably ranks as one of the greatest sailing challenges
in modern times. How could it not have that accolade?
They have made sailing history. Anyone who sails a small
unballasted open boat on the sea deserves respect, we
know that because we sail and we know how quickly it
can all go wrong. For most of us, should the ride start
getting rough, we can usually head for shore. When they
were 60 miles out that was not an option for those boys.
To undertake such a challenge unsupported and nonstop defies belief. If you imagine the fear, the constant
cold and wet, sailing in the dark, the sleep deprivation
and the inability to even think properly, how could they
possibly have gone on? But they did and they achieved
their goal.
Curiously, and in comparison, I now feel I have spent
my life sailing on ponds.... They didn't mean to make me
feel like this — but I do — because I now know what it
took to sail around Britain. That being the case, surely
I can aspire to do better things than I have previously
done.
I do love the fact that Nipegegi was such an old
boat, in family ownership since new, built old-school, of
plywood, rivets and screws, and in relatively standard
trim. Does that not reaffirm the adage, 'If it looks right,
it probably is'?
I tried to explain to my work colleagues today how
arduous the sailing must have been for them during
their voyage, but I think as non-sailors they were unable
to grasp it. 'It doesn't sound like much fun', they said.
That would be right!
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And what of my peers, do they feel the same? What
then will the younger generation of sailors feel they can
achieve? Perhaps inspiring them will be an even greater
achievement for Will and Rich.
Right, my training begins now! I'll just turn the
thermostat on my Jacuzzi down half a degree.
Regards to Jenny,
Chris
From Will Hodshon to John Hughes, Feb 2nd,
the day after the 2020 Planning Meeting / AGM:
...Thank you for inviting me, it was great to meet so
many interesting and enthusiastic fellow dinghy cruisers.
I'm so glad you had a positive response and it was well
received. I enjoyed sharing the story with you guys, too.
Well John, I hope you're sitting down because we all
did a count this morning (see below) and amazingly we
raised £551.65! Can you believe it? It is just incredible!
Thanks to you all, really amazing and well worth the trip
up!
John, do keep in touch. It sounds like I'm going to see a
few of the DCA gang at the RYA Dinghy Show at the end
of the month, which'll be great too.
All the best,
Will
§ We contributed 5.5% towards their target of £10,000 for
charity, taking them to 89% of it. Well done, DCA!
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From Alan Thomson, Annan Harbour
Development Officer: Invitation to the DCA to
Cruise the Inner Solway Firth
Dear Keith and John (Hughes),
We noted in your last excellent publication that
the NW Planning Meeting 2020 is to be held on 1st
February. I would very much have liked to attend this
meeting but will be up to my ears in planning the first
leg of Rowaround Scotland at that time. AHAG is leading
off the first leg of this marathon relay circumnavigation
of Scotland by St Ayles skiff and our stint is Annan to
Stranraer. Skiff builders at Bowness on Solway and Isle
of Whithorn are beavering away to have their boats
ready to join us, but even with this support 140 miles
is a long row.
Our idea of attending your meeting was to gain an
insight into what is involved in hosting a rally, with the
aim of inviting your membership to come and explore
the inner Solway Firth over a weekend or possibly
longer. We can offer a series of potential jaunts all with
well tested pubs and restaurants.
• Up the Scottish side with the tide as far as Gretna
on the Esk channel to the mouth of the Sark
• Port Carlisle along the Eden channel, again up and
back with the tide.
• A foray into Moricambe Bay (Hudson Bay) to visit
the unspoilt hamlet of Anthorn on the Wampool
• Heading west along the English side to Silloth on
Solway
• Visits to Glencaple, Kingholm Quay and Carsethorn
on the Nith
We can offer hospitality and logistical support as well
as providing safety boat cover. Slipway, moorings, etc
are all currently free. However, our tides are fierce and
we are exposed to westerlies but we can usually find
somewhere to row and have only missed a handful of
weekends in 2019. In fact during Sept to December we
enjoyed our best conditions of the year.
Your new DCA member Christopher Moffat is one of
our stalwarts, who, in addition to sailing our Tammie
Norries, will be heading south later this week to take
possession of his new Drascombe. Let me know if there
is any interest; intrepid pioneers are welcome to come
for a recce.
Alan Thomson
Reply from John Hughes, NW Secretary
Alan,
Thank you for your letter this morning concerning a
possible DCA rally in the Solway Firth. I am all for it. We
have had rallies in the Solway in the past, but not in recent
years. As to where and whether rallies take place depends
purely on whether members step forward to organise
them. The feature about DCA rallies is that there are no
rules. Wherever two or more members are gathered
together under the DCA burgee, this is a rally! A rally is
simply a meeting of members with boats, with access to
the water, where members choose for themselves what
sailing they wish to do.
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I coordinate organization of the rally programme for
the DCA NW region. (Loosely defined, this encompasses
the Irish Sea coasts and inland waters of NW England
and N Wales, and sometimes parts of Scotland.) All that
is necessary for a rally to take place is for a member to
announce a date and a venue, then we will include it in the
programme. The member's name and contact details will
appear in the programme, and the member coordinates
contact between other members who wish to attend. My
role is to try to compile an interesting and varied rally
programme for the year, and try to avoid overlap.
Our NW planning meeting to compile the rally
programme this year takes place on Saturday 1st February
at Hollingworth Lake Sailing Club, near Rochdale, starting
at 10 a.m. (and this year the meeting also coincides with
the DCA AGM). If you and Christopher Moffat would like
to suggest a date and venue for a rally in the Solway, this
would be welcome. Ideally, Christopher Moffat would
attend the meeting to discuss possible arrangements;
otherwise, you could send me information in writing and I
could present this at the meetingH. It would be a good time
now to plan possible dates (according to suitable tides) for
inclusion in the programme. Otherwise, we could defer an
announcement and place one later on our website. We
are flexible and try to keep formality to a minimum. Details
at this stage need only be minimal, further information, if
appropriate, could be announced later.
If it would be helpful to discuss this further over the
phone, please feel free to give me a ring one evening
(ideally after 7.30 p.m.)
Regards,
John Hughes, DCA NW Regional Secretary
H
Alan and Chris both attended the Planning Meeting (&
the AGM) and spoke to us. Solway Rally: see page 17

From Bruce Gregor: Cruising in Australia
Dear Keith
Greetings from Downunder! Congratulations on
another bumper edition with Bulletin No. 244. I am not
doing much dinghy cruising but it’s very enjoyable to
read about others doing so – and particularly about your
inflatable kayak – my new cruising craft is a Hobie Kayak
to which I am currently adding a sail rig.
Now that Brexit is almost done we expect an influx
of members from the old country to head down here
for Raids if the Poles, French and Dutch shut the gate. A
recently appointed editor to our free Afloat magazine,
Kevin Green, has published a timely promotion of
raiding downunder in the January 2020 edition. (Go to
www.afloat.com.au to access it and subscribe for free
if you wish).
By way of background, Kevin Green grew up in North
West Scotland and has sailed on many different craft.
In Australia he restored a Mirror for dinghy cruising a
few years ago and has written articles about his exploits
and thus his inclination to promote it in the magazine he
now edits.
Dinghy cruising is still in its infancy in Australia – they
are a soft affluent lot who like all creature comforts
when going boating, camping or fishing. Our coastlines
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are also very unforgiving for small boats but there are a
number of lakes and harbours very suitable for dinghy
cruising.
Perhaps the best target for any overseas members
planning a trip down here to take in some dinghy
cruising, would be to join the Tasmanian Raid as crew or
on a borrowed boat. This Raid (called Tawe Nunnugah)
occurs every two years for about 10 days preceding
the Australian Wooden Boat Festival in Hobart – next
Festival is 5th to 8th February 2021.
Best link to stay informed of these events would be
https://www.australianwoodenboatfestival.com.au
By the way, I really enjoy the sketches that appear
through the journal. As they are not accredited I was
wondering if they are your work?
Bruce Gregor
DCA member in Sydney
§ No, Bruce, they are not mine. If it is possible to
name the artist, I always will, but most of the illustrations
come from old journals, books and magazines dating
from an era when the artists — and often the writers —
were not given their due —Ed

From Alan Thomson after the AGM: Whammel
Boat Plans Received from Keith Muscott
Thanks Keith
The plans are fascinating and I am sure Malcolm
Willacy will enjoy hours closely studying them. I have
no idea if we can get a whammel boat project off the
ground — or should that be 'into the water'. Perhaps we
might make a start with a model.
It was sad to hear of your friend's brother, I do hope
a new home might be found for his boats as I expect he
only wished to relieve his wife of any burden relating to
their disposal. (See letter extract next, from Alan Smith)
Young Will Hodshon gave a fabulous talk at the AGM
and might have collected even more money had he
waited until after we all had a greater understanding of
his achievement before passing the bucket around.
We are looking forward to welcoming DCA members
to Annan (see page 17) but with some trepidation in
case the weather is challenging.
Kind regards
Alan

'Tank' implies big buoyancy tanks, which were needed
in these boats of around 20 feet LOA when they fished
in the rough tidal waters of the north Solway. Salmon
netting was most successful in roiling water, perhaps
because the fish did not see the mesh of the nets clearly
— or in time to avoid them. (Below) Sheer plan of Dora
—Ed

Extract from an email sent by Alan Smith of
Sunderland Point: The End of Two Authentic
Whammel Boats?
...With the passing of my brother Tom, his wife Sandra
is now wanting to dispose of Sirius LR33 and Mary LR53.
Sandra told me that it was Tom’s wish that they were
both burnt. I asked if I could overrule his wish for the
time being and make some enquiries first and Sandra
has agreed.
Sirius requires a lot of work and Mary just a little, I
believe. If you have any ideas Keith they would be very
much appreciated. These are the last of the genuine
Whammel boats from the Woodhouse yard, built
specifically for the River Lune, and they carry with them
a massive chunk of history that will never be seen again.
It is a difficult one I know. I have also emailed David
Hall about this issue.
Best wishes,
Alan
(Below) Tom Smith fishing alone in Sirius LR33 (his
brother Alan was in the bowsheets as photographer). Sirius
was built by the Woodhouse yard of Overton in 1922

Alan Thomson
Annan Harbour Development Officer
§ As I've shown in past journals, boatbuilding in
Annan is still popular, thus maintaining a tradition that
was born back in the day when many shipwrights and
skilled artisans were employed in the area's yards,
building vessels from the size of harbour punts up to
clipper ships. I sent Alan the plans of a 'tank' whammel,
Dora, built in Annan many years ago for salmon fishing.
I used them in the first of several articles I wrote about
whammels in the journal.
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From Charlie Hitchen: On receiving the Naylor
Noggin for the Second Time, on 01.02.2020
Hi Keith,
Well there's a thing! Fame at last! I did not think my
article would be eligible but you know what thought
did?
I really did want to get out to Hollingworth, especially
since it was the AGM and with that good looking
Wayfarer presentation too. The sorry fact is that the
merger between our sailing club with another is taking
up so much time.
I had thought that a merger would involve shaking a
few people by the hand, downing a couple of convivial
beers and turning up at a barbecue. Instead, I find
myself the Ganger on the building of a storage building
to house the new RYA Training Centre. This is being
constructed by a team of 'volunteers' selected from the
ranks of the very old, the very young, the unemployed
and the unemployable. We began with such high hopes
but it has now descended into a bitter struggle rather
like some sinister form of trench warfare. A 'them and
us' situation has developed.
One of the bureaucrats of the club ('We have yet to
see that b****** with a spade in his hand!') conducted a
'critical path analysis' to indicate what we (the workers)
need to do next. Some of the little uns are resentful of
this and have composed a Critical Path Rap based on the
tune of 'The Fresh Prince of Bel Air.'
Here is just a flavour of a much larger work:
Most days now I'm graftin' down at the club
No time for the wife or even the pub
Bashing, smashing, diggin' up the road,
'We've not enough concrete, Christ, get another
load!'
Loading, unloading, carrying flags,
Knock-kneed, bent double, coughing like hags
We crawl back home and pour Radox in the bath,
We're just foot soldiers on the critical path!
I did suggest the Wilfred Owen reference.
Not bad, eh?
Last Thursday, we laid the new electrical cable to the
new boat house. This meant standing in a trench all day.
We were still working on it at 6:30 at night. I was utterly
exhausted and in my delirium I could swear that I heard
my late mother's voice declaring, 'There's no son of
mine going down the pit!' It is all getting a bit intense.
Anyway, many thanks for the award. Hopeful that
I might get to a DCA meet or two this year, if I can
remember how to sail.
There is another Swift 18 article somewhere and a
Seamark thing on Skate Rock in Loch Fyne. Will finish
'em off and pass on when time allows.
Cheers,
Charlie.
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From Colin Holt: NW Planning Meeting / AGM
Dear Keith,
Just to say how much I enjoyed this year's combined
NW planning meeting and AGM: not to mention the
brilliant presentation by Will Hodshon about the
incredible Wayfarer round-Britain record-breaking trip;
truly amazing!
I was also very pleased to witness the huge
appreciation and support shown by the membership
for the continuing ‘hard copy’ of the journal against the
obvious challenge of cheaper digital copy. I believe the
bulletin is the fabric that continues to unify members
and makes the DCA the association that we all know and
love!
On a personal note, I was shocked and thrilled in equal
measure to receive the club burgee for my rally reports.
I really must thank the eclectic mix of NW members who
never fail to provide great company and also a tale or
two to write about!
I will take great pride in flying the huge DCA burgee
which I am sure will add a knot to my downwind speed
and likely stall me completely to windward!...Fab!
Keep up the great work Keith; as one appreciative
member commented, we all look forward so, so much to
the day the bulletin drops through our letter box!
Huge thanks and kind regards,
Colin Holt
Conwy.

Colin with the Editor's Burgee, awarded mainly for his reporting
of Menai rallies: this photograph was first seen on the DCA
Facebook page, and is now on the website too. The burgee
award also went to Chris Lavender — see Editor's Report, p.9
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(Above: Gina and Robin Marsden on Swift Decision, being
visited by Anne Rushton (right). Tied up for lunch during
the first Lough Erne Rally, 2017. Photograph: Keith Muscott

From Robin & Gina Marsden to the Membership
Secretary: On Leaving the DCA
Hello David,
We moved on with our cruising in 2018 from the Swift
18 to a Moody 33 and joined the Moody Association, so
sadly we will not be rejoining the DCA this year and are
likely to wave our Swift 18 goodbye and on to someone
else who will hopefully enjoy her versatility as much as
we have. We really enjoyed being DCA members and
especially all the rallies, where we met some wonderful
people.
The DCA magazine is an absolute joy and Keith and his
contributors provide a fantastic resource for members
and we really can’t thank them enough for all the
effort which must surely go into the production of this
wonderful publication.
We wish you all the best; our cruising grounds are
on the West Coast of Scotland and our boat is called
Temptation. We’ll look out for any DCA burgees and
hopefully catch up with members from time to time
as we did last year at Largs Marina when we spotted a
burgee!

From Paul Apps: The DCA Journal and an
Introduction to his article on building an 8ft
Pram Canoe
Hi Keith,
I hope you are well and thank you for the amazing
ongoing excellence of the magazine. It is almost addictive.
Please decline any poaching offers from Rupert Murdoch
or Dominic Cummings.
I have penned the attached article about my 8-foot
pram canoe for your consideration; you may not want
the pictures at the end of the text. They are on the web
somewhere !
I have selected a number of related photos for you to
choose from, the photo file is 30MB. Can you suggest
how to send them? Do I upload them to 'a cloud'
somewhere, can you give me pointers please.
Very best regards
Paul, 2777
(The image below accompanied Paul's email. The
article — with pictures — is on page 48)

Many thanks.
Kind regards,
Robin and Gina Marsden
Swift Decision & Temptation
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From Len Wingfield: Keith Muscott's Review of
Left For Dead, by Nick Ward with Sinéad O'Brien
Dear Keith
Having read Nick Ward’s own account of being left for
dead in an apparently sinking Fastnet yacht, the three
shipmates who abandoned Nick still have my sympathy.
Without detracting from Nick Ward’s magnificent
efforts (he came to, tried to revive his dying crewmate
and bale the damaged and flooded hull), the other three
were only following the Golden Rule in rescue: ‘Do Not
Become a Casualty Yourself'. Getting into the liferaft in
that dreadful Fastnet storm was hard enough. In trying
to get two inert bodies into the raft they might have all
died. If it had been me, after all that physical and mental
battering I too would probably have left Nick Ward and
Gerry Winks for dead.
In my experience bravery is dependent on many
factors, such as the reactions of the others with you,
acclimatisation to the risks and being in denial of the
dangers. In an early WW2 day raid when a flight of some
sixty German bombers flew low overhead I panicked,
but when I saw people carrying on with afternoon tea
on the lawn I calmed down and took it casually too.
In a later night raid I was with my Dad when a stick of
bombs closed us, coming closer and closer. As the last
one whistled towards us I dropped to the floor in terror,
but my Dad (with four years' experience in WW1) just
smiled. Very embarrassing!
I soon acclimatised like most people in my town did,
since most of the bombers flew over saving their bombs
for London. However the constant night after night
pounding on London’s Eastenders eventually took them
close to breaking point. The ‘Fastnet Three’ had been
subjected to constant pounding.
I did a rescue once. I was sailing my reefed Solo up
the Emsworth Channel against a sluicing spring tide
ebb. Ahead a family of three on board an unreefed
Leader had capsized, their boat was swept away and left
them desperately clinging to two of the line of closely
moored yachts. I sailed to the yacht with the mum on
it, but she said, ‘Leave me! Save my husband, his life is
more valuable than mine!’ Like a fool I did so, managed
to moor to the other yacht, got on and hauled the son
and Dad aboard, then went back for the Mum and pulled
her out. (Then I left them, forgetting to arrange for their
club rescue boat to pick them up!) I later realised that it
had been risky, because if I had fallen when scrambling
on and off the yachts I could have been swept under
them and bashed along under the keels. I was not brave
because I was too focused on the rescue to have time to
be frightened.
On a climbing trip, a woman who was recovering
her confidence led me on Commando Ridge. I was a
grandfather, but not being encumbered by a rifle and
a 60 or 70 lb pack, I quite enjoyed it. Next, she led me
on Terrier’s Tooth, a cliff climb for which one had to first
abseil down, with no way out but up. In walking boots
not climbing boots I was soon reduced to a gibbering
wimp. Nothing was said, nothing needed to be said,
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when I eventually reached the top. A driven woman, on
her next climb she broke her leg.
I have read that in dangerous selection tests for
WW2 Commandos, those who were obviously scared
but carried on passed, but those who had no fear were
rejected. Never sail or climb under anyone who has no
fear, and be wary of anyone who no longer cares either
way. (As through bereavement)
(See Left for Dead, reviewed in DC244, p74, and
Fastnet Force 10 reviewed by Len Wingfield in DC243.
Both books are available from the DCA LIbrary)
Len
§ Thank you for your personal reminiscences, Len —
fascinating as always.
Where the reader's sympathy lies in an account of a
violent, testing experience like the Fastnet storm is of
course a personal thing, but I believe I was on more certain
ground when I wrote my review in reaction to this sentence
in yours: 'The author suggests that Ward was more angry
with his companions for abandoning the yacht than for
abandoning him...' Nothing that Nick Ward writes in Left
For Dead supports this in any way.
I agree that 17 year-old Matt Sheahan deserves our
sympathy, having seen his father carried away to his death
by rolling seas, and then being pressured to leave by two
experienced older crew — but it is clear that Nick Ward
could not forgive him, and their friendship evaporated after
he heard Matt's explanation for leaving Grimalkin.
Facts pour cold water on sympathy. If they were able
to inflate and prepare the liferaft, why were they unable
to untangle the unconscious Gerry Winks and Nick Ward
from a few ropes, in order to examine them closely and
check for a pulse? When they left Grimalkin and took to the
raft, it was only an hour before they were picked up by a
helicopter that was quartering the sea looking for disabled
yachts and casualties. It is likely that they would have found
Grimalkin quickly had they not ended their search abruptly
in order to rescue them. There was an excellent chance that
Gerry Spinks was still alive when they jumped ship.
Having said all that, I can only try to imagine what Dave
and Mike felt like when they heard some time later that one
of the men they had left for dead was recovering in hospital.
Not something you would wish on anyone —Ed

Grimalkin as she is now
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South Coast Winter Rallies
30 Nov 2019, Warblington Road, Emsworth,
David Sumner. Photographs by Steve Bradwell
Alan Moulton 		
Steve Bradwell		
David Sumner 		
Chris Waite 		
Phil Oxborough 		
Sarah Sorensen 		
Paul Windebank 		
Joe and Joy Murphy

Kingfisher 11 Kheya
Enterprise
Gaff rigged Mirror
Own design Polly Wee
Wayfarer
On foot
On foot
Wanderer Dulcie

The forecast was a bit daunting, with XC Weather
giving F5 gusting F6 from the ESE with temperatures
around 6c. — fairly cold conditions. This is always a
challenge when one's sailing has become rusty for a few
weeks. Alan, Steve and David duly met at Warblington
Road around 10.30 to rig the boats. David was delayed
because his Secumar mast head float had gone off due
to weeks of damp conditions.
Kheya

On leaving the shore we were just able to lay the
narrow channel until it splits E and W. Alan and Steve
went E via Fowley Island and David went W to use
Girt Rythe (Len, is that correct? I presume it means
Great River). Both routes seemed about equal in the
conditions, although Girt Rythe was very shallow. Soon
Enterprise, Mirror & Kingfisher
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David Sumner in his Mirror

we were heading South down the Harbour in fresh
winds, a little too much for main and jib for most boats.
We stopped at a little sandy bay which Chris Waite had
suggested, just north of Marker Point — a lovely spot
in an easterly. Then on again towards Sandy Point, the
weather now stronger with waves and spray, and all
boats under mainsail alone.
We saw Chris Waite, an inspiring spectacle of a reefed
lugger at sea, and also saw Phil Oxborough going rapidly
the other way. I think they both launched at Cobnor.
However, we failed completely to see Joe and Joy, who
must have passed us during lunch, as Joe relates:'I don't know how we failed to see so many of you,
but Joy and I sailed from Cobnor to Fowley Island and
back without a glimpse of you three. I was probably not
looking in the right place because I thought Marker Point
was somewhere else entirely. ( I had fixed on the idea of
getting to Fowley and didn't want to cut the day short).
We had lunch lassoed to the pontoon near the entrance
to Fowley and set off back at about 13.00h.
It was a great day to test our new 'reefing' genoa,
and I was really pleased with the result. It needs more
testing before I would recommend the system but first
impressions are good. It was a relief to get back to the
smoother waters from East Head to Itchenor — poor Joy
got well soaked from spray bashing through waves in the
southern half of Emsworth channel. We had a fabulous
time but I wish I'd spotted you guys.'
I suppose we could have used the VHF to talk and
this might have avoided missing one another. But how
wonderful it was to be back at sea like this, the boat
behaving impeccably in wind and spray. Chimet gave
22kt average wind, gusting to 25kt, and a maximum
wave height of 0.75 m. We anchored hiding behind
Sandy Point and found a picnic table on the beach for
lunch. The return was a fast one with a SE wind, but
beyond Marker Point it became lighter and eventually
tried to head us as we approached Fowley Island. Here
I saw a splash from something but Alan saw two seals
playing and watching him. We got back with plenty of
water at 3pm. On arrival, it appears that both Phil and
David had jammed centreboards, for unknown reasons.
As we packed up, it was good to meet Sarah Sorensen
on foot, so a good turnout in numbers for a challenging
day. DS
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December 28th, Emsworth for Langstone Village,
David Sumner. Photographs by Steve Bradwell

I arrived late for the 11am launch, just in time to see Len,
Sarah and Steve slowly sailing out from the Warblington
hard — a lovely sight. The wind was southerly, so there
was a slight struggle to get out. I was able to chat to
Cliff, who was equipped with bicycle, whilst I rigged the
boat. The boats went round Fowley island and then along
Sweare Deep towards Langstone. Steve and I both noticed
the tide trying to sweep us under the bridge and dismast
us!
The quay at the Ship was a lee shore, luckily only in a
F2 wind, so it was for me a matter of fascination how to
come alongside under sail (of course I could have rowed
or motored in). I dropped the mainsail 50 metres off and
came in under jib, and rounded up at the last. Cliff was
there to help and the boat fell gently against the wall,
where I secured it with a mid-ship cleat. The docking
manoeuvre might have gone either way!
After our picnic, three boats courageously returned
via the inshore route on a falling tide. I went via the main
channels, and we had an easy time recovering the boats as
the tide dropped. A great day. DS
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Sarah's Pampootie

January 18, Itchenor for Pilsey Island, Chris Waite
Attended: Len Wingfield and Chris Waite
There was no host and no photographs; only Len
Wingfield went out on the Saturday and I was the only
one on the Sunday (19th).
You might call it a ‘splitty’. Len Wingfield went out
yesterday, Saturday on the grounds that today, Sunday
was forecast to be gusty. Didn’t turn out like that of course;
this is what he wrote in an email to me 'Extremely light and fluky at first, even the MerlinRockets were stopped at times. Breeze eventually picked
up and I made it to Pilsey for lunch in the sun. Came back
via detour to Bosham. Sunny all day.'
I would have said exactly the same about Sunday,
though in my case it was Cadets in three fleets from
Itchenor and I didn’t stop at Pilsey, though I’m quite fond
of it, but it looked as muddy and scruffy as ever and I don’t
do lunch as a rule. I merely rounded the big port-hand
Pilsey mark and headed back to Cobnor. I also didn’t do
Bosham as the wind stopped at Cobnor point and it didn’t
start again until I had rowed in and the boat was on its
trolley, on the ramp.
I was amazed to see the Cadets, my first proper dinghy
some sixty or more years ago, over the other side of the
harbour. I note they have got rid of the wide side decks
that I copied for Polly Wee. Makes them look a lot less
like a coffin.
Checked Cambermet, it must have been standing in
a different Chichester Harbour, as up by Itchenor about
11.00 from a flat calm the wind started in with the softest
southerly before gently increasing to a hog-snarling F2
while veering through West to North.
Lovely, lovely day, all the same; nary a gust to be felt.
CW
(These are the rallies that went as planned. All the others
were blown out by our rough winter / early spring weather)
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South Coast Winter Social, Saturday February 15th, Chris Waite

R

iding the storm, 'Drastic Dennis' in this
case, the South Region Winter Social went ahead
on the evening of Saturday 15th February with
only three or four circumstance-enforced absences.
The Crown Inn at Emsworth is in new hands, but they
have retained the function room and a choice of two
levels of buffet. Jolly good and I should know, I enjoyed
sitting surreptitiously by the table toward the latter part
of the evening, sneaking my way through the generous
remains of unadulterated smoked salmon rollmops,
with occasional charcuterie chasers; well, I'm a growing
lad. Oh yes, Christopher; that would be sideways then,
would it?
Arrogant old toad that I am, I self-seconded to caretake the 2019-2020 Solent Winter Rally programme for
our Regional Secretary, Liz Baker of DCA Shop fame, who
has had her hands full with life coming the other way
faster than she can bat it aside, but she did manage to
get all the way from the Eastbourne area for the social
and is doing well despite adversities.
Somebody, not myself, arranged a bodaciously vivid
bunch of flowers to welcome her appearance. Lovely:

I had a secret photographer and hesitated to put this
up, but he assures me that this is the best shot of the
bunch; after this Liz disappears amongst the foliage and
I just get even uglier.
In an aside, Liz and I agreed that I should compère
the evening, having plagiarised a Winter and now a
Summer programme from old stock. Actually, I was
only responsible for the current Winter one; at my
insistence, Cliff Martin, (who indicated that he had
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also rearranged a previous version to match this year's
tides), was persuaded to produce our new Summer 2020
programme, which has recently been uploaded to the
forum. It was generally agreed, so is now our formal
intent. This leaves only the hosts to be identified. Step
up!
Talking of hosts, that was another subject, brought up
by Jamie Scott, who has found himself trying to answer
intricate questions on rally destinations within the Solent
when he had not ever been to the location himself. In
this case Cliff has a great deal of experience in our area
and has written a dissertation on the subject — a link
is being arranged to appear at the top of DCA Forum >
Regions > South > Rallies by Date. Watch that space, but
also feel free to ask the question on the forum under the
rally concerned — you are unlikely to be the only person
who has qualms and we can all learn from the answers.
Otherwise contact Cliff Martin, Steve Bradwell or David
Sumner privately through DCA channels and we'll see if
those solutions solve the problem.
Here in the South we have an island — Hayling
— and during our Cobnor camping fortnight people
circumnavigate it, an eighteen nautical mile round trip
from Cobnor itself; in part because it is there, but also,
to make it more interesting it has been formalised as
a challenge, for which there are trophies. It has to be
undertaken during the camp and without either engine
or outside assistance, in any boat you choose and there
are subsequent polls to decide who has produced the
best log of the trip. This year the Hayling Challenge
Trophy itself went to a canoe paddled by Alan Moulton,
making him our very own Cockleshell Hero; here he is —

There is also the Allan Earl Trophy for boats with
traditional rigs, which had no entrants this year, so has
been held over. More recently, after there was some
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question over how 'traditional' a gunter rig is, a third
trophy has been added, The Gunter Grail. This year
it was awarded to Tim Ahern in his Mirror dinghy. He
wasn't present on the night and the trophy has been
sent chasing him.
We discussed our new home on the DCA forum. It
seems to work reasonably satisfactorily, but there has
been some embarrassment that we have commandeered
the whole DCA show, though it is possible to exclude
messages from sub-sections, by being more selective
in how you obtain the latest updates. The other
embarrassment was that having had the cosy privacy
of the Yahoo forum, being exposed to the whole DCA
panoply proved rather like finding the stone we were
lurking under had suddenly been lifted away, leaving
people scurrying for cover. I agree, but then I'm old
and bold and insensitive and just found myself a larger
captive audience.
I think that was the greater part of the general
business and was followed by Chris Peacock telling us
how he turned his curvaceous little gaffer from a semisubmersible to a sea-boat —

You can see she has very, very low freeboard
amidships and the cure involved installing substantial
coamings along the sides of the cockpit —

He has high hopes (well they'd need to be, wouldn't
they?) and we all hope with him.
He also thoroughly recommends La Semaine du
Golfe Du Morbihan and showed us why. Wonderful,
but be warned, it's only been two hundred and fifteen
years and the French sailors still aren't taking prisoners.
'Starboard!' must mean something entirely different in
the Romance languages.
With Liz's agreement, I am to continue with the
Summer Rally Programme. Note that she will be
overseeing the Cobnor camping fortnight, likely with
help from some others.
'Heave away, haul away!'
— The Seconded Chris Waite
____________________________________________
(Below) Len and Liz at Cobnor in August 2019
Photograph by Maurice Burgess
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South West Area Winter Meeting, February 22nd

Most of our party on the walk — River Lynher in the distance

A

s last year we held our winter meeting
at the Forder Community Hall, a nice waterside
venue that is reasonably central for our
members living in Devon and Cornwall – thanks again to
John Lidstone for arranging this for us.
A sandwich lunch was followed by discussion of our
rally programme for the coming summer, this discussion
being concluded quite quickly since no one wished to
add or subtract from the provisional rally list that I had
prepared in advance of the meeting. I think it is nice to
include new places in our rally programme, so do let me
know if you have ideas for future rallies.
We then departed for a short country walk led by
John Lidstone. Given that our winter meetings last a full
afternoon I think it is good to include an outdoor break
and I hope that others are in agreement with that, but I
am not quite sure – there were a few comments about
the steepness of the hills in the vicinity of Forder!
Anyway, we were lucky to have a lull in the atrociously
stormy weather of the past few weeks so we had a nice
walk heading west from Forder, up the steep hill past the
castle then over the railway to return close by the shore
of the Lynher estuary and Forder creek. John Lidstone
pointed out an incongruous telephone box located
within woodland on the course of a disused section
of Brunel’s railway – the phone box is on a concrete
plinth so I don’t think it is something that has just been
dumped in that strange location.
Light refreshments were served on return from
our walk, this was followed by new member Steve
Goodchild’s presentation on his building of a Stornaway
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Photograph by David Platten

16 sailing dinghy. Steve is building this boat to a high
standard with a strip-planked hull, a mast also made by
strip planking and lots of precise woodwork within the
boat including flooring and seating made as wooden
gratings and even a spinnaker launch chute made from
layers of wood glued together. Although almost the
whole boat is made with wood and epoxy there are a
few items such as the centreboard lifting pulley blocks
that Steve has made from plastic using his 3D printer with
‘Freecad’ software. The boat is now nearing completion
- you can read more about it at http://www.goodchild.
biz/page9.html
After another tea break, John Lidstone showed pictures
of the work he has done over the winter to upgrade
the electrical system on his 6m trimaran, including a
20Ah AGM battery, a proper DC switchboard and wiring
properly routed through conduits. John explained how to
bend 20mm PVC electrical conduit using a heat gun and
a bending spring. John also showed a couple of pictures
of the aluminium tube framed cockpit tent that he has
made for the trimaran. As pictured this was open at the
aft end but John now plans to make a zip-on extension so
that it can completely enclose the cockpit. It all looks very
well designed and made.
David Platten is also good at canvas work and showed
us a nice cockpit cushion he has made for his 14 foot
cabin boat. The cushion filling is two layers cut from foam
camping mats with a layer of softer upholstery foam
between. This gives comfort with only about 30mm total
cushion thickness. The covering is a PU-coated 450gm/
m2 fabric with the coated side internal, giving a nice
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fabric appearance to the outside.
•
Visiting Venice by sailing dinghy – in 2018 we
Mike Arstall showed pictures from Semaine du Golfe
launched our boat at a marina near Lignano on the
2019 – he entered his Lymington Pram as a classic
northern Adriatic coast and cruised westwards along the
racing dinghy in Flotilla 7, which explains why we never
coast to enter the Venetian Lagoon, the city of Venice
met at that event since we were with most of the DCA
being located on one of the many islands within this 25
contingent in Flotillas 3 and 3b. The Lymingtom Pram is
mile stretch of shallow water and marshland. To get to
not actually a pram-bowed boat – it is a 14 foot sailing
the city of Venice we parked our boat in a small marina
dinghy that looks very suitable for dinghy cruising.
at Fuscina on the mainland shore of the lagoon and
It is either Bermudian or gunter rigged with carbon
used the ferry from there to the city. We looked at all
fibre spars and is still manufactured by John Claridge
the main tourist attractions within the city of Venice and
Composites Ltd.
also on the islands of Burano, Murano and Torcelli, then
John Perry showed pictures of the following:
we returned partly by an inland route, following canals
•
Will Hodshon and Rich Mitchell landing at
and rivers through the marshlands around Caorle and
South Sands beach, Salcombe on return from their
Bibione.
record-breaking 15 and a bit days' circumnavigation of
•
Rowing on the Charente in 2019 – We took our
Britain in the 60 year-old Wayfarer dinghy Nipegegi,
sliding seat row boat to France and rowed down the
(Will gave a presentation about the trip at the recent
River Charente from Angoulême to St. Savien, using a
AGM of the DCA). John and Josephine were among a
small tent for overnight stops, sometimes in riverside
handful of people present on their return – we thought
campsites but otherwise just on the river bank. This
they seemed in pretty good spirits after spending a
peaceful slow-flowing river passes by Cognac, well
couple of weeks at sea in an open boat and rather than
known for the alcoholic product, and Saintes which has
finding a hotel in Salcombe they were happy to spend a
interesting Roman remains. John Perry
further night on board their dinghy!
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

North West Area Winter Meeting, February 22nd
With the AGM being in the North this year,
combining it with the annual NW regional planning
meeting in order to encourage maximum attendance
seemed the obvious thing to do. And what a good turnout there was! For what could be better than so many
DCA members gathered together socially all in one
place? The opportunity to meet members one does not
normally see from one year to the next, or people one
has known only by repute or from their writings in the
magazine, is always welcome.
The venue at Hollingworth Lake Sailing Club was well
able to accommodate such a large gathering, and the
large windows of the clubhouse with their pleasant
outlook across the lake and to the hills beyond would
have provided pleasing distraction if by chance anyone's
attention had happened to wander from the business
in hand. However, there was no cause for attention
to wander, for with so much business to transact in a
timely manner before lunch, there was no time for long
tedious discourses.
Lunch, along with all other practical support for
the day, was capably provided by the members of
Hollingworth Lake SC, and particularly by our local DCA
members George Blatch, Doug Heslop, Stuart Calcutt
and Phil Davies, to all of whom our special thanks are
due.
In the afternoon we were pleased to welcome Will
Hodshon who, with fellow sailor Rich Mitchell sailed
Wayfarer Nipegegi non-stop round Britain in fifteen days
last summer. This was an impressive feat in many ways,
and Will enthralled us for an hour and a half describing
the adventure in detail. It was an inspiring talk, not
I suppose because many members were seriously
inspired to emulate this remarkable achievement (it
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seemed far too gruelling and demanding!) but because
of the insight it gave into the thorough preparation and
equipping required for a classic wooden Wayfarer, and
of the high degree of fitness, expertise and stamina
required of the crew, for such an adventurous offshore
voyage. Possibly most impressive of all was the insight
into the reality of two men continuously sailing and living
together aboard a 16ft dinghy for more than a fortnight
in all weathers and sea conditions. The voyage was in aid
of two charities close to the interests of dinghy sailors:
the RNLI and Surfers Against Sewage. Will was hoping to
solicit donations for his talk and at the end of the day it
was pleasing learn that DCA members had generously
contributed more than 5% of the total required to reach
Will's target of £10,000. (See Letters Page.)
Many thanks to all, John Hughes

The victorious crew of Nipegigi, Will Hodson and Rich Mitchell
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Lagoon People: Raid Pomerania 2019
Report by Wojtek Bagiński
First, please note there’s a gap in the Raid Pomerania
reports. The 2018 report was started by our great friend
and fellow-raider Peter Lord, but he was stopped from
enjoying all his activities at the end of that year by a
serious brain haemorrhage, sustained at his home in
Uppsala, Sweden. Peter is getting better thankfully, but
it’s still far too soon for him to make sailing plans.
_____________________________________________
Attending:
Gernot Mühge, Juergen Lohfink
Wojtek Bagiński, Seppo Narinen
Clemens Wergin
Agnieszka Pawlak, Sylwia Svorowa Pawełkowicz, Petr Svora
Jan Weber
Kai U. Homann
Janusz Ostrowski, Paweł Kowalski
Wojtek Just
Marzena Rosińska, Ulli Tonk

Admiral Benbow
Doppio
Hanuna
Aquiila
Kaiserliche Yacht 3.5
Kurt Heinrich
Puch Pjoa
Silent Whisper
Wumbaba

We keep our fingers crossed for Peter's full recovery
and hope to see him again in Pomerania or any other
sailing event. His unfinished report would tell you that
the 2018 raid started in Eldena (next to Greifswald)
and after 4 sailing days reached Barth on the northern
lagoon called Barther Bodden, covering about 55 nm
in 4 days. As our raid concept is based on the idea
of returning each year to achieve another stage of
the overall plan, the 2019 raid’s starting point was
Wassersportschule Barth run in a little corner of Barth
Bay by local windsurfing instructor Joe Leiserowitz. Such
continuity avoids doing the same thing in exactly the
same place each year. The overall plan is just to move
forward, keep away from big marinas, penetrate little

corners, camp in tents, and adopt a flexible approach.
The 2019 raid was the best attended so far, 18 sailors
boarded 9 craft. Some of the raiders had to drive up
to 800 km to reach the starting point, from Bochum,
Duisburg, Praha, Warszawa, including Seppo’s flight
from Helsinki to Warszawa, before hitting the road by
car. Some drove shorter distrances from Berlin and
Szczecin. The planned aim was to reach the legendary
Kap Arkona, approaching it from the sea or from
lagoons, depending on the wind and forecasts.
The meeting day (Tuesday, June the 11th) turned
accidentally into the first sailing day. Most of the crews
made their journeys on Monday, so the Tuesday rigging
— even done lazily — made most of our boats ready
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LIS Jollenkreuzer
Bay River Skiff 17
Waterlust Sailing Canoe
Joe’s green boat
Catapult catamaran
Conger Jolle
6m Shunting proa
Sunhorse 19
Jollenkreuzer
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to sail before noon. The sub-squad consisting of Doppio,
Hanuna, Admiral Benbow, Kurt Heinrich, Silent Whisper
and Puch Pjoa left the Wassersportschule basin and
headed north to Zingst, to check out rigs and have lunch.
It took only a few minutes for Doppio to ground in sand,
after slightly deviating from the track marked on the
chart. That was the danger associated with this area.
Rügen lagoons in general present large open spaces,
very shallow, sandy bottoms without rocks, and deeper
channels crossing the lagoons to connect harbours
and marinas. One has to navigate strictly along those
channels — well marked on the charts, but badly
marked in reality — otherwise the centreboard is quickly
stuck in the sand. There was a nice F 2-3 blowing from
the south and Hanuna, a CLC 17 ft long, narrow sailing
canoe built by Clemens in US, showed her capability of
being fast, and reached the destination first. Following
her, the squad entered a small tourist harbour of Zingst
to enjoy a lunch and do necessary shopping before next
day's official start. The way back was directly into the
wind, so extensive tacking was required to stay in the
ferry channels and avoid grounding. Shortly after leaving
Zingst Hanuna capsized, but Clemens found himself
standing on his feet beside the boat, so the recovery
was easy. The passage back was windless after half an
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hour, so oars, paddles, motors and that interesting
pedal propulsion device in Hanuna started to work for
the next one and half hours. Well, 'when the wind will
not serve, take to the oars'.
Meanwhile the last crew (Michał, Agnieszka , Sylwia
and Petr) had arrived to the Wassersportschule camp
ground to spend the afternoon fixing a few problems on
the 'Joe’s green boat', hired by them for the raid. Joe’s
place is far from being 'luxury and perfection in sailing'
style, but that was much appreciated by the raiders as
the raids are not intended to be luxurious nor perfect,
and his boats tend to be similar, so Michał, the 'Joe’s
green boat' skipper, had to check out the boat and make
a few improvements. At the same time Wumbaba, a
wooden cabin dinghy, was still sitting on her trailer,
while Marzena and Ulli were preparing her for a cruise
after a year-long rest. Apart from the Wassersportschule
ground comings and goings, Jan kept assembling his
Kaiserliche Yacht 3.5.
Wednesday, the first official sailing day, was opened
with a navigator’s meeting run at the breakfast place.
Each crew received its set of nautical charts, covering
the area. This is an important factor of safety on the
raids, as there are people from different countries sailing
on different craft, and there’s a need of at least one
common platform of communication to let everybody
work with exactly the same data. Paper charts do work
best (until a splash of water hits the chart which is not
covered with a waterproof envelope). The weather
(Force 4-5 easterly, no sun) was completely different
from the day before. The final decision was to go east
as previously planned, approaching Kap Arkona day by
day, keeping in mind that 'Joe’s boat' had no permission
to sail beyond the internal lagoons. Joe recommended
to make the next overnight stop on the tiny beach
hidden in the grass near Nisdorf village, after crossing
the first large lagoon east of Barther Bodden. Waiting for
a little less than Force 5, we ate a fantastic cake baked
at home and brought to the raid by Marzena, which is
an obligatory Raid Pomerania ceremony since its first
launch from Szczecin in 2015.
Finally, at about 1 pm all the boats were ready to sail
and left Barth for 4 days. All reefed except Doppio, as
her crew sailed in the Helsinki wooden boat race in F7
gusts last year in Seppo’s Open Heaven 12 ½, and were
not much impressed with F4-5. That was a big advantage
and Doppio quickly left all the squad behind, losing eye
contact. However, this way Doppio became responsible
for finding that little slot in the grass. The only craft
which was following in sight, until she made her own
way was Puch Pjoa, a shunting Polynesian proa built by
Janusz, guru of the proa community in Poland. In fact,
this was the third proa to attend Pomerania raids, and
this topic is worth a separate article (see page 76). That
experience was fast and wet, sailing among frequent
gusts and many fishing nets along the ferry chanel,
which wasn’t marked well, so the passage was exciting.
Finally Doppio found the slot and beached on the
8m long strip of sand, leaving the sails up to mark the
place for others. Soon Pjoa had appeared and beached
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alongside. There was flat and empty landscape around,
with a nice bicycle path running along the shore. While
waiting for the rest of the squad, the pioneers decided
to stop a biker and ask for the nearest civilisation.
Neither Poles nor Finn spoke German, so after ignoring
a few elderly bikers, who were not believed to speak
English, a young biker was stopped and the conversation
started. After a few minutes in English it was revealed
that he was a Pole, travelling by bicycle from the south
of Poland to Portugal's Atlantic coast. He offered
to scout the nearest village on his bicycle and soon
brought back good news — there was the possibility
of having breakfast and a shower next morning in the
local Gasthaus. Finally, beached in company, Doppio,
Pjoa, Kaiserliche Yacht 3.5 and Hanuna) occupied the
tiny strip of sand, and 5 dinghies (Admiral Benbow, Kurt
Heinrich, Wumbaba, Silent Whisper and 'Joe’s green
boat' moored to the tiny jetty hidden in another slot in
the grass several metres apart. The tent camp was made
in between. In the evening the wind turned 180 degrees
and the self–cooked dinner ended with a strong blow
from west, bringing low dark clouds and a picturesque
lightning storm.
The second day’s weather was completely different
again. The target was Neuendorf, a lagoon harbour
located on the southern shore of Hiddensee, a long
narrow island which separates the lagoons from the
open sea. The island is known for being the favourite
place of DDR dissidents in the past. Nowadays it is
forbidden to have or even use a personal car there.
Sun, SE wind F2-3 and — again — the need to
follow strictly the ferry fairways characterized that leg.
Fortunately in the middle of the week there was no big
traffic of ferries and only 2 or 3 pleasure boats were met
on the whole leg. No chance for shortcuts — until you
pulled down the sails, hauled up the board and took the
oars into your hands. However, due to the nice weather
no one was in a hurry. Making no shortcuts resulted in
the longest day's distance made during the raid — 21.1
nm recorded by Puch Pjoa’s GPS. Neuendorf harbour
was visited by the 2018 raid, so it was best to follow
Puch Pjoa on the water to get there and then to follow
Paweł on the land to camp on the soccer field next to
the harbour. The dinner was special, as there was a small
celebration of Sylwia and Petr's wedding anniversary.
In the morning scrambled eggs were offered by a
local lady in the back room of a little grocery store in
the harbour, which made a good beginning to the
third sailing day. Individual morning walks to the open
seashore preceded rolling up the tents. The open sea
was like a mirror. Before noon the fleet left Neuendorf
to reach Breege, a harbour located on another lagoon,
south of Kap Arkona, which might make it possible to
visit Kap Arkona on hired bikes. After that, Ralswiek
harbour was to be reached for an overnight stop. Again,
a never-ending series of short tacks were necessary to
avoid grounding in the sand, which happened several
times regardless of the skippers' efforts. Wojtek J on
his Silent Whisper decided to shortcut across a literally
yellow water area, among birds standing on barely
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submerged sands. That worked, surprisingly, and he
disappeared quickly off to the left. The rest politely
continued south-easterly to reach the fairways crossing
and turned exactly northeast, on course to Breege.
There was no possibility of beaching in Breege, and
boat by boat we moored alongside each to other at the
high rise jetty in the corner of the harbour. Then crew
after crew joined the lunch table at the waterfront
fish’n’chips place. Before the last boats came, we’d
been informed by the harbourmaster that a local ferry
was coming soon to our corner. At the same time a
sudden change in the forecast had been announced: a
F7 blow was expected to come in 2-3 hours, from the
SE, and this wind was to remain constant for days! To
avoid being squeezed by the scary ferry and get stuck
in Breege for days, the squad decided to get away from
Breege immediately, postponing the Kap Arkona visit
for the undefined future. The imagined big blow made
the raiders really upset: there were 3 outboards for 9
craft in the case of a sudden emergency on the road.
Because the local harbourmaster was out of his office
at that moment, Ulli contacted Joe by phone and got
his recommendation to sail to Grubnow, a little wellsheltered sports club place with a launching ramp.
One of two craft still missing in Breege – Kaiserliche
Yacht 3.5 – was met by Doppio on the route and turned
for the new destination. A spontaneous race between
her, Joe’s boat, Doppio and Hanuna while approaching
Grubnow made for a lot of fun in the last hour of the raid.
The rest of the squad moored soon after, except Admiral
Benbow, that was found by using a phone in Ralswiek! It
transpired that Gernot and Juergen had skipped Breege,
and turned right at the fairway crossroads. They were
happy to hear that Ralswiek was not the final destination
any more, as they had found nothing interesting there.
Sailing downwind, they reached Grubnow shortly before
the big blow, making an extra 14.5nm to be added to
57.5 nm recorded on Puch Pjoa's GPS device. Thanks
to one lost sailing day and to the Grubnow Sportverein
members' hospitality, raid crews were able to pack up
over the two next days in a nice, relaxed style. That was
really appreciated. WB
More rally photographs can be seen at:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/10196268@N05/
albums/72157710839425596
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The Riddle Re-enacted ~

a not so Secret Record of Service

by Sam Griffiths

T

he Frisian Islands. The very words evoke
ephemeral tracts of shoals, low lying twists of sands
— the very spirit of Childers. No easy place to sail
even at the best of times, yet a blustery week in August,
coupled with the smallness of our 12ft craft, made the
challenge even harder, but all the more interesting.
Pigeonneau, my Francois Vivier-designed Morbic 12,
based in the North Frisian Islands (see DC238) had
proved herself a seaworthy little dinghy in my search for
new cruising grounds. Like all fans of The Riddle of the
Sands, I had long wanted to visit the coast that had led
to the 1903 bestseller which became the forerunner of
Buchan, Greene and Ambler. Indeed, my Grandfather
managed to find the real Dulcibella in Lymington (see
photograph in Maldwin Drummond’s book, The Riddle)
and his obsession with the novel is widely shared; there
has been a sequel by Sam Llewellyn, a film, a TV series
(in Germany), various blogs and even a Riddle of the
Sands Adventure Club!
Dreams finally became a reality when I trailed
Pigeonneau from her island base on Fohr to Hamburg

An East Frisian shoreline

Airport. ‘Carruthers’ jumped in (played by my father
who is in fact far more of a Davies figure) and we
eventually wound up searching for the slipway in
Nordeich harbour in order to take advantage of the
forecast week of westerlies: we would tackle the
islands west to east. A brief chat with the Hafenmeister
confirmed that we were fine to leave the car and trailer,
but he was more than a little sceptical that we should
be heading out at all in a dinghy. Confidence somewhat
dashed, we hid from the next enormous rain shower to
plan our precise movements. Although the channel was
dredged, we were – of course! – beholden to the tide.
With it now being 3.30pm, we decided to simply get
under way and make a dash for the nearest island, Juist.
Yet our departure was the first of a couple of points
where disaster nearly struck; a mixture of bad luck and
incompetence combined to quite literally nearly sink us.
First, the bad luck: the west-facing slipway ensured
we had to beat out of a narrow entrance before heading
north, but what’s more it was extremely slippery.
Anxious about the car disappearing into the sea, we
chose to hand-hold the dinghy and
trailer and zigzag down the ramp
with one of us holding a long rope.
This was only just achieved, and I
was left wrestling the bow head to
wind with water up to my chest!
Dad returned from putting back
the trailer as quickly as he could
and together we hoisted sail and
tried to beat out… but no, whatever
we tried we simply could not
make headway, rather we slipped
sideways, the dinghy wanting to
impale its bowsprit into the hard
harbour wall. It was all I could do
to leap out just before contact and
spin us round. By now a small crowd
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was gathering to watch these mad Englishmen doing
their best not to be ‘duffers’. What’s worse, we knew
the Hafenmeister would be confirming his worst fears
as he surely chuckled whilst watching the screen from
the harbour camera. Eventually, we did what we should
have done straight away – we took to the oars, pulling
directly into wind before bearing away out of the long
harbour entrance. Yet just as we relaxed, a ferry chose
that moment to arrive; it was now a choice of playing
chicken with this large craft or sailing closer to the wind
and taking its impressive wake, exacerbated by the thin
entrance, head-on. We chose the latter course, only to
be nearly swamped as it passed us. Epic bailing ensued,
yet we were thankful that our kit was safely stowed in
dry bags in the bow and we quickly found ourselves
reaching powerfully out towards the islands, imbued
with a fantastic sense of freedom: next stop the Frisian
Islands themselves!

Long winter nights planning, coupled with my
experience in the North Frisian Islands, meant that I
knew that arriving on high tide is essential unless you
want to drag your dinghy anything up to 5 miles up the
beach. That is, unless you can find places where low
water is still relatively close to dry land. We were aware
that Juist had just such a spot and after 45 minutes
heading north we tacked west and had a short, wet beat
up the southern shore of the island. We soon identified
a potential place to pitch our tents, parted through a
cloud of seals and leapt ashore, feeling every inch the
proverbial eccentric British explorers.
Now, when one dreams up such adventures, the
land part nearly always consists of a beating sun, the
sea lapping the shore, the tent door invitingly open, the
food cooking on the stove. However, for the next couple
of hours, a series of ‘challenges’ (disasters, to be frank),
soon faced us on a level that threatened the longevity
of the trip. Firstly, we were puzzled as to why, when
dragging the dinghy above the high-water mark, it was
so heavy and it soon transpired that water had managed
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to get into the buoyancy lockers. We then realised that
all the islands are bird sanctuaries; landing on such
beaches, let alone camping, was strictly verboten.
Finally, to our horror, we discovered that I had not put
the sleeping bags in the waterproof bags at all, indeed,
they were soaking wet – the type of error that one
often hears about; indeed, it was de rigeur for carefree
explorers such as Eric Shipton to suffer such misfortune,
but this was not the 1930s! It was at this stage when
I wondered what Dad, now in his mid-70s, must be
thinking: abandoned on a windy, desolate German
beach, with a leaking dinghy and a soaking sleeping bag!
Flashbacks to him losing it with us children whilst sailing
on Scotland’s West Coast flickered in my mind, yet to his
credit he kept smiling and we quickly came up with an
action plan.
As I knew where everything was, I would pitch the
tents and start the cooking, Dad would tie the sleeping
bags on two wooden fence posts with twine and get
the water out of the dinghy by lifting each side, baling
and sponging. Both jobs required considerable time, yet
we were soon huddled behind a rather unstable sand
dune, enjoying both the blissful view and my culinary
expertise: Pot Noodles followed by an apple. The wind
faded with the light and what with the sleeping bags
some way off drying we took a footpath through the
centre of the island to the northern shore. With nobody
but ourselves, and the way a confused morass of grass
and sand, we felt as though we had somewhat replicated
Davies and Carruthers’ heroic journey to Memmert in
order to hear about ‘The Plan’.
That Memmert sand bank and Borkum were places
we would have to miss out, given the current strength of
the westerlies, but when we finally retired to our slightly
soggy bags we knew there were plenty of key places
from the book yet to discover.
Torrential downpours punctuated the night and
into the morning. Knowing that high tide was not until
11am, we hunkered down in the tents, going through
every permutation of tide variant. What’s complicated
is judging the time it will take you to get beyond the
next island, as it is the gaps between them where the
tide races; meanwhile you want to have at least some
water to sail in on the inside of the islands (even in a
tiny dinghy). Keen to push on, we forced down some
muesli in the tent, donned waterproofs (oilskins being
grim for dinghy cruising), packed up and stowed as fast
as we could. But not fast enough. Even with a single
reef in, we realised that a heavily laden 12ft dinghy
is no Hobie Cat and as we passed the westerly tip of
Nordeney it became obvious that there would be no
time to duck into the harbour, the scene of the dramatic
escape with Dollmann in the Riddle. A distant view had
to suffice. Needless to say, the town is the only one on
all the islands that has succumbed to the ‘high rises’ and
we were more than happy to keep sailing downwind,
eagerly spotting the buoys that were reassuringly
numbered on our waterproof chart. Used to sailing on
the mountainous West Coast of Scotland, these flatlands
provided almost no landmarks; everything seemed
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identical. Additionally, it was also vital to remember the
order of the islands, otherwise you could quite casually
arrive on completely the wrong one.
‘Welche Seemann liegt bei Nelly im Bett?’ was the
saying (east to west) and it proved useful as we hoped to
edge onto the western tip of Baltrum. This was looking
likely as we reached the watershed halfway along
Nordeney, but with growing despair, it soon became
obvious that while we raced east, feeling as though
we were being pulled ‘down the plug hole’, the water
was receding even faster. We now had no choice but to
follow each marked withy or even Pigeonneau would
run aground; this is not so easy when sailing down
wind, constantly trying to avoid a gybe. I was in a most
precarious position sitting on the centre thwart ready to
raise the centreboard completely (it was part way down
to give us some stability), as the tan mainsail threatened
to flip 180 degrees just above my head. Remarkably, Dad
was able to avoid this by letting the mainsail out as far as
it would go and with relief we were eventually spat out
into the main channel between the islands. This gave us
more water to play with as we now stemmed the tide,
heading into Baltrum’s beautiful harbour. This took time
of course, but we arrived to onlooking Yachties peering
out of their cabins wondering where on earth we had
come from. With such an audience it would have been
rude not to have sailed right alongside and we duly
nudged into the jetty to perfection! The reason for
landing in a civilised harbour – something we did for the
rest of the trip — was due to the bird sanctuary issue,
but also for the fact that these were very quaint, sleepy,
almost 1950s-style bays with very few boats.
To add to this throwback to another world, a nearby
farmer ploughed his field using a horse. Baltrum was of
course traffic-free, a truly magical little bolthole where
the Hafenmeister eventually appeared at 18.00, wife
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and child in tow. He was more than happy to let us camp
out of the still strong wind behind an ancient boat, even
letting us use the miniscule wooden shower block, all
for 10 euros!
Hauling our kit ashore, we quickly donned our running
gear and took a light jog, only to get about 500m before
the most dramatic thunder and lightning storm hit us.
Diving into one of the ubiquitous Strandkorp (beach
baskets) we were thankful to be protected as the static
fizzed along the street, the storm fleeing nonchalantly
east almost as quickly as it had arrived. Tentatively
under way again we skirted around the whole island,
particularly enjoying the crashing waves on the northern
shore, before bolting into the shower block before the
next ominous-looking cloud unleashed its fury. The
storms eventually abated to the extent that we felt safe
enough to pitch the tents and start cooking, but the
wind was such that once darkness descended around
9 o’clock (it was now late August), we required little
persuasion to crawl into our now mainly dry sleeping
bags, pleased with a successful day’s work. Hunkering
down with the headtorch beaming on to my small
paperback copy of the Riddle was a delight, knowing
that I was lying on the very same area of sand that
Childers had explored in the late 1890s. It was already
easy to see how his mind would have wandered on to
topics of a German seaborne invasion; the ‘seven siels
and islands’ were indeed the perfect hidden gateway for
shallow draft boats to avoid detection before pouncing
on the unprepared east coast of Britain. Childers’ superb
writing was able to perfectly capture the atmosphere
of these sleepy bolt holes, while he harnessed the
zeitgeist with his dastardly depiction of Teutonic figures
stridently re-arming a confident, newly unified Germany
in the face of a complacent superpower, Britannia.
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Rain again dominated our thoughts during the night
and into the early morning, but we were eventually able
to emerge from our tents and into the shelter of the
shower blocks (!) where we took a leisurely breakfast
with plenty of tea and coffee and made sandwiches for
lunch. The wind and rain soon abated and it was strange
to see a little sunshine peek through the low scudding
clouds.
The clement weather and luxurious pontoon meant
that this time we were able to do a proper stow of
the kit. This was no easy feat, as for one thing we had
taken a little too much stuff, but the main issue was that
Pigeonneau was simply a little too small for two adults
and camping gear for a week. Whilst everything fitted
snugly in the bow (tied on, of course), it did mean that
the jib and main halyard cleats were almost trapped,
and there was an ever-pervading sense that if we did
capsize we may have to simply lose the odd dry bag in
order to make emptying the boat a priority. Yet this is
the compromise one always reaches with boats; the
Morbic 12’s size is its great strength when pulling above
the high-water mark, while her buxom beam made her
a relatively sturdy sea-going vessel. After a short beat
out of the harbour under full main for once, we had the
most tranquil of sails east at high tide, aiming to try and
camp at the far end of Langeoog. As we approached the
eastern end the wind died completely. It was starting
to become obvious too that this spot was a little too
exposed and that continuing on to Spiekeroog and its
harbour would be wise. But we were keen to visit the
island nevertheless so, while one of us took to the oars,
the other ate a sandwich and after what seemed an age
we pulled ashore only to find that out of nowhere the
wind picked right up and it was all we could do to hold
Pig head to wind, put in a single reef and abandon the
idea of a walk.
We flew off downwind, trying to stay as far south as
possible, what with the tide sluicing out north between
the islands. Creeping up the inside of Spiekeroog we
were pleased to overtake a large yacht that had aimed
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straight for the harbour and was now almost having to
reach back in against the centre of the tidal race. Once
round the large peninsula, it was enjoyable to be able to
get onto a different point of sail for once; we hardened
up and eventually ended up tacking, still against the ebb,
up the long and now very narrow creek to the finish. This
was real Riddle of the Sands stuff, as we tried to tack just
before we touched the sand. Pushing a winning tack just
a little too far, we hubristically ran aground, only to be
released moments later; thank goodness, we were not
on the heavy old Dulcibella as we would have made a
humiliating spectacle, stranded at the entrance for all to
see!
By arriving ashore this late in the day we were now
able to look across to the mainland, amazed to see the
ethereal tracts of sand Childers so memorably described.
They stretched all the way across, pockmarked by
myriad shoals, the drifting fog only exaggerating the
sense of being dragged back to the late 1800s; it was all
we could do to stop searching for von Br�ning and his
Kormoran somewhere out there, docked at one of the
Siels. Eventually, we dragged our eyes away; it was time
to go exploring and for us, this always took the form of
running. Eight mesmerising kilometres ensued. The
deserted east of Spiekeroog was a riot of wild flowers,
misty marshes and, on the north side, sand dunes that
reached biblical heights. Yet it was the main town we
were keen to see due to the stunning church of St Peter; a
futuristic delight, yet in fact based on a Viking design. We
arrived just in time for a rehearsal of some description,
the Pastor only too happy to explain the daily rhythms of
religious life on the island.
Now somewhat exhausted, we headed back and
collected the kit from the dinghy, looking to change by
the shower blocks, only to have a huge stroke of luck as
someone left the building, kindly holding open the door,
inviting us in! Feeling slightly guilty, we nevertheless
soaked up the hot shower, shaved and decided to continue
this new line of luxury by eating out at a superb local fish
restaurant. In high spirits, we returned to base and, using
head torches, pitched our tents out of the wind that had
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now risen again, and slept, safe in the knowledge we
were slightly hidden from the Hafenmeister, whom we
had failed to inform of our arrival...
We continued this theme of clandestine activity, à
la Davies and Carruthers, as we paddled out the next
morning, hoping our inconspicuous little selves were not
spotted by the Hafenmeister (aka von Br�ning). Enveloped
in a misty blanket we crept south, out of the authority’s
clutches, before we could finally turn east across the
shallow bay towards our final island of Wangeoog. The
wind slowly built, and although double-reefed, we still
bounded along, sitting as far back as we could. Again,
Dad was helming, while I sat centrally, crouching low,
chart in hand, trying to spot the numbered buoys in
order to know exactly where on earth we actually were.
It is true that if we were to run out of water, our Morbic
12 would have found a way through the channels, but
unless one had a very powerful outboard, inevitably you
would be soon stumped as you tried to stem the tide to
get to your final destination. The Dulcibella frequently
dried out as she tried to chart the region, and the
protagonists would then take lengthy walks on compass
bearings as they waited for the tide to rise. But while this
was August and they were there in Autumn, we had no
cosy cabin to return to and it was an exposed old place
to wait a few hours in an open boat.
'...my father, who is in fact far more of a
Davies figure...'
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Occasionally, through the fog, we could see
the famous landmark that is the west tower of St
Nicolai’s church, the rest of the building having
been destroyed in 1586 by the incursion of waves
(Wangeoog, before the plethora of various sea
defences, was swiftly shifting position). Fearing
that it acted as a landmark for British ships, it
was blown up by the Kriegsmarine at the start
of WWI, only for the tower to be rebuilt in the
1930s as a public utility, most notably for the
Hitler Youth. We decided to keep well south and
eventually, east of this so that we would avoid any
desperate sail against the current as we tried to
enter the harbour. This proved fortunate as even
entering from the east, the flow was such that
we were being inexorably dragged west as we hit
the main Pril (gut). What’s more, despite the powerful
binoculars, we simply could not make out where the
marina entrance lay. After a frantic twenty minutes, we
finally spotted where we should go and arrived yet again
looking like survivors from some apocalyptic disaster
movie. This time, however, there was no fanfare on our
behalf as despite there being many boats, there was not
a soul to be seen. This is because the train (tram, really)
comes out to this rather desolate spot in order to take
the tourists and residents back to the island’s main town.
Remarkably, one was due in ten minutes, so we
quickly took an overnight bag between us, deciding a
hotel was the best way to celebrate the final night on
the islands! The now standard ‘exploratory run’ ensued,
this time spiced with a dive into the large waves of the
North Sea-facing side, safe in the knowledge that a warm
shower waited for us.
Mission nearly complete, our final full day
bequeathed us some deserved sun and calm winds, just
the conditions for a long beat west. Knowing we could
catch a bus from any one of the Siels, we were less sure
if they all had slipways. Google maps (satellite mode),
something we had used often, came to the rescue again
and we felt we could reasonably reach Neuharlingersiel
before the water disappeared. This gave us roughly five
hours, nearly all of which were used, to reach a point in
line with where we were on Spiekeroog the day before.
The journey east the day before had taken us half this
time! Hopeful of an empty marina berth opposite the
slipway, we eventually bobbed around the corner of the
large harbour wall to find just that; it was as though it
had been reserved for us!
Gently, Dad brought Pigeonneau round one last
time and we nudged in to make fast, a glorious glow
of satisfaction overcoming us, but not quite, to quote
Tilman, as he wrote of his 1937 summitting of Nanda
Devi, to the extent that, ‘I believe we so far forgot
ourselves as to shake hands on it.’ We may not have
solved the Riddle, nor could we claim to have been
successful amateur spies. Instead of succumbing to the
boredom of the foreign office in late summer, we had
ventured into a magical archipelago that still boasted all
of the evocative images and atmospheric splendour of
the novel. SG
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Building an 8-foot Open Canoe
~ The Jackson Double-Paddle Solo Pram ~

H

ave you ever hankered for that canoe you
once had, that was lightweight, low in paraphernalia,
a bit tippy and took you amongst ducks and reeds,
giving you such fun so close to the water? When reading
on the DCA CD about the passing of Talbot Kirk at 104
years, and his voyages (Bulletin 192), my desire for another
canoe was kindled. Keith and Jennifer's circumnavigation
of Bassenthwaite (DC244) in his blow-up describes such
delights: the elements, the wind, serenity, the edge and
shallows, being able to step out and walk in the water
or lift the boat ashore. Though not a true DCA qualifying
dinghy I hope the purists will find this tale worth a read.

by Paul Apps

aid, got hold of the paddles, jumped in as the maiden
voyager and set off for the middle of the lake. Father was
dumbfounded and I was distraught when she came back.
This pram design choice was influenced by the features
of the Gremlin dinghy I made after the canoe. I spotted
the Jackson plans on the Duckworks website. It seemed a
close fit for what I was looking for, a short open canoe, and
so I ordered the plans. It is constructed upside down on a
jig with an old-fashioned hog. I used 4mm Robbins Elite
ply instead of 6mm and sheathed the bottom. The lofted
panels were wire-tied, epoxy spots between them, ties
pulled out, spots faired, joints taped outside and filleted
inside, etc. as one does. I am proud to say the gunwales
are recycled from a quartered mirror gaff. It was a rotten
Mirror someone had burned but he sold me the rigging
and trailer years ago. Materials were £200 and I spent 68
hours on the tools. I think it could have been a cheaper
and quicker build.

I get a buzz from woodwork and the idea of making
another canoe for my 7 year old grandson took hold. My
first canoe, a PBK10, first floated from the northeast shore
of Coniston where my parents rented a tent lodge. My
older sister, who had never canoed and with no buoyancy

(Above) Demountable scooter wheels for transporting
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Stability is that of a canoe, however. There is no decking
or coaming to keep one central, which is a little strange.
One quickly senses that sitting next to the gunwale is
impractical. At 14kg it is very lively and when stepping in
and out one has to start with one’s weight midships. The
cross beams are a great help in and out of the water.
I have fallen in once, at Beale in front of our Technical
Advisor, who observed with decorum. The DCA advice
that the crew should be able to sit on the gunwale without
a dunking does not work for this boat. On this subject I
managed to sit on the gunwale of my Peapod last year and
remained afloat but I have not yet practised flooding it
completely; perhaps this year.
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roof. It also fits inside my Bolger peapod, which is handy
for trailing both. Normal storage is in the garage, vertical.
A no-regrets project which brings more chances to get
afloat with the grandchildren. Non-stop fun.
Talbot Kirk was no doubt a truly remarkable sailor and
we are lucky to have his stories. See the list of his articles
that spanned 30 years, as compiled by Dick Houghton,
following this. PA
______________________________________________
(Left) Paul's daughter Rebecca takes the pram for a spin

______________________________________________

One sits on the bottom of the boat. To raise one's backside
above any bilge water I have put a small ply seat on the hog;
the additional inch in height improves the paddling and stability
reduction is insignificant. Being able to drive it up a shingle bank
in shallow water and step over the bow is useful for exploring.
The buoyancy compartments provide good dry stowage; there is
something about a clean, white-painted buoyancy tank, as a secret
dry place within for clothes, etc., and it helps make the whole
experience more enjoyable.
When towing, stability on a bicycle is worse than on the water
— not safe enough. Towing it by bicycle is fine but one trip was
enough on a public road. The
ad hoc wheel arrangement with
scooter wheels has proved itself
over many miles of pushing. Fitted
and removed in seconds, they
locate on holes which were cut to
put small oars through, but alas the
boat is too narrow and the pivot
point too high to row successfully.
It fits inside a VW Tiguan with one
rear seat out of action, or on the

(Bottom of the page) Paul briefly described his Phil Bolger
Peapod Sweet Pea in an article that started with the aim
of describing seats for boats, as I recall, early in 2019.
To obtain the Peapod plans he had to deal with Harold
Payson, aka Dynamite Payson, the boat builder who built
and tested Bolger's 'instant' boat designs in return for the
right to sell the drawings. Paul was suitably impressed. And
he still thinks that 'Sweet Pea has been and still is the best
toy I have ever had.'
(Below) A checklist of Talbot Kirk's articles published by the
DCA over the years, originally drawn up by Dick Houghton.
Check out the title: 'Crossing of Pat (13ft 6ins) to Brittany',
if you please? Latterly, towards the final phase of his 104
years on the planet, Talbot built boats in his roof space,
which enabled him to perfect the art of creating midget
cruisers that could negotiate loft hatches—Ed
__________________________________________________

(Below) Paul's Bolger Peapod
Sweet Pea with the latest arrival

68
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Happy New Year from

Bassenthwaite Lake

̴ Keith Muscott & Jennifer Heney

Looking across the lake to Skiddaw from the upper slopes of Sale Fell on January 2nd, 2020, after the weather had broken and
the wind was gusting over 40mph.

I

ought to offer a health warning: there are no
rustling sails in this report, no cries of 'Lee—o!' nor
even the rattle of pulled oars. No, this is just a very
short story of how we decided to spend Hogmanay
differently and catch up with some unfinished business
on the lake in Zeffiretti, the inflatable kayak.
We arrived late in the afternoon of December 31st,
and loitered to pick up launching permits from the Castle
Inn reception desk. By the time the sun set we hoped
to have visited the old Celtic church of St Bega, which
lies between the water and the road running behind the
eastern shore of the lake. Last November we did not
have time to beach the kayak there before darkness fell.
Once again, though, the earth's shadow was creeping
inexorably up the flank of the hill when we arrived and
only the top of Skiddaw was still burning red in the sun,
like Uluru / Ayers Rock.
A 14th century manuscript written by an anonymous
monk -- who else -- tells us that Bega, daughter of an
Irish chieftain, was as devout as she was beautiful and
refused to obey her father's instruction to marry the
son of the king of Norway to cement good relations with
the Vikings. She fled in a boat to Cumberland, landing
at the point later named after her as St Bee's Head, in
honour of the convent she founded there. This places
the event around 870 AD when the Norsemen were
invading Ireland. She escaped from the banquet held
by her father to celebrate her betrothal after she had
prayed to God for help and a mysterious voice told
her to leave as soon as a deep sleep overcame all the
guests, and head for the coast where she would find a
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boat ready. We might suggest an explanation other than
divine intervention for the guests' stupefacient loss of
consciousness, and a higher regard for the lady's own
organising abilities than the pious monk admitted... She
remained in West Cumberland and Northumbria for
many years, spreading the Gospel, and probably ended
her days at Bassenthwaite out of harm's way as the
Viking coastal depredations increased and the colonising
Teutonic tribes were spreading in the south. The church,
itself isolated, is right opposite a path into the secret vale
of Wythop on the other side of the lake.
Her life inspired Melvyn Bragg, who is a patron of the
church, to write his 'epic tale of the Dark Ages', the 757page novel Credo, which is a good reading project if you
are stuck in foul weather for a week on some remote
shore. In his afterword Bragg writes, 'Certain places do
have an undeniable spirit — life in such a place seems to
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St Bega's, with the lake in
the distance

reach into the past, to be mysterious and yet, somehow,
quite open and accessible. St Bega's by Bassenthwaite
has that for me.' The oldest parts of the present building
date from the 10th and 11th centuries.
The country mansion and estate of Mirehouse has
been home to the cultured Spedding family for two or
three hundred years and in the late 18th and early 19th
centuries they entertained the intellectuals of their day,
including William Wordsworth and Dorothy in 1794.
(John Spedding was an old school friend.)
In the following year, Thomas Carlyle was born, and
when he reached maturity he was a regular guest of
his friend Thomas Story Spedding at Mirehouse. We
remember Carlyle now for his outdated 'great man'
theory of history. In 1835 Alfred Tennyson and Edward
FitzGerald were at Mirehouse, guests of their Cambridge
friend James Spedding. Tennyson was in the throes of
writing Morte d'Arthur and FitzGerald's efforts with
his major work, The Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám had
stalled; it was finally published in 1859. An easy path
runs from Mirehouse to St Bega's, and the guests used
it frequently. At the time, the fabric of the church was in
poor condition, and there is good reason to believe that
an old stone cross outside the churchyard that had been
pressed into service as a mounting block led to a detail
in the opening of Morte d'Arthur:
...A broken chancel with a broken cross,
That stood on a dark strait of barren land.'
We are on more solid ground with the following lines
as Tennyson was seen writing them while sitting at the
lakeside before the church:
'I heard the ripple washing in the reeds,
and the wild water lapping on the crag.'
All this brings me to how Tennyson seems to have used
the Highmore Memorial inside the church (right).
On the morning of New Year's Day we inflated the
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(Above) The Highmore Memorial, St Bega's
The light from my phone enabled Jenny to take this shot
with hers to reveal the outline of another artefact — the
knight's sword. Two technologies rattle together awkwardly.
This is the most ancient stone in the church, dating from
the late 14th century. It marked a grave, and the Latin
inscription running around the edge of the slab reads,
'Here lies Robert Highmore, upon whose soul may God be
merciful.'
The pommel and upper guard of the sword would have
been familar to any Viking, Saxon or Norman warrior. 74
pommels like this were found in the Staffordshire Hoard.
The lower guard is typical of 1066 and later and suggests
a Norman nobleman. The Viking name for this sword type
was gaddhjalt-spikehilt. The weapon is leaning against
the cross, as if supporting it — or vice versa. Sir Robert
probably saw himself as defender of the faith as well as
protector of his own people. Around this time the small but
expert armies of Robert the Bruce were still ranging into
Cumberland and elswhere, having started at the beginning
of the century by taking advantage of an ineffectual English
king and then his youthful son (Edwards II & III).
Highmore would have heard little or nothing of the fabled
Arthur and his knights, but he would have shared their sense
of chivalry. The romantic cycle of stories that circulated
in provincial France in the 12th & 13th centuries would
not yet have been widely known in northern England. It
would be nearly a hundred years after Highmore's death
before Sir Thomas Malory wrote his version of them. In
the 1830s Tennyson must have gazed at this stone every
time he visited the church. I believe we are looking at the
prototype of his Excalibur — a name that originated in the
Celtic languages of Welsh and Breton. Tennyson did not
invent this symbolic sword with its magical properties, but
he certainly elaborated the legend.
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Ready to leave Peil Wyke

kayak once more on the public slip at Peil Wyke. Our
departure was delayed by the return of a 30ft two-man
racing shell. The tippy, light hull was carefully lifted
out and tied down with its sculls on the roofrack of a
ridiculously short van. 'I always tell drivers they can drive
underneath it to park, fore and aft,' one of them said,
with a wink. They'd had the best of the morning; in the
photograph of me testing the water before we leave you
can see the beginnings of a breeze ruffling the surface
in the background. Later it would freeze our wet hands,
despite the gloves.
In November 2019 we'd had to cut across the northern
end of the lake quickly to avoid being benighted, so
that was the direction we chose first. We closed with
Armathwaite Hall -- perhaps too close, as the embanked
shore, which was created to lift the site of the hall and
give it the 200 year-old reputation of being the best
viewpoint from which to see the the lake, restricted our
sight of it from water level.
We did not get too close to Ouse Bridge, as the lake
was full and the river was moving fast. The river is still
the Derwent, so why Ouse Bridge? Simply because Ouse
means 'outlet' in Old Norse. The Derwent flows from
Derwent Water into Bassenthwaite Lake, picking up
other becks and rills as it goes, then the full outpouring
leaves under Ouse Bridge — still called the Derwent. It
flows for miles then the Cocker joins it at Cockermouth
and it wends its way to Workington, where it enters the
Solway — still called the Derwent. Just before the bridge
there is a pebbly shoal, a shallow that enabled packhorse

The packhorse route over the river passes up the ramp and joins
the road just before Ouse Bridge. The LDNPA has reduced the
way out to a single kissing gate. The other end of the route on the
opposite side of the river is stacked with rocks to inhibit water
craft being launched. These blockages might be illegal. Ponies
would have a hard time of it now. The crossing enabled drovers
and packhorses to avoid Ouse Bridge when it was built of wood
and often unsafe, and to resist the high tolls levied on crossing it.
_______________________________________________________

trains to pass through the river and regain the road at the
top of the bank.
Inceasingly cold and wet, we made for Scarness.
(I resisted the second word, 'point', because that's
what 'ness' means!) We arrived in sunlight, which was
cheering, but it made no difference to the temperature.
The steady wind finally drove us over to the west side
of the lake, where it had less force, before we returned.
Scarness

Next day, January 2nd, we braved the rain and wind to
walk up Sale Fell then traverse its southern flank to reach
into the vale of Wythop. The gale pummeled us from
ground level upwards. 'It's just like Patagonia,' gasped
Jenny. 'Is that a guanaco?' No, a Scottish Blackface... We
found the site of an ancient chapel that in its day might
have been an alternative to St Bega's, not demanding a
boat trip from the celebrants in this sort of weather. Then
we followed Wythop Beck round to Wythop Mill village,
with its central bridge and flash off the stream that once
drove the machinery of the old mill, and then along the
road that finally led to The Pheasant Inn...of course.
There was a steam train by the platform of the old
Bassenthwaite Lake Station! But it was only the big 'prop'
loco from the 2017 re-make of the film Murder On The
Orient Express. Photographs and an explanation of why it
was there must wait for the next issue... KM & JH

_____________________________________________________
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(Left) The view up-sun as we left the north shore to head back up the
lake. The rounded wooded outline of Wythop is in the background.

Cruising the Rivers Lynher and Tamar
~Part II

by

A

Steve Parke, an over-anxious dinghy cruiser

flash of dazzling blue and orange, a deep
'plop' sound and the kingfisher emerges from
the brown water with a tiny fish that promptly
wriggles a headlong dive back into the water below.
Mentally conflicted, feeling both relieved for the fish
whilst simultaneously sympathising with the hungry
kingfisher, I’m allowed a few seconds to admire its
plumage before it darts away
upriver. Structural colouration they
call it; a trick of the light, where a
creature appears more colourful
than it actually is. A kingfisher’s
back appears as vivid metallic blue
but in reality the feather pigments
are a murky brown!
18.15 – Arwen, my Welsforddesigned Navigator, gently tugs
the Treluggan Boatyard pontoon
cleats high up the river Lynher
in SE Cornwall. I’m completing
log book notes to a soundscape
of snuffling ducks, gurgling river
and soulful country music that
drifts across swirling backwaters
from one of the live-aboard
barges further downriver. I’ve
successfully arrived by sail and
oar, without recourse to the
outboard, surviving an encounter
with an angry goose and narrowly
avoiding a concussion from an unforeseen gybing boom.
All in all, it’s been a good day.
Notes finished, I stroll along the pontoon, sidestepping the upturned 6ft dinghy, a pile of old canvas
tarpaulins and an antiquated portable petrol generator.
Laughter, tinkling glasses and the high-pitched screech of
a distant disc grinder waft across the sunken hulk of an
old cabin cruiser in the adjacent muddy lagoon. Beneath

my feet, rickety timber pontoons, chained together, have
their surfaces covered in chicken wire. Grasses and small
shrubs grow in crevices and orangey brown splinters and
shards collect in gouges where the wood rots. 'Rustic
pontoons, serviceable and charming', surmises my inner
voice.
(Below: stowage on Arwen)

Back aboard Arwen, the re-furled standing lug sail on
the sprit boom is rested on boom crutches across the
rear thwart, and slowly I unroll the white tarp tent from
mast to mizzen mast; stretching its bungee cord hems
over hooks beneath the lower rub rails. While inquisitive
ducks arrive hoping for some tasty titbit, I slot the 15mm
diameter flexible PVC water pipe into two deck loops
attached to either coaming. The tarp sides push out to
give me plenty more head room.
Floors and thwarts are
sponged
clean,
equipment
stowed correctly and then I lift the
galley box onto the port thwart,
unclipping the lid and laying it
top down on the opposite seat. A
pause, to take delight in the little
‘vumph’ sound that occurs as
the meths ignites and the burner
flame in my beloved Trangia
suddenly glows blue. Within five
minutes, a cuppa has been made
and chopped carrots and broccoli
___________________________

'...Rustic pontoons, seviceable and
charming...'
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set to simmer. Bowl, cutlery, fruit and custard tubs are
laid out on the upturned galley box lid and a short time
later the cooked veg is scooped into a waiting bowl and
I’ve gingerly lowered a foil ‘boil in the bag’ meal into the
pot.
18.45 — Spag Bol and veg, a modest meal
accompanied by lovely views of a narrow, muddy, woodlined valley. Country music, ducks chasing tiny shrimp,
mallards waddling up steep muddy banks and slithering
back down again. Who says ducks don’t know how to
have fun! Occasional mullet splash against Arwen’s hull.
The starboard channel marker pole behind me looks
far closer than it was at high tide. An optical illusion, of
course. It hasn’t moved, but the mud bank beyond has
gained significant height. It’s a good 1.5m above me.
After clearing up, I amble to the deserted boatyard
in its former quarry. Lots of boats shored up by props,
anchors and chains dropping off bow rollers to be neatly
coiled and stored on wooden pallets below. A few boats
for sale, some in better condition than others. Tractor, a
large sling haul-out trailer, toilet block and work sheds.
The smell of fresh paint, varnish and oil. One or two
unloved, overgrown boats in forgotten corners. It’s a
delightfully well ordered, traditional yard.
As the sun sinks behind low Cornish hills, I assemble
the plywood sleeping board; a shamelessly ‘stolen’
idea from another Navigator owner, Joel Bergen. The
platform lives in the aft cockpit floor well and rests on
simple plywood squares which, when inserted into each
other make a set of stable ‘X’ support columns. From the
under-foredeck locker comes the self-inflating roll mat,
fleece blanket, several scatter cushions and finally the
Gortex bivvy bag and four-season down sleeping bag,
the latter, very old, crumpled and tea-stained but still
fully serviceable - 'a bit like its owner,' says ‘her-indoors’!
Now the cockpit is cosy and homely! Galley box has
been packed away and electronics are charging off
portable power banks on the starboard thwart. Phone,
head torch, VHF radio, foulies and PFD are close to hand.
My last act for the night, checking mooring warps and
quickly scrutinising tomorrow’s pilotage notes in my little
yellow notebook. ‘High tide 05.30 tomorrow; away by
06.30 latest’.
Sometime after 22.40, Arwen comes to rest on the
channel bottom. I don’t feel a thing. I’m well gone in the
land of Narnia, chatting to Aslan about climate change…
as you do.

04.30 — Dawn and with it the growing awareness of
faint light through the tarp weave. Cockpit interior slowly
emerges and cool damp air touches my exposed face.
Drops of condensation coalesce overhead and succumb
to gravity. Drip. Drip. Phew! Tiny splashes on the keelson
below are accompanied by an overwhelming sense of
relief. A sudden wet wakening avoided, but only just!
Semiconscious, I hear our ‘feathered alarm clock friends’
(RSPB) start their early dawn chorus. In this cold, dim
morning light, effort in foraging is wasted. Insects have
yet to warm up and early morning flight risks attracting
a predator returning from a late-night foray across the
woods and creek-side meadow. Snuggled in my sleeping
bag, I listen to this ‘avian Glyndebourne’. As Henry Porter
in The Guardian newspaper once remarked, ' To be alone
in the dawn chorus reminds us of how precious life is.'
04.45 — 'Time and tide wait for no man!' yells inner
voice. A light peach glow creeps across thwarts and
cockpit. The rapidly ebbing spring tide risks an imminent,
embarrassing grounding on the mud if I don’t get a move
on. Sleepy brain coerces body and limbs into shedding
warm night-time attire for slightly damp day clothing
that I’d stored inside my bivvy bag — to keep it all dry!
An inelegant squirming cockpit dance begins. I’m trying
to avoid condensation transferring to bare torso and new
day’s clothes; early mornings under a tarp tent can be
brutal!
Tent rolled away, a first glimpse of the emerging day
with gently flowing river and tendrils of fine mist above
warm waters. The first hints of pink and gold caress
the upper branches of mighty oaks high on the valley
sides. Victorian art critic John Ruskin once declared,
'A dawn, truly observed, is a moment of birth, a call to
action for the day. Let every dawn of morning be to you
as the beginning of life.' Lovely words, but it’s unlikely
he ever had to catch an early morning rapidly ebbing
tide. I’ll forego any intriguing contemplation about the
‘beginning of life’!
05.20 — I paddle Arwen downriver to the wider
channel, unship the oars but then rest a moment to
appreciate the uplifting views. Early morning clouds,
tinged flamingo pink, reflect in the still glassy waters; a
magical mirror image occasionally obscured by gossamer
wisps of morning mist. Drifting downriver with the ebb
and an occasional oar stroke, a faint, faint northerly
breeze fills and falls. The mizzen flutters for a few
precious seconds.
The return down river to Henn
Point on the Tamar is a slow
languorous drift interspersed with
short bursts of rowing and eating
the leftover marmite and cheese
sarnies from the day before. I’ve
eaten worse! East of Redshank
point I’m privileged to witness a
truly magnificent sunrise, where
smooth surface waters reflect
yellow tinted clouds and early
morning high plane vapour trails. A
________________________________
'...Now the cockpit is warm and cosy...'
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‘...Early morning clouds, tinged
flamingo pink, reflect in the still glassy
waters...'
____________________________

later. Wow, I didn’t hear them
coming!
'Good morning Sir. Saltash
Sailing Club have sent us across
to collect the £30 overnight
mooring fee you owe them,'
says the black-clad, rather
intimidating Policeman. He’s
even got his dark sunglasses on!
'I’m sorry, I’ve only just
arrived. I wasn’t aware there
was a need to pay a mooring fee
for a temporary half hour stop,
Officer.'
'Ah well, sir, you understand
it is very expensive to lay and
maintain these moorings; costs
have to be recouped. Do you
have proof that you have only just arrived sir?'
Oh my – I am not expecting this!
'I stayed up at Treluggan boatyard last night if you
would like to ring them.'
'Ah sir, a bit early for that; they won’t be open yet will
they – so do you have any other proof sir, otherwise we
will have to charge you.'
'Forgive me for asking but do the MOD Police always
help out private yacht clubs – shouldn’t you be patrolling
the frigates?'
'I’m sorry sir! Yes, we do help out our neighbours and
they share intelligence with us sir, now what proof do
you have you were up Treluggan last night Sir – do you
have a GPS track we can download for example, Sir?'
Suppressing exasperating inner voice, (now isn’t the
time to admit I have problems remembering where
speed, compass direction and navigation tracks are on
my handheld Garmin). I dig my heels in, refuse to pay

few miles downriver, HMS Brecon lies silhouetted. It’s
breath-taking.
07.50 — ‘75M, 0.45nm Trematon red can to Ince
green buoy’. The anchored Drascombes, passed the
previous day in sheltered northern bays, have gone.
Off Black Rock, I hoist the main ('slacken the snotter,
move boom for’ard' prompts inner voice) and catch the
weak northwesterly breeze which carries us downriver
past remaining channel buoys where local cormorants
sunbathe. Startled, wings outstretch and heads bob
vigorously, each bird decides whether to remain or
take flight as Arwen and I silently glide by. ‘Ince Castle
to Antony buoy 48M, 0.9nm’, says the annotated sketch
map in my little yellow book.
Our favourite Henn point mooring buoy is free. It’s
time for breakfast. The two small terns occupying the
buoy courageously attempt to move me on, holding
their ground to the last possible
moment before wheeling upwards
and dive-bombing Arwen for a few
minutes. A peace offering of half
my last cheese and marmite sarnie
is refused; the terns' shrill calls are
indignant screeches of protest. I feel
guilty until an accurate poop bomb
splatters Arwen’s foredeck.Revenge
secured, the terns fly south to a
neighbouring barge, from where
they continue to screech their
protestations.
09.15 — Under the partially
erected tarp tent, I open the galley
box, rustle up a brew and cook
bacon and eggs. The large MOD
Police boat on morning patrol turns
west to languidly head up the Lynher
to Jupiter point.
I’m surprised to find the bow of
the Police boat no more than 3m off
my starboard quarter a few minutes
__________________________________
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and explain slowly with as much ‘irritated teacher tone’
as I can muster this early in the morning, that when I
pass their pontoon later, I will call in at the club and sort
the matter out with them face to face.
The grin across the officer’s face is from ear to ear.
Turning to a colleague, he calls, 'Told you I’d get him in the
end.' Lots of laughter all round and then an introduction.
'The Missus says hello, sends her love and says we are to
look out for you on our section of the Tamar.'
Turns out ‘his missus’ and I worked together for many
years. I never met her husband but knew he was a police
officer; she just failed to mention he was MOD police!
With a wave and several hearty guffaws, the police crew
ease away and carry on their slow tour of the Hamoaze;
ever-watchful, looking for the abnormal and the nonroutine. After this adrenaline surge, I need a lie down.
The sun rises higher, breezes build and the tide ebbs
faster.
I wake with a start to find it’s nearly 10.55, almost two
hours have passed. On the Tamar bridges traffic is in full
flow and a train lumbers eastward. I check the weather
and river conditions. Yellow notebook says, ‘low tide
around 11.40’. 'Don’t panic Steve, plenty of time, wait
a while more. Let the tide fill.' Rarely is inner voice this
soothing but I brew another cuppa and keep a watchful
eye on the MOD boat, who watches me watching them
watching me! How terribly disconcerting!
The River Tamar is the border between Devon and
Cornwall, a place where local disputes break out over
how one should have scones, jam and cream. Mentioned
by Ptolemy in the 2nd century, the word Tamar means
‘great water’ and with its source less than 6 miles from the
north Cornwall coast, its another of those geographical
peculiarities that I so love; for the Tamar flows south
instead of north due to its particular topography.
Woken from my musings by shouts and noise from
the Tamar River Sailing Club: a boat is being swung back
into the water on a small crane, an army of hard-hatted
men wrestling bow and stern ropes to keep the boat
aligned with the quayside wall. Little do I know now that
tomorrow I’ll be making a ‘serious emergency stop’ at
their pontoon!
For now, though, sailing under the Tamar bridges is
exciting. Orange-clad workmen swarm over scaffolding
like ants, for the Brunel Railway Bridge, completed in
1859, is getting a makeover. Clear of the bridges, past
the free slipway and public pontoon at Saltash Jubilee
Green, we leave the mooring trots astern. Assisted by
SW breezes and a flooding tide Arwen makes 3.4 kts, her
mainsail almost fully out against the starboard shroud.
Adjacent starboard channel buoys have just re-floated
but Kingsmill and Tamerton Lake mudflats have yet to be
fully covered. I constantly scan aft for sudden wind gusts
whilst keeping a cautious eye on the nearly fully raised
centreboard, my ad-hoc depth sounder. Sitting up on the
port quarter side deck, I’m thankful for Arwen’s excellent
stability.
Anticipating a potential wind shadow off Neal Point, I
helm Arwen to a more easterly channel position. 'Stick to
the faster flowing mid-channel, Steve.' A train rumbles
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across the Tavy river bridge; a tributary to Bere Ferrers
that I need to explore, but not today. I’m not confident
of how much tide has filled that creek.
12.50 — ‘Weir Point yellow buoy to Cargreen starboard
pole – 332M, 0.5 nm’. Amidst the Cargreen mooring trots
I lose the wind, drift close to some expensive-looking
yachts and only just ghost through by the skin of my
teeth. Yikes! Two hundred metres later, miscalculating
my position, I run out of water depth. I’d been admiring
the little wooden boats on their moorings. 'Was that
Spirit of Mystery over yonder? Haven’t learnt your lesson
from yesterday have you! Such a muppet — keep your
eye on the channel,' says withering inner voice! I paddlepunt myself off the muddy shore, quickly raise mainsail
and throw in a rapid tack to regain deeper water once
more. Cargreen, once a thriving flower and fishing port
with a ferry across to Bere Ferrers, falls abaft as I ping
another SPOT ‘OK’ message to ‘her indoors’.
13.35 – At Weir Quay boatyard where the mud banks
dry out at 2.4m above low water, the tide just laps the
pontoon base. 'That bridge up to land is too steeply
inclined; it’s a very shallow muddy stream to that
pontoon — don’t do it Steve; pass by.' Once more, inner
voice and courage fail me and I sail by. At worst, it would
have been a temporary grounding a few metres off the
pontoon until the tide floated me! Nothing ventured,
nothing gained or learned! Regret, self-chastisement. A
pity, another place left unexplored; maybe next trip then.
Variable 4kt SW breezes blow us into the first bend
of a large meander that doubles back on itself. I adjust
snotter and luff tension to gain more ‘bag’ in the sail.
‘Hug the northern shore – deeper water,’ says notebook.
I need a plan. 'Reach around bend, rapid short tack down
southerly channel stretch; gybe onto northerly run as
the meander straightens to Halton Quay.' Well that’s
the theory. I reach for the ‘nerve calming’ Murray Mints;
I’m out of ‘comforting’ cheese and marmite sarnies! 'No
outboard, sail and oar; no outboard, sail and oar,' I’m
chanting to myself and frankly, that’s weird!
Barely making 1.3kts in a fading, sultry breeze. Mainsheet hangs from aft boom, dragging in the water; the
sail is lifeless out over the starboard beam. 'Sloppy
seamanship Steve,' chides inner voice, thus prompting
me to grab a handful of slack sheets back into the boat.
Becalmed moments later on this outside bend, two
metres from the muddy shore, I start to drift backwards
at a disconcerting speed and then stupidly attempt
to ferry glide backwards to the slower current on the
opposite channel side. Easy to do in an open canoe, but
here’s the thing — note to self — Arwen is NOT an open
canoe!
Reprieved! A whispering breeze across the floodplain
moves us forwards once more but ‘the plan’ is out
the window. I forgot that faster river flow on outside
meander bends might slow the boat’s forward passage
speed despite a flooding spring tide push. 'Expect the
unexpected Steve — dur!' I suck another Murray Mint!
I scrutinise the centreboard over the inner bend
muddy shallows whilst simultaneously looking for the
hulk of an old paddle steamer hidden away in reeds on
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Looking back south down the
meander loop —
Pentille Castle and its small
quay are seen top right.

________________________

the opposite shore. What a sight she must have made
in the early 20th century, carrying tourists up the Tamar
to Cotehele or Calstock on the big spring tides. The
scenery is dramatically changing now as we drift past
old, dilapidated wooden piers, collapsed trees and reedfringed muddy beaches. There is an agricultural, rural
calm to the river valley; a tractor chugs past low hooped
poly-tunnels, and herons, suddenly alarmed by our
presence, take off, skimming low across brown waters,
the beat of their long wings rhythmic and steady. Beyond
the mud flats with their egrets and oystercatchers lie
green fields and yellow splashes of buttercups and
celandines. Gloriously striking scenery, the upper Tamar
valley is a European Special Area of Conservation and
an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. I spot an avocet
and a curlew.
14.25 — It’s tempting to nosey into that narrow
waterway running deep into margin reed beds. A real
exploratory adventure, but the channel is barely the
width of Arwen’s hull and is choked with rafts of old
tangled reeds. 'Don’t risk it Steve. You’ll get stuck Steve.
You can’t use the outboard in there, Steve.' Getting in
will be easy, getting out – less so. 'Can you oar-punt a
15ft boat backwards?' Between reed beds, glimpses
of an unexplored natural world and further back,
expensive, exquisite cottages in splendid rural isolation.
What an amazing place to live.
Glistening mud flats are punctuated by sporadic
driftwood tree branches, their silvery bleached twigs
reaching skywards like skeletal wrists and forearms.
Short tacking proves hard work in light breezes and I
run aground twice, missing the
shuddering centreboard each
time. An old RYA Day Skipper
theory course leader of mine
had a few adages. 'Good pilotage
is thinking about the area that’s
10 minutes ahead of where you
are in reality.' Um! That ability to
spot any hazards missed during
‘passage planning’ research
sessions and to formulate safe
plans for dealing with them on
________________________
Approaching Cotehele Quay

________________________
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the hoof. Good at this in the mountains, I’m genuinely
hopeless at it out on the water! Go figure!
So it is no surprise to me that once more I fail to
anticipate a wind shadow just before the open parkland
of Pentille Castle. River current alone carries us past
Pentille quayside with its old Victorian bathing hut.
0.7kts! The Castle, built in 1698 and enlarged in 1809
is high above us. Now an award-winning wedding
venue, the gardens and remodelled house were based
on a Humphrey Repton ‘Red Book’. I furl the drooping
jib, loosen the snotter and luff tension a tad more and
nudge Arwen towards the lee shore; a forlorn hope that
winds will spill down the western bare grassland slopes
beyond the quayside and across the channel.
Mizzen and mainsail flutter and fill, jib is unfurled.
Arwen surges ahead on a near beam reach towards
Halton Quay. Wow – good call!
Topping lift raises the sprit boom slightly, mainsail is
dropped between lazy jacks and I deftly raise centreboard
and rudder. One set of fluid movements all done a mere
boat length or two off the beach. Arwen’s bow comes
to rest with barely a tremor in front of Halton Quay
limekilns. That stony beach turns out to be thick gloopy
mud and after one wellie sinks knee deep, I abandon
my walk to shore. Limekilns, quay and small chapel will
have to be explored another time. Frustrating, for the
little white two-storey chapel is the smallest in the UK,
built in the 7th century when Irish Saints Intract and
Dominica landed, bringing Christianity to this area.
15.30 — A few minutes sunbathing and admiring
the cottages and farmscape and the rising tide re-floats

Shamrock — Tamar sailing barge, 1899

Arwen. Shifting breezes enable exciting upriver tacking
right into the very shallow water. Tacking for speed
rather than upriver progress? Is there a slight downriver
sideways slippage in this section of the river, or am I
imagining it?
Between Halton and Cotehele the river narrows
considerably and whilst I duck back and forth under the
boom, the inevitable happens. My perfectly timed tack
run to the very edge ends as a lee shore grounding; the
jib sheet catching the forward edge of the sprit boom.
I trip over a pile of main and mizzen sheet halyards on
the cockpit floor. The bruised knee cap proves painful
for the rest of the day. 'That will teach you,' admonishes
inner voice. 'Tidy your sheets, trim your sails properly.'
16.15 — The approach to Cotehele Quay is an
exquisite reed-fringed channel with distant views
across marshes and market-gardened hills. A cream
tea beckons in the Edgecumbe Arms Tea House. I sail
past the quays, execute a ridiculously tight tack back
downriver to face into the tide and quickly douse all
sails. A few deft strokes of the paddle and I’m alongside
the wooden staircase by the deeper quayside; the
painter is rapidly looped around wooden uprights and
with bow and stern warps in hand I’ve bounded up the
steps and looped them over convenient bollards.
I’m shocked. What possessed me to try that stunt in
such a narrow river? Never in a thousand years will I ever
manage that again. The slow realisation of a potential
near disaster averted in front of hordes of tourists,
by sheer dumb luck rather than skilled judgement,
slowly dawns on me. I wobble across to take a peek
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at Shamrock under her tarp tent workshop covers and,
suddenly weak-kneed, I don’t feel like having a cream tea
anymore.
Shamrock. 57ft 6ins long, a hold depth of 5ft 4ins
and main mast height of 42ft. Built in the Stonehouse
yard of Frederick Hawke as a ketch-rigged Tamar sailing
barge in 1899, she is undergoing another restoration by
the National Trust and National Maritime Trust. In her
heyday she was considered to be the most advanced
Tamar sailing barge ever built, carrying the maximum
cargo for her size on the minimum draft at the lowest
operating and maintenance costs.
I grab a tea, trip over some Victorian maritime relics
scattered across the quayside and then take a peek in the
little discovery museum in one of the old warehouses.
The limekilns now lie disused, streaked white with lime
and colonised by verdant green mosses and climbers. A
hundred and twenty years ago these cobbled quays must
have been quite a sight, covered with crates and casks,
piles of coal, limestone, copper ore, farm produce and
Cornish slate.
16.50 — No time to stroll up the hill to visit the
medieval Tudor house with its extensive gardens, old
medieval dovecote and stew pond or to walk around
the corner to the old working mill house. It’s almost
high tide, so returning to Arwen, I quickly recce the
steep slipway and adjacent quays and then ‘visualise’ my
departure. Mooring ropes are looped around bollards
so that I can retrieve them from within Arwen; mainsail,
snotter and sprit boom sorted ready for a quick sail raise.
'Push Arwen well clear so boomkin clears wall, let wind
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and tide turn her broadside, unfurl jib — quicker swing
around; haul up mainsail,' advises a shaky, somewhat
doubtful inner voice. To my surprise, the 'scarily overambitious, probably wrong plan' manoeuvres work; sort
of – I scraped the boomkin tip! Mid-river, the mainsail
fills and we move very sedately up river once more.
In the windless lee of steep-sided, wooded slopes
where trees overhang the narrow channel, I drop all
sails. 'Don’t use the outboard – almost there – use the
oars, use the oars.' Motivational inner voice forgets that
the oars are 1ft too short, my seating position a few
inches too high. Rowing is awkward, unstylish, clunky;
but I negotiate the sharp right-hand bend and the last
hundred metres to the boatyard pontoon. I miss the
stunning view upriver to the remarkable viaduct. Is it
the wind or my sigh of relief after arriving alongside
the boatyard pontoon, that can be heard echoing off
surrounding hillsides?
19.55 – rafted alongside a 18ft dayboat, odd bits of
flotsam bump Arwen’s hull. Neighbouring reed beds are
full of bird life as moorhen chicks and ducklings scurry
back and forth. Noise from pub revellers drifts downriver
mixing with the rhythmic stroke of oars against rowlocks.
The local gig passes by at speed and ducklings scatter.
Resident swans bully me out of my rich tea biscuits.
I’ve showered, made coffee in the little boatyard
kitchen, sampled some home-made cake and left a
contribution in the honesty box. My £10 mooring fee
has been shoved under the office door. I’m well-fed,
having cooked supper at a picnic table overlooking the
river earlier in the evening. After exploring the little
boatyard, (the owners describe everything here as ‘irie’
and ‘no-frills’), I’ve walked to the village centre and
back, stopping off to admire some local pottery for sale,
old tram inclines and the rows of small cottages on the
narrow, steep streets. The 120ft high Victorian railway
viaduct is stupendous! Calstock, 12 miles upriver from
Plymouth, is a port from Saxon times, a Roman tin
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trading post and a former booming 19th century mining
town. Now, it is a sleepy village with thriving arts scene;
a lovely destination to visit by boat.
I think the yellow note book fell out of my hand
around 22.15. I awake during the night, 02.35. I can’t
recall checking the mooring warps; this healthy dose of
paranoia sees me extracting myself from the comfort
of my sleeping bag to brave the chilly night air to check
them!
08.30 – At Cotehele Quay for a bacon sarnie and a
coffee. I stay too long, only just managing to climb down
the staircase and into Arwen. Another twenty minutes
and we’d have been stuck there until the tide had ebbed
and flooded back in. 'Strategic pilotage not one of your
fortes,' sneers inner voice.
The late departure has consequences. Reaching Weir
Quay by sail, oar and paddle, the ebb is now in full flow
against a rising stiff southerly breeze. Choppy and bouncy,
I abandon sailing at Cargreen, hooking onto an exposed
vacant mooring to wait out the strong ebb, praying the
wind might drop. Later, I stubbornly try sailing down to
Neal Point above Saltash but admit defeat. With white
horses everywhere and a steep nasty chop, I’ve run out
of channel width as the mudflats become fully exposed.
Arwen’s hull repeatedly slams up and down, short
tacking is really hard and any rowing to windward proves
impossible for me! 'Should have stayed at Cargreen,' says
‘hindsight’ inner voice.
Ashamed, defeated, I lower the outboard!
Past Kingsmill and Tamerton Lakes, Arwen slams and
corkscrews up and down, the outboard straining as it
lifts and plunges in foamy seas. Dollops of spray hurtle
from the bow to be whipped away on the wind. Thirty
metres from the central span of the Brunel bridge, an
explosive crack practically stops my rapidly beating
heart. The engine is hanging off the transom, secured
by just a 5mm rope that ties it to a cleat on the inside
coaming. The outboard bracket has partially snapped –
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‘...The 120ft high Victorian railway viaduct is stupendous!...’

a long horizontal crack from side to side; a piece flaps
under the weight of the outboard.
Truthfully, I can’t remember what happens in the
following five minutes; vague recollections of one hand
holding the outboard, the other controlling the outboard
tiller, me hanging out over the transom. Somehow, I
reach the Tamar Sailing Club pontoon; an ungainly crash
arrival causing several new dings in Arwen’s paintwork
and rub rails!
Panic, terror, overwhelming relief! Several mistakes
made earlier almost culminate in a disaster — loss of
outboard, damage to transom, near broadside against a
bridge support, a potential MOB! A kindly boat engineer
arrives with buckle straps. Together we jury rig outboard
and bracket so that the engine is firmly re-attached
and broken bracket secure and immoveable. His local
advice proves invaluable; under reduced engine speed
I creep across to the sheltered western shore and hug
it all the way down through Torpoint. A ferry pauses to
let me struggle through. Off Millbrook lake, in the lee of
Cremyll Point, I hook up to a vacant mooring and spend
the remaining afternoon waiting for calmer conditions.
18.20 — A chastened skipper later sails past Barn
Pool, Drakes Island and Plymouth Hoe, arriving back at
QAB Marina several hours later than intended.
04.37 — The wee early morning hours now and I
haven’t slept well. I’m reflecting on the lessons learned
from this voyage. Have a little more faith in my abilities
perhaps? An urgent need to develop better pilotage
problem-solving skills and coordination of tidal, wind
and topography information in my thought processes. To
stretch myself by taking on those more challenging forays
into little tributaries and lakes, pushing myself outside
my comfort zone? 'Adventurous in the mountains and
on land expeditions, you are too ‘risk-averse’ out on
the water.' Sort out the inaccessible foredeck hatch,
repair the hull dents and dings. Alter the oar and seating
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positions once and for all and lots, lots more rowing practice
in different conditions.
I’m ashamed of my panicky decision-making at Cargreen
yesterday. I’m better than that. That can’t happen again!
'Should have waited it out at Cargreen; should have hauled
out at the Tamar Club', whispers a contrite inner voice.
Interested in the work of Alastair Humphreys, the author
and adventurer who devised the concept of ‘micro adventure’,
I hope my three-day voyage fulfils his ideals — an opportunity
close to home, out in the wildscape on an invigorating,
enjoyable and cheap journey. No, it wasn’t spontaneous,
for it involved lots of pre-planning and preparation. No, I
didn’t fully take the chance to discover new places in my own
backyard. Yes, it stretched me mentally and physically. Did I
learn some new skills? Maybe. Way outside my comfort zone,
narrow channels instead of the wide expanse of Plymouth
sound? Absolutely.
For me, yes, it was challenging; a testing foray into tidal
river dinghy cruising. 'And, be fair, you did manage to avoid
using the outboard for two days at least, Steve,' says my
consoling inner voice. SP
___________________________________________
My blog: www.arwensmeanderings.blogspot.co.uk
My YouTube channel: www.YouTube.com/c/
plymouthwelshboy
Treluggan Boatyard: http://www.trelugganboatyard.co.uk/
(PS: An apology. In my first article I wrongly called the
Treluggan Boatyard manager ‘Graham’. Truly sorry, Richard!)
Calstock Boatyard: https://www.calstockboatyard.co.uk/
Other launch sites around the Sound and Tamar
https://www.plymouth.gov.uk/maritimeservices/slipways
http://www.boatlaunch.co.uk/#/map
___________________________________________
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T

he Marine Quarterly has established itself
as the antidote to yachting magazines. It is a
new kind of sea journal – no photographs, but
full of big, authoritative articles on sailing, cruising,
adventuring, merchant shipping, conservation, natural
history, heritage, naval matters, nautical books, and
anything else connected with salt water. In the Marine
Quarterly, the words make the pictures.
Its contributors are people who know how to tell
a good story well. Topics for the first thirty-five issues
have included the reminiscences of a nervous gapyear student who found himself sailing to Greenland
with the adventurer Bill Tilman; instructions on how
to swim the Channel; the life and alarming dinghy
cruises of Hum Barton; travels with the plankton; epic
circumnavigations under sail; health and safety on
Noah’s Ark; the infamous Shetland mackerel laundry;
the deeply informal beginnings of Caribbean chartering;
the strange disappearance of the Atlantic salmon;
sustainable tuna fishing under sail; open boats and
tents in the Hebrides; the sea life of T S Eliot; and an
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occasional ‘how to’ series, giving instructions on such
important matters as sailing round Cape Horn, wintering
in Antarctica and camping on Rockall. We have also
printed new fiction.
The Marine Quarterly is 112 pages of excellent
stuff, illustrated with line drawings by Claudia Myatt,
published by subscription only. DCA members who type
DCAX into the relevant box will receive a 10% discount
on their subscription price. For more information, visit
www.marinequarterly.com or ring the number below.
Onward!
Sam Llewellyn
Editor
The Marine Quarterly
Hope Farm
Lyonshall
Kington
Herefordshire HR5 3HT
01544 340636
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Another Dip Into The DCA Facebook Page

A random selection of posts from the last few months,
chosen by Jennifer Heney

Patrick Hay

14 Nov

(Lansing is a 461 acre (1.9 km2) lake in Haslett,
Michigan, just a few miles northeast of the state's
capital city of Lansing.)
_________________________________________
Michael Wilkinson

'Hey Erik, what do you think of this Dinghy Cruising
lark?'
'Well, it's OK Olaf, but to be honest I was hoping for a
bit more pillaging.'
Robert Carl Mosher
8 Dec
Yesterday’s canoe paddle on Lake Lansing... If you
look closely at the reflection photo you can see the big
ice crystals.

20 Dec

Well, 2019 draws to a close and it looks unlikely that
I will get a chance to sail again before New Year. A quick
check of my log shows that the Cormorant has not
been on the water since 8th August, which is due to a
combination of bad weather, the sailing club's lake being
closed due to weed, the sailing club's lake being closed
due to floods, and a number of family commitments.
On the plus side, I managed 20 days' sailing this year
(12 last year and 10 the year before, so the trend is good)
and I managed to get onto Rutland Water, Kielder Water,
the Trent, the Soar, and the club lake at Wanlip SC. (Last
year, all 12 voyages were on Rutland.)
Highlights of the sailing year: a day out on the Soar,
anchoring in a backwater and swimming from the boat
— she looks splendid from that angle; sailing much of the
length of Kielder Water as the smallest boat in the DCA
fleet (one of only two single-masters!); battling strong
winds on Rutland and just as I was feeling a bit defeated,
seeing a beautiful gaff cutter come around the headland,
and suddenly regaining my enthusiasm.
I helped out on the DCA stand at the RYA Dinghy Show
and met many DCA members. I even got to see, touch
(and smell!) the famous Avel Dro. I attended my first DCA
Rally (Kielder) for one of the best day's sailing I've had.
I've had great support, advice and encouragement from
DCA members via this page. Thank you to you all.
Throughout the year I have made small modifications
to the boat and the way I rig her, changes to the trailer,
and so on. These have all been aimed at simplifying
and speeding up the process. Finally, I've learned how
to strike sail without the yard going overboard (yes, I
know Roger Barnes explained at least twice, but I finally
understood what he meant!) and I've become more
confident in a wider range of wind speeds.
Here's to 2020, when I hope to get on the Broads, up
to the Lakes — maybe visit Wildcat Island — and spend
at least one night sleeping aboard. I also want to get the
inflatable out more often; that managed just one launch
this year.
Happy New Year to you all and good cruising in 2020!
_________________________________________
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Ian Fairclough

13 Dec

Just want to share this photo of my Whammel taken
on Ullswater at the end of the season. Good to remember
on a cold, dark, wet evening.

Pete March

I'm very inspired from Roger's book 'bout dinghy
cruising (thank you for sharing that, Roger!) as well as
from his videos on YouTube. At the moment I still sail
on some small Bavarian lakes or on the river Main, but
I dream of the Baltic Sea. Down here I never had more
than a F3 wind. So if anyone can give me some advice:
Is the Scamp a boat to sail from Germany to Denmark
— provided the weather forecast is friendly — or not?
Cheers, Martin

20 Dec

This really isn't good.. I've got (been given) a long list
of things to do today. NOT A CHANCE! Thanks Keith, yet
another totally absorbing journal. (You're welcome! -Ed)

Among the replies —
John Welsford: The 'seaworthiness' of a SCAMP is,
as with any small boat, dependent upon the skill and
experience of the skipper. Martin, if you're skilled, that’s
fine, but if you are a relative beginner I'd sail locally until
you've built that base of experience before tackling a
longer voyage.
Tim Evans: You will always have difficulty making
headway against steep seas and wind in a small boat,
especially one shaped like yours, but the Baltic is a good
introduction to sea sailing... I am often in East Jutland
as I have family there, and there just isn't the same size
swell and problems of wind against tide we have here in
Cornwall.
Andrew Thomas Johnston

6 Dec

Just got an email from François Vivier with the draft
sail plan for a proposed lug yawl ('bourcet-malet') rig for
his EBIHEN 18:

Martin Becker
3 Jan
Hi Guys, I'm new here on Facebook as well as on the
water. I'm just sailing for 2 years now, but I fell in love
with it and built myself a John Welsford SCAMP. Not a
clever choice considering the low price tag for used
boats, but hey — it's my own boat as much as it can
be. The SCAMP has a reputation to be quite seaworthy
and it is said a man is able to right up even under rough
conditions. Well, it's fun, but not a racer...
Spring 2020

I think I am in love...
www.vivierboats.com/albumsfr/Petits%20voiliers%20
transportables/ebihen_18/index.html
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Zach Wyrzykowski

17 Jan

Anyone else whiling away the off season with hot tea
and a few good books? The only problem is that the more
I read, the further away Spring feels.

finished this recently. First half set in Greece: will
warm you up on a cold winter's day. Second half set
sailing the North Atlantic: will make you happy to be
at home in the warm!
Michael Wilkinson
11 Jan
Michael posted a link to navigatorjoel.blogspot.com
where there were some suggestions for making an
adjustable tiller lock.

Kyle Williams:
Those are some of my
winter favourites. I am really
enjoying this one on small
boat piloting. Plus I have
dusted off my old wilderness
EMT training manuals to
remind myself how to save
lives in an emergency.
Seth Teeters: I’ve been
reading Frank Dye’s book,
Ocean Crossing Wayfarer.
Jane Farmer: Slocum is quite good. But I suggest you
read Bernard Moitessier —The Long Way — The romance
of sail!
Matthew Cunningham: Any — or better — all of
Moitessier’s books.
Jane Farmer: Of course Matthew. I just prefer The Long
Way because it epitomises the beauty of sail for your soul
above all else.
Morgan A Johnson: Quel merveilleux post Zach! Oui,
le printemps n'est que dans quelques mois ... En ce
moment, je navigue sur la côte grecque dans une
aventure inoubliable, avec Ken et B. et Lugworm!
Anders Swerke: Another you may enjoy…
Richard Croft: A great read! Inspirational! And
achievable! Not like Scotland to Norway. Also it is as
heavy as War and Peace! So
good ballast too.
Mike Kelly: The Sea Takes No
Prisoners, Peter Clutterbuck.
It should have been titled The
Craziness of Youth. A brilliant
read... courage, commitment
and real seamanship.
Edward McLeod-Jones:
Three Ways to Capsize a
Boat: An Optimist Afloat. Just
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Justin Trunchbull comments: I have found that after
getting the boat to point in the right direction and
applying the tiller lock the boat will start veering offcourse if I move forward and to one side to tend to
something. Does anyone else experience this?
Bill Haylock replies: Justin, that’s because you are
effectively changing the shape of the part of the
hull which is in contact with the water, and shifting
the ‘pivot point’ around which the hull rotates in
response to the sideways forces on it. In the old days
when I did my RYA dinghy instructor ticket, you had
to demonstrate your ability to sail without the rudder,
by using sail and hull trim. I have found that my 12ft
Wootton Bridge dinghy is so sensitive to lateral shifts in
weight distribution that I can sail rudderless downwind
by lying across the stern thwart and steering simply by
straightening or bending my legs to shift their weight!
Bongo George and Andrew Johnstone
19 Dec
Posted a link to a video featuring these sea lions:

They were filmed lounging on this unfortunate boat
in the Puget Sound, near Olympia in Washington State.
Steller sea lions can weigh 1,000 kg (2,200 lb) and
grow to a length of 3.0 m (10 ft).
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Donald Baker		
25 Dec
My McNulty Kielder 12. It is a great little boat for
exploring Poole harbour. I hope it will be big enough to
overnight in.

Fran Cristos
12 Jan
Homeward bound...

Fran lives in Vigo, NW Spain
Lisa Graves
10 Jan
January, cold with short daylight hours, but still possible
to enjoy a beautiful ten minutes on the water with a
quick row at sunset in an elderly 1977 Avon Red Crest
dinghy.

only to read in DCA Journal 244 that it is perfectly
satisfactory to make do with a jellaba!
Martin Becker		
11 Jan
With engine or without one... how do you take your
dinghies to sea? That's a question that drives me mad.
On one side I love the simplicity of just having sail & oar.
No noise and smell. There is nothing to take care of,
less weight and nothing which can be damaged when
capsizing. On the other side I think you can help yourself
if you get into a current that you can't match working the
oars (Scamp isn't an incredibly good boat to row).
Some of the replies:
Nick Vowles: Depends where I am going. If I know I
will be able to row back if the wind drops or something
breaks (apart from me) I leave the engine at home. If
I am going further afield where there is a chance of
getting swept away, then I take the engine. I don't feel
justified calling out the life boat just to tow me home. It’s
very easy to become reliant on an engine though.
John Welsford: Sailing with an engine on board
can mean surety of getting back home for those who
have to go to work on Monday morning, and that can
extend the distances or take the sailor into places that
would otherwise not be accessible during a cruise with
a limited timeframe.
James Kennedy: I wouldn’t say an engine is essential.
Personally I would sail without one. You need an anchor,
and a spare anchor, before an engine. It does depend on
where you sail though, and what you do for a living. If
you can’t be late for work, you probably need an engine.
Douglas Young: I bought a Suzuki last year; if I get to
one end of a big lake or loch and the wind dies I still want
to be able to get the family home. It’s practical.
John Hughes: It's very much a matter of personal
choice. If you don't have an engine there will inevitably
be occasions when you are limited or find there are
things you cannot do. For myself, I choose to accept the
limitations and plan as best I can accordingly. This is part
of the challenge of sailing, this is what I enjoy; these are
the terms I set myself to go to sea.
Simon Bunker

15 Nov

Michael Wilkinson
22 Dec
Feeling silly: I've spent much of the last couple of
years wondering how to set up a cheap boom tent,
Winter 2019
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How to Fix a Minor Leak, by Rob Stracey
'Rob was coping with a persistent water leak from
a sprung bilge runner and was glad of his electric bilge
pump,' wrote Steve Bradwell in his report on the South
Coast region’s Newtown Creek rally (DC 242).
The sprung bilge runner

A simple sentence that kindly brushes past my own
foolhardiness. Like much of the damage that occurs to
small wooden boats, it started with a sickening scrunch
as Galadriel’s hull came into contact with the hard sand
and stones of the Warsash slipway. She was leaking
slightly and I brushed this off as being the usual leak
from the daggerboard case that I had been happily
repairing each winter for the past few years; she is
almost fifty after all and a little leakage didn’t bother
me. In hindsight, a thorough inspection of the hull after
that grounding would have saved me from a lot of stress.
As Steve and I sailed out of Southampton water, I felt
the familiar grumble of the board scraping on gravel so
I yanked it half way up and made for deep water. While
moving about, I noticed that the hull was flexing beneath
my feet more than usual. I observed that the front of
the port side buoyancy tank was no longer connected
to the hull, the glass tape joint had failed and water
was trickling in through the crack. I should have turned
back, but the sun was shining and I was only having to
pump every ten minutes or so. Like many members I
have to juggle work, family, rallies and other cruising
commitments so I was not keen on giving up on what
was always going to be the last of the two overnights I
had planned for 2019.
So, I carried on to Newtown. Steve had taken a detour
but I made straight for the creek as I felt that Galadriel
could do with a check-over. I anchored in shallow water
and waded ashore. Pulling Galadriel stern-first towards
the beach I was able to heel her over and take a look ...
and she didn’t look that bad! A bilge runner had sprung
from its position screwed under the hull and therefore
had left a screw hole into the wooden block to which
the front of the tank is fixed to inside the hull. It would
appear that the sideways scraping as she had grounded
on the slipway had wrenched the screw out; it was also
obvious that the area around the screw hole was very
soft. I plugged the hole with matchsticks, the soft dry
timber swelling making a temporary plug. This got me
through the night but by the following day water was
pouring in through the screw hole at the fastest rate yet.
Again, I should have given up. I could have had a lift back
with one of the other boats and made a round trip on
the ferry with the trailer, but I wanted to make it back
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myself, so I set off in blustery conditions for the Hamble.
As I made progress the leak got worse, and by the time
I reached Warsash I had the pump running continuously
to keep the water at bay.
It was clear, by this time, that Galadriel was in need
of some serious repair. However, I was still under the
illusion that a bit of a patch would do; maybe a strip
back to bare wood and a couple of coats of epoxy and
two-pack paint to protect her. A quick poke about with
a chisel ended that delusion. For as long as I have had
her the foot well had been painted in non-slip deck
paint, thick stuff with grit in it to help you keep your
footing, and, as it transpires, to hide all manner of
sins. The bottom of my boat had been sheathed inside
with polyester resin and glass cloth, and I had no idea.
Although Mirrors were originally built with polyester
resin to glue them together, it is actually quite a terrible
wood glue — it does not penetrate the wood fibres at
all and it doesn’t stick to it very well either. I ripped the
sheathing out with little more effort than ripping the
tape from an Amazon package after three days hidden
behind the wheelie bin, revealing a vast expanse of
thoroughly rotten plywood. Water had been seeping
between the ply and the glass cloth and had rotted the
timber away with my being none the wiser. It makes
me shudder to think of how many times I have stood
on totally rotten 3/16ins plywood over deep water and
somehow got away with it.

It was late autumn and I had to make a decision
— total restoration and rebuilding of a fifty-year-old
Mirror over the winter without an indoor workspace, or
donate her to the local Scout’s bonfire and spend the
winter fitting Galadriel’s tent and other modifications to
a newer hull. Obviously, this was the only economically
viable option, and so of course I chose the other one.
Drastic work was needed, she needed a new bottom.
Rather like Cher or Nicki Minaj.
First stop was eBay, where I purchased a flimsy
twenty-foot-long gazebo, and then to Trident from
whom I ordered two hull panels, two bilge runners, four
floor battens, a foot rest, daggerboard case kit, glass
tape and epoxy resin. While I waited for the couriers
of Great Britain to bring the results of half a month’s
wages, I set about converting an old launching trolley
into a sort of jig to hold her upside down but keeping
her in shape, and then I started to rip out the ply. It was
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so rotten I removed the whole lot in under ten minutes,
mostly with my bare hands.

The panels from Trident were almost a perfect fit,
although pre-decimal Mirrors were built with 3/16”
plywood which is now rarer than hen’s teeth, so more
modern ones are built using 5mm plywood. This left a
step of roughly ½ mm on the butt strap where the aft
panels meet the smaller (but thankfully 100% sound!)
forward panels. This step was planed down a little, and
then faired in with epoxy and fairing compound. As
decades of paint was stripped from the remaining panels,
I found some areas had been filled with car body filler;
this was dug out and replaced with epoxy. Thankfully
none of the other panels was sufficiently damaged to
need patching or replacing, so filling and fairing it was.
The panels were given a few copper wire stitches here
and there to hold the seam together. Mirrors were not
built this way up, and if I were building a new kit from
scratch I would have taped the inside first. But I wasn’t
and these stitches had to be removed before taping. So
the panels were then glued with thickened epoxy before
I removed the stitches and taped them.
The taping of the seams felt like such a milestone
that I almost allowed myself to believe that I might have
her upright before the end of the year, but sadly it was
not to be. As winter set about doing its thing the gazebo
blew away. I tried to repair it but I seemed to spend
longer fixing it than I did the boat, so I wrapped her up,
and came back to her in January with all my new year’s
enthusiasm. Which promptly ended when I had to shell
out for a new gazebo.
But with it done, work began in earnest. The new
bilge runners were screwed and glued in place, the old
skeg was stripped, sanded and bonded to the hull. I
assembled the dagger board case without screws, using
only epoxy. Galadriel’s old case had leaked constantly
from the screw holes so I decided to cure that problem
at least. I also had some 80gsm glass cloth in the shed
that I used to sheathe the inside faces of the case,
the idea being that it would provide protection to the
plywood from sand and small stones that may get in
there. Time will tell if this was a good idea. The weave of
the tape on the hull was filled and faired with epoxy and
fairing compound, and then everything was thoroughly
sanded. By hand. For days.
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Now it was time to paint. I do not like painting,
predominantly because I am not very good at it and I
was dubious about allowing the past three months’
work to get daubed in very expensive and very difficultto-remove coloured gloop, with the end result looking
like something that might be put on the fridge door after
school, and surreptitiously smuggled into the recycling
after the kids are asleep. But paint her I did, first with
Interprotect Primer, which is a two-part primer that is
quite thick, but doesn’t run much, and seems to make
Galadriel look like she has just been popped out of a
mould. Next came Perfection Undercoat and three coats
of Perfection ‘Oxford Blue’. Top coats were painted on
with a small foam roller, and ‘tipped off’ with a 3ins
high quality brush. The purpose of this is to remove
the roller’s ‘orange peel’ texture without leaving brush
strokes. The paint was probably the most expensive
single purchase, but I felt that I had to prevent any
further damage to her now I had put all this effort in,
and while I had her all sanded and nice it seemed foolish
not to put on the best stuff I could. I know from past
experience that International’s Perfection range sets
hard as iron and wouldn’t need replacing for several
years (at least 30 or many more—Ed). And I do really
not like painting. The keel band was broken in several
places so I replaced it with some nice new brass, dipping
the screw threads with epoxy to protect the wood.
And so it came time to turn her over, and in some
ways this was the hardest part, as it required the help of
other people, and trying to find people happy to stand
in my garden in early February turning a boat over whilst
I shriek profanities about how close people are coming
to damaging my paintwork was not an easy task. But like
all the other jobs so far it was done eventually, allowing
me to survey the inside of my pride and joy in daylight
for the first time in months, and to realise with shock
that she’s only just half done! RS
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Sweet Sue, Part II

An account of the adventures that befell a Thames skiff on a
voyage from London to Oostende, recalled by Patrick Arnold

(Above) Deal seafront today

'Deal In A Storm', by Joseph Mallord William Turner, a painting that reveals the artist's close connection to the town
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_____________________________________________
...The reason for my voyage to Oostende I blame on
a graffito scratched on a wall in Rainham Church. In my
opinion it is an Italian wool ship of the 14th century. I
thought it would be interesting to follow the route of
such a ship eqipped only with instruments and charts of
the day.
However, the firm I worked for was not prepared to
give me the time, so the plan was modified to a trip to
Oostende, mostly because there was a good ferry service
home and I hoped that I could do it in my summer
holiday. There was never a dull moment...
Patrick's closing remarks in a talk to Benfleet Y. C.
_____________________________________________

Day Four — Wednesday 6th June, 1979

I

for now. The name of the ’master' was easy, as was the
name of the 'owner'.
When all the questions were answered and all the
notes entered in the book, I was free to go ashore
provided I reported to the harbour police when I was
ready to leave. I wandered round the town of Dover,
but at five in the morning it rivals Pompeii as a centre
of clamorous activity. I found myself entering the station
of the harbour police soon after six and to my disgust,
the morning shift, all bright and fresh, had never heard
of me. There followed a long explanation and in the end
it was agreed that I would wait until the crew of the
harbour launch arrived. The harbour launch had a radio
and it would accompany me out of the harbour.
Authority being Authority, it soon got into the swing
of things and while searching round for someone else to
take the parcel if and when the music stopped, decided
that I must make contact with the coastguard. Anything
to humour them, I thought. So I found a telephone
and phoned the number, another long explanation
followed, this time to the coastguard, in which I
became a downright liar: of course I had every known
navigational aid in my rowing boat; of course, I had a
life raft and rockets and flares and just about everything
an Atlantic liner carries. I apologised about the lack of
radio, but sardonically explained that a rowing boat has
limited power supplies. In the end, the 'Authorities' were
satisfied that my drowning would be in accordance with
the Board of Trade regulations.
I left the police station and returned to sit and wait for
the launch. At about 8 o'clock, a small dog came trotting
along the beach. When it reached me it stopped, sniffed,
and snarled. I considered the dog thoughtfully; I was
without question unwashed, but dogs are not normally
so fussy.
Suddenly, in the manner beloved by magicians, a
small woman appeared beside the dog. The woman and
her dog looked at each other and then as a team looked
long and hard at me. Their silent examination seemed
endless so I said, 'Good morning.'

woke with moonlight dancing on the water
illuminating everything with its silvery light. The tide
had turned and now flowed south along the coast
towards Dover; it was time to get moving. It was a lovely
night, warm and gentle, in which rowing was a pleasure.
I cannot describe the beauty of moonlight on water, it is
an experience that can't be shared, nor is it a picture that
can be painted with words.
I passed under the loom of the South Foreland Light
and came up to Dover Harbour, which I had no intention
of entering in the darkness. I rowed into the foot of the
cliffs and let go anchor in about 2 fathoms of water,
about 100 feet from the cliff face. There I stayed until
dawn, when there was enough light to see the entrance.
Weighing anchor, I moved up to the harbour wall,
along which I slowly rowed, pondering how I could
get through the entrance without running foul of the
continental ferries which were rushing in and out. The
problem was solved by a head which stuck itself out of
a window of the harbour watchtower and asked
if I was coming in. When I yelled 'Yes!', the head
told me to hurry up and make for the beach. So I
entered Dover, heaving on the oars.
Before I reached the beach, the 'Authorities'
had mustered to await my arrival with notebooks
at the ready. The customs officer wandered away
sadly when I admitted I had only come from Deal.
The harbour police were however not so easy to
please. It would seem that I had 'held up' three
Belgian ferries whilst I entered Dover harbour. I
didn't believe it at the time and on reflection I now
deem it impossible. However, I must have puzzled
the harbour watch; I don’t know what sort of
’blip’ the Susannah throws on a radar screen but
I know they couldn’t get any response from the
radio. I know they tried to call me because the
harbour policeman wanted to know my ’number'.
I am still laughing about his unthinking question
and I still haven’t worked out my tonnage so the
quarter ton entered in his notebook must stand ___________________________
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Dover Western Docks, c.1970
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Dover Harbour, 1970s. A huge naval harbour and 'harbour
of refuge' was built for the Navy at Dover before WWI
__________________________________________________

The woman replied for them both: 'Good morning',
she said. 'Where are you going ?'
'To France,' I said.
Without hesitation she said, 'Can we come ?'
If a pig had then flown by I would have wished it well.
I stared at her fish-eyed whilst searching for a
diplomatic refusal. To arrive in Calais would be an
event but to arrive with a seventy year-old lady and
her dog would pass all credibility. I found a gentle way
of refusing and she and her dog continued their walk,
leaving me wondering what other adventures the old
lady had undergone in years gone by.
By 9 o’clock, I was wondering where the harbour
launch was hiding itself. By half-past nine I had
reballasted the boat using stones from the beach, and
at 10 o’clock I rowed for the harbour entrance. The
wind was from the South West, force 3 to 4, and the
forecast via the telephone service in the police station
that morning had been a SW wind later veering NW
and moderating. Not an ideal start I thought, but a fine
finish. The plans of mice and men...
As I rowed towards the Eastern Entrance, a cargo ship
came through. The ship was unladen and therefore high
in the water. Each blade of its propellor burst into view
from below the surface to ponderously revolve and
then plunge back, churning the water into a vast area
of foam and confusion. I decided I would wait for the
launch after all. I hung about in the harbour waiting and
watching. The ferries came and went and nobody took
any interest in my hanging about. While I waited a new
and distracting event took place.
About twenty soldiers appeared on the beach carrying
a large wooden punt, the sort of vessel generally known
as a landing craft. They tried to carry the punt down the
beach just as pall bearers carry a coffin, but after losing
step on the steep stony beach, they abandoned all hope
and dumped the punt upside down by the water's edge.
When they gathered in a huddle to earnestly debate
something, I had a feeling I was about to witness a
comedy. I was not disappointed. After a lot of arm
waving, they gathered round the punt and tried to get
it the right way up, not by rolling it over but by turning
it end for end. After a struggle, they had it balanced
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on one end and then lost control. The punt began to
topple like a stricken tree and the troops scattered in all
directions.
I took off my hat to the builders of that punt, because
it bounced on the beach yet stayed together. By good
fortune, it was now the right way up. The troops gathered
round it, picked it up and to my total amazement, carried
it into the water. The men at the bow end were soaked
to the armpits and those at the stern were soaked to the
knees. At the word of command, they all attempted to
scramble into the punt and two men, lurching to their feet
when aboard, promptly lost balance in the excitement
and fell back overboard. It was at about this point I was
able to discern the commanding officer. Although his
camouflaged uniform was similar to the others, it was
unique in being dry. This happy state of affairs was the
result of standing on the beach during the launch and
boarding operations.

The compass in its container...

...and in action, floating in water
__________________________________________________

Just before eleven, two small boats slipped out of the
entrance so I set off to emulate their example. To my
amazement, the signal for a vessel leaving the harbour
was hoisted and thus I left Dover in style.
I rowed north towards St Margarets Cliff, which is
the nearest bit of England to France and is also clear
of the ferry route. Once I was well clear of the harbour
entrance, I set course for France, which was a very easy
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matter — I just followed a ferry boat that was rushing off
towards the horizon. The wind was on my beam and the
seas were moderate. I rowed steadily for an hour and the
green fuel tanks under the cliffs in the harbour seemed
just as large as when I started. Another hour of rowing
and at last the green tanks were smaller. Another bout
of rowing was followed by a glance over my shoulder
where, to my delight, I could see, low on the horizon, the
white cliff of Cap Gris Nez. Things were fine. A ferry boat
came from Dover and altered course towards me; she
soon overhauled me, and out on the wing of the bridge
came the officers. There then followed a one-sided
conversation in which it was established that I was on my
way to Calais. The Earl Leofric then rang up 'full ahead'
and with propellors thrashing, went on her way. My
thanks went to her master for his interest and concern.
The tide was now setting me southwards towards the
Varne lightship, which I estimated was about four miles
off my beam when I passed her. The water of the Channel
had changed from a muddy grey to a deep clear green.
Even though the water had lost its estuary silt, it was still
cluttered with plastic bags, cups, cardboard boxes and
kitchen rubbish.
The wind slowly began to gain force and the seas
became proportionally greater. I had to amend my course
from the one which was directional, to the one which
would allow my boat to survive. I kept the wind on my
beam and cursed the weather forecast because the wind
was not veering and it certainly was not moderating.
The whole aspect had dramatically changed from bright
optimism to impending gloom. The sun was rapidly
declining and I had been rowing for seven hours. The
muscles in my back were protesting and I was getting
tired. The cliffs of France never seemed to get any nearer,
and I was very alone.
Then came that blood-chilling snarl of a breaking sea.
The wind had gained enough force to push the tops off
the waves and suddenly I was sliding down the face of a
wave with the water boiling round me. Rapidly, the seas
grew in size until they were marching down upon me like
green mountains capped with snow. The waves seemed
enormous but in truth, I suppose they were not more
than eight feet between valley and crest, which is a mere
ripple to a supertanker. But I wasn't on a supertanker,
I was in a small rowing boat and I was fighting to keep
afloat. Each wave, I was convinced, had my name on it.
Each one came remorselessly forward to tower above
me with literally tons of water cascading down its face.

Calais Ferry Terminal
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The famous jellaba, purchased in Fez
__________________________________________________

The roar of the falling water was terrifying in its potent
contempt of me and all mankind.
An hour of waiting for the end passed by in which
Susannah kept dodging and weaving from valley to crest.
I began to relax because in that hour only enough spray
to fill a small bucket had come aboard.
My spirits started to revive, the wind had started to
ease and over my shoulder I could see a tower above
the horizon. I thought it was Calais lighthouse and soon
I would be ashore. I was wrong, it was an oil rig, and if I
had known then that I was only half way, I think I would
have jumped over the side. Away on the cliffs of Cap Gris
Nez, the lighthouse started to show its flaring light and
in the gathering dusk, I started to cross the northbound
lane of the Channel shipping. I remember a very big
ship, dark red in colour, with what looked like a palm leaf
painted on her funnel. That ship faded majestically away
into the distance; I could imagine the crew all warm and
well fed and the master casually glancing at a small dot
on his radar screen, a dot which was often lost in the
shadows thrown by the waves. All very nice, except I was
that dot, and with all my heart I wished I was not! I later
learnt that it was a ship of the Libyan merchant fleet.
Rowing was now a mechanical operation which
seemed as natural as breathing and it seemed that I had
always been heaving on an oar. Darkness closed thickly
about me and when at last I saw the light of Calais, I
was drained of all emotion. If someone had said I had a
thousand miles to go, I would have nodded indifferently.
In fact, Calais light was about 10 miles away. The tide
turned in my favour and began to carry me towards my
goal. Slowly, oh so very slowly, the lights of Calais trickled
over the horizon. For some reason I thought I was only
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half a mile from the shore but in fact I was about 2 miles
Day Five — Thursday 7th June, 1979
— it was an error of judgement that was to compound
my later confusion.
I woke up as I was flung across the floor. As I scrambled
The wind rapidly moderated and the sea was only a
to my knees, the boat soared upward and I lost my
long rolling swell when I came up to and passed a whistle
balance and struck my head on the thwart. Susannah
buoy that also had a light which never seemed to stop
plummeted downward and a wall of water swept over
blinking. A brightly lit ferry boat swept over the horizon
me. The boat tried to recover but before she could lift,
and plunged into the lights of Calais — I couldn’t see
another mountain of water arrived followed by another
where it had disappeared. I kept rowing. Then another
and yet more. At last, things went quiet and I looked
ferry boat suddenly appeared, coming out of the lights.
wildly about me for a reason. A few hundred feet away
I stared in horror because she was heading for me.
with propellors churning the sea, a Townsend Thoresen
I grabbed my torch and pointed it at her thinking that
ferry shot into Calais. The tide had ebbed while I slept
the world was mad and that to point a 1½-volt torch at
and, when I was floating in about two feet of water, the
a ferry boat was the ultimate stupidity. The ferry boat
wash from the ferry had rushed ashore to break right
suddenly turned and set off on a course which I was sure
over Susannah. Everything was soaked but as I was to
would put her aground, only it didn’t.
discover, my greatest loss was my camera and my film.
Fatigue plays strange tricks; I thought I was only a few
Slowly I started to bail out the water, which was
hundred feet from the shore and was approaching the
lapping at seat level. Fortunately, it was a dead calm but
harbour obliquely. In truth I was two miles away and was
on the other hand the ignominy of being sunk in a dead
squarely off the port. I kept rowing and at last I could
calm outside Calais was not easy to live with!
make out the shape of buildings. I was close to the shore
I was soaked and cold, so I decided to risk the wrath of
but I couldn’t see the entrance to the harbour; the whole
the harbour authorities and to enter the port where the
place was like a Christmas tree covered in lights. I gave
ferry boat had gone. I crept in past the entrance piers
up and heaved my anchor over the side to find that
and slid past the ferry moored silently by the quayside.
there was only two fathoms of water. Never before had
Not a soul was to be seen. There was a suspicion of dawn
I appreciated the feelings of the crew of Saint Paul’s ship
when I made fast to a pontoon in the outer basin. Up the
but I too, now 'prayed for the day' (Acts, 27:29). Totally
ladder I scrambled, expecting to find a posse waiting for
exhausted, I lay on the floor of the boat and went to
me. The whole place was deserted so I set off to find
sleep, not knowing that I would soon experience even
the Customs. At the ferry terminal, I found two officers
more of the adventures of Saint Paul's crew.
who just were not interested in me, and with my broken
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
(Below) Map of the world drawn by Andrea Bianco, 1436.
The British Isles lie just below 10 o'clock, Spain at 9. India at
6 o'clock and China at 3.
The detail includes the positions of the Tower of Babel, the
land of the headless people, that of Gog and Magog and the
Garden of Eden.
More importantly, Andrea Bianco was at work about 50 years
before the voyage of Christopher Columbus.
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Five hundred years before Columbus, Arab seamen were
routinely crossing the Indian Ocean and making exact landfalls
in Indian ports after sailing for thousands of miles. Undoubtedly
they used the Kamal to determine latitude. Below is a fanciful
drawing of Bianco using one. Wikipedia gives a concise and
clear account of its components and use — and an explanation
of how it is still used by some sea kayakers to estimate distance
from land. As Polaris is the target star the Kamal is only useful
in equatorial latitudes where it is close to the horizon; in higher
latitudes the more complex back-staff and cross-staff were used
— both based on the same principles—Ed
_____________________________________________________
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French and their shattered English. It was agreed that I
would go to the Customs House at ten o’clock.
I then wandered into the terminal cafe where I was
served coffee and croissant by a chic French lady who
must have seen everything this world has to offer. She
didn’t blink an eyelid but took a saturated bank note from
an unshaven, unwashed and saturated ’thing’ dressed in
the mode of North Africa. It must be an everyday event
in Calais to take and spread wet banknotes over the grille
of a coffee machine. All this she did without comment or
change of expression.
I returned to Susannah where she bobbed up and
down beside the pontoon, and surveyed the higgledypiggledy mess of saturated effects that lay within her. I
spent an hour spreading my clothes out on the quayside
and sorting out ropes and tackle. I decided that the time
had come to rest and eat, so I stuffed all my gear into a
kitbag and set off to find a room, which I did, in a hotel
rejoicing in the name of Hotel de Liverpool. The hotel
will never get Egon Ronay approval but it was clean and
cheap.
Having established a shore base, I set off to the
Customs where, to cut a long story short, I found that
they had no wish to examine me, my boat or my passport
and that I was free to come and go just as I pleased. I
found the indifference of the French authorities in Calais
so staggeringly different to the authorities in Dover that
I became quite worried that I had been misunderstood.
The worry faded away by the time I had had a good meal
and a glass of wine. Most of the day was spent sitting
watching life in the harbour and the comings and goings
of ships. I ate another good meal that evening and went
back to the hotel, where I slept like a log.
Day Six — Friday 8th June, 1979
I woke at dawn, rapidly dressed and filled my kitbag
with my now dry clothes. Leaving the key of the room in
the door as agreed with the landlord, I left the hotel and
carried my kitbag down to the harbour. Someone had
moved Susannah because she had been moored just a
little differently from when I had left her. However, all her
gear was complete, so it mattered not.
As I prepared the boat for the voyage towards
Oostende, a group of French fishermen came down
the ladder onto the pontoon. As one of the fishermen
started to untie a small dinghy, the others stood and
surveyed Susannah and me. It wasn’t long before they
had gathered round and I did my best to explain where
I had come from and where I was going. They were
suitably impressed with my venture and one begged me
to ferry him out to his boat. This was soon arranged and
to the cheers of his comrades I transported him to his
boat, which was moored out in the basin.
I left Calais just as the southerly tide was at the end of
its run. I noted with a wry smile that at low water one can
see a wreck lying on the beach almost exactly where in
desperation I lad let go the anchor so many hours before.
Keeping close to the beach, I set off towards Oostende.
It was a good day with a good following breeze that
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By Régis HOLY id=58481115
The Phare de Walde / Walde lighthouse, as it is now
__________________________________________________

pushed me along as I settled down to a nice steady rate
of easy strokes. The coast of Northern France is a lonely
place especially at low water, because the tide retreats
to reveal thousands of acres of sand. The loneliness
was amplified by a solitary fisherman who was wading
at the tide’s edge pushing a shrimp net. The first thing
to break the monotony of those flat sands was Walde
lighthouse. The lighthouse is like a tin box on legs, which
rest on piles driven into the sand. The whole structure
stands where the spring tide ebbs. I am not sure why the
Walde lighthouse was built where it now stands because
there is nothing of note to mark; maybe it’s one of those
mysteries designed to puzzle simple minds like mine.
It seemed that I was upon the little harbour of
Gravelines before I had left Calais, but in fact it had taken
about four hours to cover the ten miles between the two
harbours.
A new power station is being constructed to the east
of Gravelines, at least I assume it is a power station
because it is big, grim and reeks of functionalism. While
I surveyed the power station, a big black cloud slid over
the sun and all became cold and grey. The wind, however,
held southwesterly and pushed me along towards
Dunkirk. I reached the new harbour entrance of Dunkirk
at a quarter past eight. The sea was protesting about the
new rubble breakwater that projects out into the sea and
Susannah was jolted severely by the protest.
For some reason, I had always thought Dunkirk was
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Gravelines nuclear power station — the seventh largest in
the world
__________________________________________________

a small port which had gained historical fame in 1940,
when thousands of men were evacuated from the wrath
of the German armies. Dunkirk is now mile upon mile of oil
refineries, steel works, chemical plants, and all the related
industries of a major port. A few minutes before 10 o'clock,
I passed the old harbour entrance, from which a Japanese
supertanker was being nudged out into the North Sea by
half a dozen bellowing tugs.
The sun appeared again and the day became a beautiful
summer day with a warm following breeze and a flat sea
covered with dancing ripples. I rowed steadily along the
coast from one cluster of buildings to the next and thus I
crossed the Belgian frontier without knowing it. The row

of buoys bobbing in the sea I thought belonged to
some yacht club and the frontier post I thought was
the yacht club building.
On the Belgian side of the border, the coastline is
now part of a nature reserve and the sand dunes are
devoid of any buildings except the deserted concrete
gun emplacements of yesteryear. I had grown used
to the rolling sand dunes when suddenly a harbour
appeared. At a quarter to two, I shipped my oars off
the entrance to the harbour of Nieuport. I crawled
aft and stuck the shaft of my tattered ensign into the
socket hole of the stern rowlock. The interest of the
people on the harbour wall sharpened perceptibly
as the wind caught and spread my colours, and the
watchers formed an ad hoc committee to welcome
me as I scrambled up the ladder onto the quayside.
I thanked them and scurried off to the nearest cafe
for something to drink which was not as pleasant as I
had hoped because my lips had been badly burnt by
the sun.
It wasn’t long before I was back on the quayside
and there I found a member of the harbour authority
waiting with a big grin. Harbour authorities are never
constant: in England, they are official; in France, they
don’t care and in Belgium they wanted to know if I
needed help. When I explained that I was bound for
Oostende, the harbour authority gravely consulted
a large silver watch and said I could make it on that
tide if I ’got going’. I ’got going’ and cleared Nieuport
as the controller in the observation tower waved and
phoned Oostende to tell them that I was coming.
The row from Nieuport started well, the wind blew
steadily and the tide carried me along. I would have
liked to make a comment on the shoreline but I never
saw it, this is because the whole of it has been built
on. Blocks of flats jostle with each other like concrete
giants trying to paddle. The whole of the coast
between Nieuport and Oostende has been devoured
by a staggering building spree and even though many
of the flats were empty, even more blocks were being
constructed. Tower cranes seemed ten a penny.
The wind slowly died away and the tide had
slackened by the time I reached a point halfway
between Nieuport and Oostende. Progress passed
________________________________________________
(Left and top right) Two views of Oostende
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Patrick in Oostende Harbour
________________________________________________

from a steady rate of strokes to a slower and stronger
pull. The tide turned and the sweat began to flow.
From rubble groyne to rubble groyne, I crept towards
Oostende. The muscles in my back protested, but I
kept pulling, and slowly the harbour grew in size.
Two things will stick in my mind about the
approach to Oostende. One is the big building that
is a fine landmark for many miles, and the second
are the people on the ends of the rubble groynes.
For some psychological reason, these people release
their sadistic frustrations by heaving lumps of lead
tied to bits of string at passing boats. That’s how the
sea-anglers seemed to me. For, even if the boat is
hundreds of feet away, they will still try to score a hit.
It was vital for me to keep out of the running tide,
so I tried to sneak round the end of each groyne. The
lead throwers made loud protests in Dutch which
made life educational and very interesting. I gained
the impression that I was too near and that it was
considered unsporting just to drop the missiles into
a passing boat.
At last I came to Oostende harbour and hoisted my
colours. I rowed into the harbour entrance at 6.25pm
GMT, which was 129 hours and 25 minutes after
leaving St Katherine’s Dock. Following the long wall of
the harbour, I rowed at last into the yacht basin and
there found a landing place just below the North Sea
Yacht Club. Did I spring out and nonchalantly moor the

Susannah? No I didn’t. I crawled out and found I couldn’t
tie a knot because my hands were a mess. I struggled with
the rope and at last I achieved a passable round turn and
two half hitches. Susannah and I were there, we had made
it!
Suddenly, there were people beside me bursting with
questions and wanting to help. I thank them all: the
secretary of the North Sea Yacht Club who welcomed
me to use the facilities of the Club; ’Skipper' who looked
after my boat — and all the others whose names I never
knew. My special thanks go to M. & Mme Scouvement who
insisted that I slept on their yacht and who looked after
me in every way. Last but not least, my thanks to Mr. J.
van Popple who had the Susannah loaded onto his lorry for
shipment to London.
The photographers and reporters of the local
newspapers appeared next day and I slowly retold my story
wondering how the reporters would present my voyage to
their readers. In the afternoon, I suddenly remembered
that I hadn’t presented my papers to the authorities. I
was directed to the Zeevaartpolitis and once I explained
what had happened, I was given a big grin and my passport
was marked at my insistence by the official entry stamp,
backdated to allow for the fact that I had arrived the day
before.
I then spent time wandering round the harbour and
watching the boats until at last the day came when the
local paper rolled off the presses with my story as a front
page item. I felt that I had now completed my voyage and it
was time to depart, so I said thank you to all my new-found
friends and caught the next ferry home.
The Royal National Lifeboat Institution was pleased to
receive the money from my sponsors. The Susannah was
delivered to a warehouse in West London, and I spent a
weekend rowing her from Putney to her mooring in the
River Roach.
There are moments when I look back and remember
all the events I have recorded in my little book. Then in
my mind I ponder on the possibility of trying for the crossChannel rowing record. I think if I built a special boat to my
own design, and I picked the right day, and If I.....
At the end of the voyage I was presented with the
pennant of the North Sea Yacht Club, which I keep as a
memento of the kindness they showed me. In closing, I
would advise anyone who proposes to undertake such a
venture to declare that they are going to be sponsored. You
are then changed from a demented half-wit into a rational
and noble cirizen. I did it for the Lifeboats. Susannah now
hangs in the Tithe Barn Museum of Nostalgia in Upminster
(below); she is labelled as the last vessel to leave Rainham
Creek. PA

North Sea Yacht Club pennant
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Baltic Proas

By Januscz Ostrowski

S

ometimes the term 'Dinghy Cruising' can
cover a surprising range of boats and activities. For
about fifteen years our group has mounted raids
along the South Baltic coasts, occasionally joining fleets
of classic dinghies in Raid Poland and Raid Pomerania,
as we did in 2015, 2017 and 2018. The big difference is
that we sail proas flying Crab ClawH sails, which follow
Micronesian boatbuilding concepts but are adapted to
modern materials and the DIY technologies we prefer
in Europe. Sufficient to say that proas with Crab Claw
rigs neither tack nor gybe but shunt instead, and if we
have to steer we use a paddle, but we very rarely need
to. What can be achieved by trimming Crab Claw sails is
incomparable.

Proa raids, in purple and red

gives such power. First Pjoa was 7m long by 3.5m wide
under a 16.5sqm sail, emulating a flat water concept
from Kiribati Island. This one almost joined the DCA Raid
Poland in 2010.
Then one surprise followed another. Polynesians
have invented boats which hardly slow down passing
over crests, that go through waves so smoothly you can
hardly hear the proa running at 6 knots, with suspension
between hulls that allow them to work flexibly and semiindependently.

Shunting?
(
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(I don't want to introduce doubt, but I
believe proas reverse when they shunt:
this looks like a gybe.
Lovely to see,
anyway—Ed)

The story began after reading Aerodynamics of Sailing
by Professor Czesław Marchaj where he describes the
exceptional qualities of Crab Claws. I wanted to learn by
myself, and in normal sailing, what kind of mystery
__________________________________________
H
aka 'Oceanic Lateen' or 'Oceanic Sprit' sailing rigs
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I have designed and sailed on a number of proas, each
one capable of micro-cruising along sea coasts. Each one
has the ability to cross safely the seas breaking on the
beach. Having no underwater foils like keel or rudder,
and relying mostly on self steering, we are able to enjoy
the open sea and the shallows (or both). Deep V-hulls
ensure that we get upwind at least as well as others and
manage rough seas even better. I sometimes go to sea
at force 4 and rising, because we feel safe being able to
strand within half an hour, almost everywhere. Well, the
coast around here is a sandy beach 250 nautical miles
long, so whatever the weather brings, we can find a safe
strand. For that, each proa has to be light enough for the
crew to get it out on to dry land, obviously.
Mata Pjoa, launched in 2012, shared the same
dimensions and sail size as Pjoa but has followed
Marshallese valap solutions for increased seaworthiness
and good handling in high seas. She has proved herself
capable of to handling 2m+ high breakers when landing
in a F6. People have started aiming for car toppable
proas, meaning a proa shorter than 5m and weighing
less than 100kg, so easy to assemble or disassemble.
Luckily Paweł Kowalski has joined us, with his skills in
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ABS materials, so we might also be able to address the
possibilty of chartering and initial training boats. Pjoa
Laguna meets all requirements: 5m long with a 11sqm
CC sail reefable to 8sqm, sharing all the benefits of her
predecessors. We have published first instructions:
Basics of Sailing the Micronesian Way” at www.pjoa.eu
so a first-time proanaut can save time on rediscovering
all the tricks to keep a proa on the desired course
and also change tacks. Paweł attended the 2017 Raid
Pomerania with this boat.
The sea demands waterline length, as much for speed
as for comfort. I expect a cruiser to get me quickly to
a destination, or get out of trouble, at the same time
sailing dry without exhausting me. I wanted the longest
possible single-handed proa. Puch Pjoa is 6m long
and weighs under 100kg due to sheathed cedar strip
planking, so it can be powered by only a 12sqm CC sail,
which I think is the a maximum possible for one person
in a F 4-5 wind. Paweł and myself crewed Puch Pjoa
during Raid Pomerania in 2019. (See Wojciech Baginski's
report on page 40 —Ed)

We are often asked about the potential for speed,
which depends mostly on sea conditions. On flat water,
we have reached 15.6 kts on Puch Pjoa , but in a sea over
1 metre high, the top speed was 12kts. Practically, for
calculating a trip, we vary from 3kts (achievable when
paddling) to 5.5kts in favourable conditions.
We hope to join the 2020 Raid Pomerania with our
newest boat, Folk Pjoa: 5m long, car-toppable and
optimized for DIY construction. And costing around
1,000 euros to build. JO
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Book Review by Giles de Bertodano

In Shackleton's Wake,
by Arved Fuchs

S

hackleton's open boat journey is well known. In April 1916
with five others, he sailed 800 miles in the 22ft James Caird from
Elephant Island to South Georgia. Then he immediately travelled
over the ice clad mountains to the other side of the island. There have
been four recent attempts to reconstruct either the sea-voyage alone or
'The Shackleton Double' i.e. the voyage itself then immediately crossing
the South Georgia ice-cap to the Stromness whaling base.
In 1993, Trevor Potts and three others successfully sailed the GRP
replica Sir Ernest Shackleton to South Georgia without support boat,
engine, radio or liferaft. He did not cross the mountains. The boat is now
in the Cambridge Polar Museum. His voyage triggered the centennial
interest in replicating Shackleton's feat.
In 1997, Jamie Young's attempt, with GPS, radio and support ship was
unsuccessful after the replica Tom Crean was knocked down three times
in succession in sixty-foot waves after a thirty-hour storm when only
some twenty miles from their destination.
And in 2012, Tim Jarvis and Barrie Gray with four others completed
the Shackleton Double in the replica Alexandra Shackleton. They used
original clothes (useless leather boots, reindeer skin sleeping bags,
Plasmon biscuits and pemmican) and suffered from wet and electronics
failure. They also had a support boat.
Now in this book, a famous German polar explorer relates another
successful Shackleton Double in 1999 in the replica James Caird II, with
three others and a part-time support vessel. Aside from the wet, violent
motion, noise, storms, lack of sleep and overall small boat foulness,
there are interesting insights. And consideration is given to Shackleton's
decisions and leadership.
For example, at Elephant Island, why did they remain at Point Wild
when Cape Lookout, where the cruise ships land tourists today, was only
a few miles further and much better winter quarters? Again, he rightly
points out that Shackleton's small boat voyage did not start at Elephant
Island — surely it started much earlier, when the pack ice broke up and
they had to leave Camp Patience in three boats. They were then some
fifty albatross-flying miles south of Elephant Island. But the current
pushed them back and the wind headed them. So they ended up sailing
for a week to cover a hundred miles to Cape Valentine, their first landing.
And there is an oblique, subfusc questioning as to whether the epic
voyage was necessary. Shackleton had a plan B for those left behind —
were he to fail, they were to sail in the polar summer, in the remaining
boats Dudley Docker and Stancombe Wills to Deception Island, some
200 miles southwest where whalers would be found. If that was feasible,
why was the early winter dash for South Georgia made? The author's
conclusions avoid hindsight and accept the rationale behind Shackleton's
decisions without ignoring the wholly luck-dependent gamble of his
voyage.
Arved Fuchs has crossed both the Artic and Antarctic, man-hauling
sledges. He owns a 78ft gaff-rigged Danish fishing cutter Dagmar
Aaen which acted as his support ship in the Southern Oceans for the
James Caird II voyage. And he carried GPS, satellite phone and laptop.
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(The large paw print on the sail is the
trademark of their sponsor — Jack Wolfskin)
The voyage was fraught, due to storms, fog
and, at the end, icebergs prevented them
reaching King Haakon Bay until they were
towed in. The subsequent ice cap crossing
was comparatively agreeable.
He justifies these dangerous voyagereconstructions in two ways. Firstly, there is
no point to life anyway. Life is futile. Secondly,
speaking about Shackleton's voyage: 'We
need these myths for they give rise to
dreams and these dreams prompt us to act.'
That fits well with cruising in dinghies. As for
Shackleton's decisions, 'I seek not to debunk
myths but to see what lies behind.' Quite
proper. All in all he does a very good job in this
fascinating book. Mind you, the US publisher
should be hanged, drawn and quartered for
producing a voyage book without any maps.
GdB
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Watercolours by Seb Coulthard, core crew member in 2013

James Cairds
The Sir Ernest Shackleton
Trevor Potts, 1994

The Tom Crean
Paddy Barry, 1997

The James Caird II
Arved Fuchs, 2000

The Alexandra Shackleton
Tim Jarvis, 2013

James Caird, Worsley & Shackleton
1916

Qualities Required in
a polar explorer
(according to Sir Ernest)
1. Optimism
2. Patience
3. Imagination
4. Idealism
5. Courage
— in that order
Quoted by
Alexandra Shackleton
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